Farm, Garden and Household.

ogniziug the damning effects of Everest’s
testimony about the letters, placed on the

*“

moc

Main

agricultural Board.

I lie repi it of the proceedings of the
session at Brunswick is continued—
Tin. TAXATION QUESTION.
There is a strong teeling among the
farmers that they are bearing more than
their proportion of the taxes. The subject
lias been under consideration by members
ol the Heard from time to time, and last
tall at Calais, tool; force in the shape ot
instructions to the Secretary to procure
the preparation ot a paper oil taxation to
be presented at this winter's meeting. The
work was as-igned to l’rof. M. C. rernaUJ
of the State College, who presented Wedn. silav c,-a mg one of the most carefully
pupated and aide papers ever read before
A large audience was in attlie Hoard
tendance. nearly every seat in the large
hall being occupied
No abstract of this paper w ill he given,
since only in it- fulness is it complete, and
anything 1,-ss than this would be ol little
\ aim
lie alluded in opening to the nee.-ssity or taxation and to the rapid increase ol the rate of taxation since the
opining of the war. An examination of
the rates in other States showed that we
have no jii't i-aiise ol complaint in this
direction,
the tax per capita in Maine is
S'.1 is. ext lii.-ive of that to the federal government
A tew states have reduced the
rate a little below this, while many others
are
largely above, l'his tax is not equally
levied on all e.asses of property.
Hut little oa. estate, save timber and w'ild lands,
escapes its just share. There are important interests in the State which now contribute nothing t iward the support of the
g< veniment. Tin re is also a vast amount
ol personal estate w hich is not readied
by
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of the l’atrous ot Husbandry, which was
listened to with marked attention.
A short time remaining before adjournment at the request of ( '. .1. (liiman. esq.,
Brunswick, was devoted to a discussion of
the feeding of dairy cows. This discussion
was
somewhat rambling and failed to
reach definite points,
the best tiling
brought out, and which was enough to pay
lor the time spent, came from l’rof. Farrington of the State College speaking of
the value of warm shelter m saving food,
he stated that since the .-lock on the College
farm had been removed I mm the cold old
barns to their new quarters in the new
barn, the amount ot concentrated fuel in
the

shape

ot corn

meal, shorts, Ac.,'need-

ed in the cold barns to

keep

the stock up

satisfactory condition, had now been
reduced one halt with equally as satisfactory results following. This saving in the
to

a

cost of keeping thirty-five head of cattle
would pay the interest on the cost ot the

bayi.
un.r

Oil

itooT st ciAK.

assembling Thursday evening

customary resolutions of thanks lbr

the

cour-

tesies received were passed, after which
Mr. Tunny of thu Telegraph, expressed in
behalf of those who had been in attenda: \ a.»uient.
I his of course is unjust ance their high appreciation of the charJ'ho Professor acter of the etlbrts put iortli, and stated
uid siiouhl be corrected.
dw elt forcibly on the importance of a just that at no previous meeting ot the Hoard
oid equitable levying c.f the taxes on all iiad more important subjects been presentclasses ot property.
Tne different classes ed or been treated in amove able manner.
Following this interchange of courtesies
>1 property which now escape were pointed out, am! candid and valuable sugges- a v aluable and comprehensive lecture was
tions made by which the evils may be given by i’rof, Henry Carmichael of Hovvreached and corrected. Changes in the doin College, on Heet-rool Sugar." and
law s arc needed and such as would promise its production, in which he gave the early
of its introduction into Central
to retu'li the ease were
suggested. As to history
of
:lu question which interest was most Europe, and traced the rapid increase
it' production from the lime it became
:-iv iv taxed, when tinquestion was just
fully established down to the present time.
ta tanner, the answ. r w as invariably
The growing of the beets was carefully
!i put t, tlie nianulacturer,
lie l u on :
the tmswer was ‘the manufacturer.'1 As described, a description ol the lixtures
wl.ii n d' if.■ answers embodied tlie used, and the methods of manufacture
I-.: .. i.
op,.nun was given. The facts minutely given.
succosstul experiments are being made
however, showed conclusively
in the manuiaeUire of beet sugar in Caliit rea
estate bears more than its profornia and in >ome of the \\ cstern States.
pi i, nal part of the burdens, it so they
1 here are no obstacles which will prevent
uav be called, of taxation, and measures
>!e ii d be adopted to secure a “ju-t and its turther extensions in our country, and
"1 die taxes on all class- its introduction in our State.
equitable lew
This lecture closed the exercises ot the
es ol property.”
session.
1 MUM IN'
IN MAIM.
The committee on topics for the next
I lie attendance Thur-day morning was session
reported assignments, the more
nut -i large on account ul' tin- storm as on
important ot which were as lollovvs: Sotlie previous day s.
cial File on the Farm, X, A. (iilhert; Farm
1 In- exercises opened in the presentation
Surroundings, A. 1„ Hradbury; Twenty
1 a paper on the “( nst of Farming in
Tears at the Hoard, Samuel Wasson;
Maine," by F U Ayer of Waldo county, What Science
may dolor Farming, Henry
being a branch ot the general subject in- Carmichael : Toni try liaising Commercialtroduced at the tnrenoou meeting of Wedly Considered, W. W. Harris. Other topics
Mr Ayer's estimates of the will be
nesday
presented as time will admit.
amount of limning in the Mate were made
I he time and place ol the next meeting
in a different manner from those ot Mr. vva> ieit in the hands of the Tresident and
(letehell's presented Wednesday, yet they
secretary.
did not essentially dilfer from the former.
The meetings were well attended tliru'fin- estimates of cost were made by as- <nit, and a
deep interest manifested which
sessing an average cost ot spoil per rod, continued without abatement to the close.
which any one will admit is low enough. It
may be set down as one ot the most
(.'ost of divisions tonnes S'lu.g.ss.uon;
sessions ot the Hoard ever held.
pi'olitable
s
io-i ol partition fences,
l.i.l‘.i.'i.nuu ; highway fences 5lo.Pil.gno: total cost of
Tin1 trade ol a model lor sculptors and
fences, s 111,i; | pson ; annual cost lor repairs, renewals, &c., sg, ■|:;s,,r,s,s : annual painters in l’aris is a tlurishiug and lucradeterioaiion ?g. Pls.iiss : tuxes on the value tive one. Many of the women engaged
in it are pertectly virtuous, being always
at two years, ssig.stu;; cost of keeping
roads in repair occasioned by road fences, accompanied by a mother or sister when
s;;,," ono : annual cost all total, -sii.P'iO.gpg
; they go to sit, and being treated with the
annua' cost per lenee. .*1U<1; of these tences utmo.-t respect by the artists who employ
Most of the celebrated painters
there are useless, lo, lou.lilO rods; occupy- them
ing in land, .'ig.hiiii acres, with an average wili engage a line model for months, or
>alue ot su; ;;o per acre or a total value ot
even tor voars. so dillicult is it to discover
one that at all approaches the ideal of the
s'.Fo.'JUO.
File leading ol this paper was followed painter
They receive Irom live to twenby a lively discussion of the general sub- ty francs a day for their services, accordject m which the views set lorth by Mr. ing to their beauty and celebrity, tiiose
Hilbert in the opening, and by Mr. Heteli- wiio are capable of posing lor the entire
eii :ent Mr. Ayer came up. This discussion figure receiving, of course, the highest
proved that a great change is taking place pay A romantic but painln! story con.a
public opinion in relation to these mat- nected with one of these models cattle to
ters, and rapid progress may be expected light recently, when there appeared in
in this direction.
the art circles ol l’aris a young Knglish
Flic discussion closed with the presen- girl, not yet fifteen, so perfectly and raditation by the members from Androscoggin, antly beautiful that her services as a modof the following resolution:
el were eagerly engaged for months
Resolved : Flint it is the sense oi this ahead at the rate ot fifteen trances a day.
■invention that a large portion ot the >he was under the charge of an old Italian
lenee- iii till- State, both in country and woman, and was a thoroughly naive a id
town, are useless and a serious encum- childlike little creature, delighted to pose
brance, and that we will use our utmost for the Knglish and American artists, beendeavors to encourage the further diffu- cause they spoke her language, and far
sion of the progressive and enlightened more interested in the cakes and sugarviews which have been expressed before plums that were liberally bestowed
upon
this convention.
her than in the money she was making or
A paper lolloweu on the law ot lences in the degradation of her position.
One
by Samuel Wasson, esq., member from of her own countrymen, by dint of quesHancock, in which lie dwelt largely on tioning her,drew irom her the story ol her
the difficulties surrounding lenoe laws, es- entrance into her questionable and
perilpecially the less important matters which ous career. She was the daughter ot a
a
only
lawyer could discover and which small shopkeeper in London. Her parseldom come to a surface in our intercourse ents were very poor, and the Italian wowith our neighbors and fellow townsmen. man had ottered to bring the
girl to Paris,
This part of his paper served more to to lee' 1 and clothe her and t" pay her parimstity the matter to the farmers present ents one shilling a day for her services,
than to enlighten them.
Further than averring that she was to sit in Italian
this he laid down the more common-sense peasant costume to the French artists as a
aws
regarding lences and also the respon- blonde cantadini. instead of keeping her
'ibilities resting upon the owners.
Fhe.se contract the wretched Italian had hired
•■re now
quite generally understood and out the poor child as a model tor the enwill not be repeated here.
tire figure, and was reaping a rich harA summary was made in which needed vest from her services.
The Knglislnnan
i'
peals were noticed and necessary enact- laid the ease at once before the authoriments required.
Our laws in relation to ties, and the Italian was arrested, tried
lie matter are mixed and ill-delined and for that ofl'enee and convicted.
The loveneed a carelul and thorough revision.
ly girl-model was placed in a convent to
A vote was passed directing the secre- be educated.
tary to lorward a copy of the resolution to
Takini; in Niz.i. hi tiik Kn:, Years
the committee on agriculture of the
legisa
lature. and a
copy ot Mr. Wasson’s sum- ago, says correspondent, when we went
to school in a little weather-beaten schoolmary to the legislature.
house, what exciting contests there used
'AIM. or M AM ur.
to be over the teacher’s lavorite exerHyman Lee of l-Oxeroit, from Piscata- cise of having the scholars estimate with
quis, Thursday, IV M read a valuable the eye the size and weight ot different obpaper oil covering manure, in which he jects in the room, lie would hold up his
advocated the most careful covering ol the cane, and have each one tell how
long he
manure till it is wanted in the field.
It is thought it was, and it was a lucky child
found in practice far more valuable as a who could come within a half a fool of the
fertilizer than iflelt to the influence of the right length. He would measure an urclimate. When exposed a great loss is in- chin and then have the scholars
try to recurred from the leaching effects of drench- produce the measure on the wall.
He
ing rains. Sueli accurate experiments as would mark olf an inch or a foot or a
have been made prove that covered ma- yard in some conspicuous place, and then
nure is far more valuable than that which
sec how near anybody could come to chalkhas been exposed to the elements. All in- ing the same length upon the blackboard.
this
And it was astonishing how wide
also.
telligent practice proves
astray
I’rot. Farrington of the State college one would go. The tact is, our
eyes desustained the views presented in the paper, ceive us ridiculously, even upon the comand further said that it needed decomposi- monest things. At first
thought which
tion in order that it may be carried on as should you
say was the taller, a three year
well under cover or in the cellar as in the old child or a Hour barrel P And could
open air, and without any loss.
anything but actual measurement convince
1. E. Mallctt of Topsham sustained the you that the same child is half as
high as
above views, and said that when farmers a six-footer P
1 here is an old
that
saying
had prepared cellars for their barn manure a child two years old is half as tall as he
the effects of its greater value was plainly ever will be; and alter a tew
experiments
visible on the farm.
in measuring one can
easily believe it, but
Alter some further discussion in the not before.
same direction and
corroborating in the
She isa woman, weighing, it was supposmain the theory of carefully
covering the ed about -JM
manure till
pounds, Imther husband eould
ready for application.
not induce her to be weighed.
A paper then followed
So the
by ■). E. Shaw, other
President of the Hoard,
day he was driving out with his
giving expression wile, and
drove up to Mr. Dorman’s store
to some of his advanced ideas on <reneral
fanning. Mr. Shaw is a suceesstuffariner in Auburn. The wife did not notice
that the team stood on Air. Dorman’s
of Penobscot county, and in his
paper
gave expression to his views on several hay scales. While he was talking with a
important matters relating to the larm and gentleman at the door his whole team was
He then drove over to
which are entirely in accord with the most being weighed.
advanced ideas held by the best and most Lisbon street and left his wife to do some
intelligent farmers of the State, 1 he pro- shopping. 'Then he drove back to Air.
gramme ol the afternoon did not allow Dorman’s hay scales and the team was
any time spent in discussion of the subject weighed—minus the wife. It was a simple sum in subtraction to discover the
of the paper.
1). M. Dunham of Hangor, read a paper weight of the woman. On getting home
the joke leaked out, but his
on “Cooperation
neighbors deamong Farmers,” in
which he advocated the advantages ol clare that Caleb will never see another
of judgment in which he will be more
cooperation among farmers as well as day
other classes. The credit system, so pre- sorry for his sins than lie did the hour
\alent among all classes, was advocated when his wife learned that she weighed
two
hundred and forty ocht
as the only course which will sustain a
pounds.
healthy and lively business. This anomal- [Lewiston Journal.
ous opinion was
predicted on the assertion
Tlic shrewdest yet: A applied to I! for a loan
that a resort to a pay-down system would
of $100. II replied: "My dear A, nothing would
completely break down the business of please me belter than to oblige you,
and I'll do
the State. '1 his was in contradiction with it. I havn’t $100 by me, but you make a note
and
I’ll
endorse
and
it,
can
efforts
which
you
get
the
are
now being
cooperative
money
made among farmers to do away in a great from the bank.” Cfateful A proceeded at once
to write a note. “Stay,” said It, “make it $200
measure with the credit
system. Mr. Dun- I want $100 mysell.” A did so, 15 endorsed the
ham’s views on this point were not
sup- paper, the bank discounted it, and the money
was divided. When the note was due 15 was in
ported by those who listened to him.
and A had to meet the payment.
A discussion followed the
reading of this California,
What he is unable to cipher out is whether liepaper which finally drew out a statement borrowed
of A, or A borrowed $100 of
$100
to some extent of the aims and
purpose him.
Courier.

[Lowell

stand a manufactured and trained witness
named McGill, whose accurate memory
of every detail of the circumstance in regard to which he desired to testify, whoso
remarkable iorgetlulness as to the names
ot any ot the hundreds of other
persons to
whom he had returned letters, and whose
admission oi having committed those unlawlul acts, to say nothing ot his shuffling
manner when under cross-examination,
proved him a most contemptible falsifier.
The jury had seen him, and little need be
said about him. The defence had claimed
clothes and now, on learning the coudi- as she galloped
along the road on her er- Brodheail on Babcock and the Prov- ; that the letters written bv Babcock to Meident,
I tion ot Cornwallis, at Hell's .Mills, he was rand ot mercy, she saw a horse-man comI Donald, undercover to Major Grimes, were
in hot pursuit of the victorious enemy 1
ing slowly toward her. In a moment she
St. Loch, I'eb. 10. The closing argu- I of an innocent character, but what was the
ot
tierce was near enough to recognize ins lace as ments in the Babcock trial were commenc- i
Tarleton, in his history, speaks
necessity for this correspondence ? What
| skirmishes with Lee and Washington belonging; to Steve Lewis, a notorious ed this morning, by James O. Brodheail, was the necessity for such secrecy? What
around -Mrs. Hell's house, and it is certain ruffian of Colonel
Fanning’s troopers, of the special counsel for the Government. was the occasion for his thus using his
that partisan strife raged with great bitter- whose brutal deeds were the terror of the The court-room
confidential friend ? and, finally, why are
was crowded.
ness.
Colonel Lee, on one of his raids, district. As she drew nigh he dismounted
not these innocent letters produced, or
ARGOIEXT J-'OU Till'. l’UOSECCTIOX.
captured two young Lories who, when and stepped into the road. She attemptwhy is not McDonald put on the stand to
The Government I represent is not the
told that they must die. earnestly pleaded ed to pass, but the man seized her bridle
testify? Major Grimes recognized in that
the
President
or
the
to be taken to Mrs. Bell’s.
Congress,
On seeing the and ordered her to
Judiciary, simple fact that a strong ground ot suspiget down. Quick as
good woman they fell down before her, thought she drew her pistol and threaten- but it is the law of the land The strict cion—so strongly, in fact, that he boldly
enforcement
of
the
law
is
vital
to
and begged tearfully for her intercession ed to shoot him. Surprised
National asked McDonald it llabeock was in this
by the suddenness other movements, he could oiler existence. It is lor you simply to inquire
crying:
tiling, declaring that if he were he would
"Y on know us, Mrs. Bell!”
no resistance, and dared not stir.
She it the law has been violated by the defen- have nothing more to do with him. There
How like the voice ot that tearful pro- turned about and ordered him to walk on dant, and. it it has, it is lor you to take were
many tilings which might have been
phecy must have sounded to them her re- ahead. She still covered him with her cognizance of it, and the punishment is in explained by the defence if Babcock were
hands.
The
Grand
found
an
:
your
Jury
ply
pistol, and in this manner site marched
innocent, as the witnesses to so explain
"I know you not! 1 know you not!”
him to her own house, a prisoner ot war. indictment against this man ; but you are are
living, and are accessible. Avery, for
to
on
the
evidence
submitted
to
The men met their just reward. Y et we She never passed a
pass
you, instance, might have testified that he did
stranger on these exit
you believe the defendant is guilty not receive that letter
may feel sure it was from no unwomanly cursions without stopping him and de- and,
enclosing sbuo
hardness of heart that she thus doomed manding an account ot himself. Few ever you are not to lie influenced by his former which was mailed at the same time as the
character. Men as good as he have other was mailed to
these men to their fate. On another occa- braved her determined
spirit, and in this good
Babcock; but they
fallen before temptation. A conspiracy did not
sion a Tory wretch, who had been nearly way she did the
see tit to put him ot
public a noble service.
exist
solemn
or
hacked to pieces by enraged Whigs, for Acute, tearless,
a
may
agreement
by
by
It hail been saul that Ilabeoek was a viemagnetic, she was a vigi- tacit
understanding, and one who connives ti 111 of misplaced confidence, lie was the
picking off their beloved commander, lance committee in herself.
at
the
of
a
or
crawled to her door anil besought her
Alter the return ot peace tins remarkapurpose
guilty connivance,
innocent babe of Washington city. He
mercy. Moved by hi- terrible condition, ble woman was blessed with prosperity shields it, is himsell guilty in the eye oi l was born and reared in Vermont, educated
the law
she took him in and nursed him to recov- and honors, and
at West Point, a man ut large army expej
largely recovered her fortul. Brodhead then reviewed at great
ery; ami that, too, at a tune when her mer fortunes. She lived to a ripe old age.
rience, and finally, an occupant ot a posihusliaiul dared not sleep in ins own bed seeing iter sons become men of eminent length the evidence, net routining himself tion. tlie duties ot which were varied and
to the testimony for the Government, but
h.'in tear of just such outlaws as tins.
usefulness, and the country lor which site
important, and which required the disMrs. ltell was soon called on lor another had suffered so much taking a proud place using, as he went along, the letters and bursement of $5OU,O00 veurly. lie, the
and
witnesses
of
the
defence,
j telegrams
deed in the service of Colonel Bee and lib- among the nations.
victim of misplaced confidence ! The ColoTo the Rev. l>r. Caruthers we are in- “l will show you betore i get through, nel closed with the admonition that the juerty, still more daring tiian invading the
he
said, “that their tracks ry lie not influenced bv consideration of
British camp. It was discovered that a debted for many reminiscences of the he- gentlemen,”
formidable band of Tories was gathering roic women ot the Old North state; lmt all lead in the same direction—every one position ; but that if they found that corabout lourleen miles up the river, on the no one ot them ali is more worthy "fad- ot them. There is not a single one turned ruption nestled within the White House
other side, dust alter nightfall one day miration. of gratitude, and o! memory the other wav." At nearly every point they may crush it out. lie had a confiMrs. Bell, well mounted mil armed, left long and green, than Mrs. Martha Bell. the President's deposition was quoted, and dence that they had the manhood and the
the construction put upon i' which carried
her house on a reconnoitring expedition. [Charles II. Woodman, in Appleton.
firmness to render a verdict according to
out the theory ot the prosecution.
Alter their conviction.
During her widowhood she had often emthe
between
reading
Joyce and
telegrams
ployed her knowledge of midwifery for
Babcock, about a successor to Ford in A Connecticut Governor's
the benefit ot her neighbors, and her skill
Courtship.
Between Fire and Water.
I>7;!, tail. Brodhead said it seemed Irom
was well known throughout that
country.
Governor Matthew Griswold when a
the President's deposition hat Babcock
[From tiie Hartford Courant, .Ian. ‘,'7th.
Stic now assumed the midwife’s character
Charles S Thomson, juii., the lirst olli- came to him to see what he could do for young man, was grave, shy, tall and
and. ot course, the midwife’s need of haste,
I le courted a young
ot the Boston ship Helen .Morris, re- Joyce as a candidate lor the vacanev. 'The somewhat awkward.
eer
which suited her purpose admirably. DashPresident said : “No, let the bondsmen of lady in Durham, who put him oil', delayed
ing along at full speed, she would hail any j cently reported burned at sea, arrived Ford recommend
somebody.” Babcock to answer him in the hope that a doctor,
passing traveler or call at some house on homo by steamer from Aspin wall on TuesSee that Ford's whom she preferred, would propose. He
the way, and, artfully dropping such hints day, anti is now at the residence of his la- telegraphed Joyce,
tired of his long rides on horseback,
ther, Dr. C. S. Thomson, ot New Haven bondsmen recommend you." Joyce un- finally
as would indicate her business, would
derstood
that
when
lie sent back the mes- and suspecting the state of her mind,
He
M
the
lirst
dearti).
brings
carelessly inquire the condition ot the I (Seventh
“An expression from the President pressed her for an immediate decision.
country—if the Tories were in good spir- tailed account of the disaster, and of the sage:
“I should like a little more time.” reitwill
secure everything." Babcock underof
the
crew
alter
the
leaving
its; ii they were gathering at any place; experiences
erated tlie fair one.
stood
it.
What
could
have
been
meant
The ship was a line one, nearly
flow many there were, where tltev were ship.
“Madame, I will give Volt a die time
other than that the conspiracy was to go
meeting, how to get there, what were new. owned by .Messrs. Baker A Morrili, on
And then Joyce scut the message was the lover's response; and li-ing with
their plans, and if she had anything to of Boston, and commanded by Captain
dignity, he took his leave.
fear should she meet them. In many eases Bursley. She sailed on the Sth of dime recommending Maguire, and with it one
The lady took her life time and died
to Babcock in which lie uses the word
she received important answers, and to from Shiolds-on-Tyne, England, bound
s-iv that this meant
single, as the doctor never came forward.
“mum."
The
defence
lor
San
had
a
iranciseo
witii
eoai.
She
the last question the invariable reply,
that Babcock was not to mention that Voting Griswold returned to Lyme so
“not it you are on that business.”
She tedious voyage, being kept twenty-two
( an an;,
deeply mortilied with the failure of hithus
in the English Channel b\ hatiling Joyce had been a candidate.
would speak ot her great need id’haste;
suit, that he was little disposed to repeat
Site reached Cape Horn the mid- man accept ibis as a sensible conclusion 1’
wintls.
even now she might be too late ; and, putibis “mum” means that there was some- the process of love-making. In tin* course
dle
of September, and hung there lor lilty
the
lash
to
her
would
soon
be
horse,
ting
of events his second cousin, Irsula Wollost in the darkness. In this way she went four days, jammed by westerly wintls and thing hidden and secret, understood beShe
tween Joyce and this defendant, which cott. came or: a \isit to lSlaek Hall.
unable
to
round
the
Afterward
the
ovt
cape.
many roads, turning aside wherever
was the modern edition of her
did
not wish to have known.
grandmothey
continued
severwinds
her
she knew information was to lie had ; for
westerly
kept
ther, the historical Martha l’itkin, bright,
she was acquainted with every loot ol the al hundred miles to the west ot the usual
'They have introduced at this point in beautiful,
accomplished and reliant. She
their defence a long series of letters which
ground. Al day light she was back again route up the coast.
was a little older than Matthew.
She bein her own house, having traveled over
Oil Juan 1- crnandez she lost her lower passed between Joyce and Babcock, com- came assured that his all'ections were cenand
then
faand
the
learned
whole
mencing
lormally
miles,
in
growing
a
On
the
afterthirty
story topsails
heavy gale.
tered upon herself, but he was provoking
ot the loyalist gathering.
Colonel Lee noon ot Friday, liie Jlith of November, miliar, with such addresses as "My Dear reticent.
Meeting him on the stairs one
"Mi
Dear
But
these
Colonel,”
down
them
on
the follow- (latitude JS deg. 21 min., longitude fs
Joyce.”
pounced
upon
she asked:
"What did you say
day,
letters
in
1*7:!.
don't
stop
Why
they pro- Cousin Matthew !J
ing night, and broke up the nest forever. deg. Jo min.,) the ollieers discovered a
duce
the
id
1*7
I
letters
and
1*77.
when
it was now three months since the little smoke
“I did not say anything,” lie replied.
coming up the main hatchdreadful carnage at Guilford and the des- way. 1’hey suspected lire, and ordered these distilleries were running out the
A few days after, meeting him, she ask
perate strife between Whig and Tory was tlie hatches covered until the morning of “crooked at their fullest capacity 7 These ed in the same tone. “What did
you say,
raging all over the state. The crack of the J7th.when an examination showed that letters eotnmenee in l*7u and run down Cousin Matthew
the rille was heard in every forest; some lire was burning in the lower bold. An through 1*71 and 1*7. : but in 1*7 ! there
“1 did not say anything,” he replied adead man lay beside nearly every ford; attempt was made to get at it, and some is only one, ami after that notone. Where before.
are
1*71
the
others
ot
and
1*77
7
Col.
and night alter night the glare ol burning iilty tons ot coal wore removed, but it
Finally meeting him upon the bench
dwellings quivered in the skies. So ac- was found that the ellbrts only gave the Brodhead then passed to the telegrams ot one day, she asked again, “What did you
was
when
to
ordered
March, 1*71,
tive a Whig as Martha Hell could not es- lire
Joyce
Cousin Matthew
greater draft. Jt was Usele.-s to at- California, and
Avery notified him that say.
cape the fury of the loyalists^ Her hus- tempt to put it out with water, anil so the
“I did not -ay anything,’' he still reband was iu the North on matters ot busi- hatches were battened down and ail v en- agents were going to *1 Bonis. Aven
furnished the inhumation, hut he could plied.
ness. but the next best thing to murdertilation cut oil'. The -ship had been head“It is time you did,” she remarked with
not
a
was
of
the
destruction
stop the agents; so Joyce sent the telhis
ed for the shore when the lire was lirst
ing patriot
emphasis.
to
"Make
Babcock.
call
egram
Douglass
property. Again and again was the plan- discovered, but little progress bad been
Whereupon something was -aid, the reI licit
means
tation invaded by bands ot armed desper- made on account ot light winds and calm. oil' his -caudal hound-,.''
sult of which was a wedding, and the
the
"scandal
hounds'
were
adoes.
nnething.
They burned the barns, drove oil' On the evening of the _'7th (Saturday )
brilliant bride had a (pieenly leign at
called ot. Mr. Douglass remembers that
the cattle, rifled the house or its contents, the
Black Hall.
gas from the burning coal drove the Babcock saw him
about this time, and
wounded one ol the little sons, and threat- ollieers out ot the cabin to the deck, where
No lady in American history could introasked him about this matter, and lie told
ened to shoot the whole family.
The faOn
a brisk
the
duce you to more governors among her
Sunday
night.
they passed
him
no charges against Ford were being
ther of Mrs. Hell was making her a visit. breeze
Her lather was
immediate relations.
sprang up about noon, and the
Learning the fact, a party of Tories came ship made good headway until ten min- j investigated. Col. Brodhea 1 then sketch- Governor Roger \\ olcott, her brother wa~
ed
the
the
Fallot
1*71
in the night, and avowed their purpose ol utes
despatches
through
(ioverner < Hirer Wolcott, her nephew was
past six in the evening, when the i
taking his life. Forcing their way into lorces ot the gases in the bold blew oil j when etl'orts were being made to get oil'a tlie second Governor (Hiver Walcott, her
raid
in
lie
Louis,
St.
noted
the
various
tlie house, they rushed upon the aged pa- the hatches and started the decks with an
cousin was Governor I’ilkiii, her husband
triot with drawn swords. Not a moment
which created great eonsterna l delai tor tin; elections, and sarcastieallv was Governor Matthew Griswold, and lie,
explosion
said the-,, revenues were political mawas to be lost; there was not even time
tion among the crew. In anticipation of |
son was Governor Huger Griswold.
to rush across the room lor her pistols; the worst all
had been made chine*. The election to these distinguishpreparations
ed
individuals
was of more
a
broad
axe
which
stood
consequence
and, grasping
by for leaving the ship, the boats were pro- than
Miraculous Escape.
tin; detection of frauds on the revenue.
the tire-place, the noble woman sprang visioned and
supplied with water, and the These
her
between
beloved parent and the ap- ollieers and men had their clothing
delays dated down to the 1 1th of
A remarkable sensation was produced
ready December,
when Brooks, wi*h his men at White
proaching death. Swinging tlie axe high for a sudden departure.
Pigeon, near Goshen, lml on
waiting in Philadelphia, was notified that Monday last, it being nothing less than
over her head, her
eyes terrible with
As soon as the explosion occurred, the the raid was oil'.
wrath, she cried : “If one ot you touches
the miraculous escape of a young lady
sails were tacked and the ship brought
him, i'll split you down with tlie axe!” dead into the
It was on the 1,'itli of December, Bab- trout being buried alive,
the particularwind, and the boats were
Panic stricken by this invincible spirit,
cock. having seen the Commssioner, tele- are as follows: On Friday afternoon, at
lowered. There were two boats, one the
.McDonald the "Sylph” despatch, l o'clock, a daughter, aged is years, of a
they turned and lied.
long-boat ot about six tons, the other the graphed
'Through all that hitter summer Martha life-boat of lour tons. In the lirst Captain "1 succeeded; they will not go.’’ The man named Woods, living four miles from
knew ot the ileleat a day before the White Pigeon, died, to all appearances
Hell lived in desperate struggle lor the
Bursley and First Ollieer, Thomson em- ring
preservation of her family. Night and barked, with a passenger and nine of the raiding party did. When Rogers told Mc- and preparations were made for the fuday were alike full of danger: “the terror crew. The second and third mates, with Donald on tlu; *th ot December that the neral. The remains were placed in a cofby night,” “the destruction that wasteth eight men, took the lite-boat. The boats agetlts had not gone, that was enough to fin, and a minister engaged t preach tin
at noonday,” hovered about her dwelling,
satisfy McDonald and made him feel so funeral sermon at a church in White
were launched safely, although Mr. Thomstaring at her lrom the darkness, or lull- son was disabled by having both his hands good that he sent his telegram to Joyce, Pigeon. (In the day lor the timeral the
ing tlie light of tlie sun. Vet her courage badly jammed in helping launch the life- "Dead dog The goose hangs altitudilum ; church was filled with the triends of the
sun shines.”
McDonald had put some- deceased in town, leaving barely room
and will met every emergency, and her boat. It was about
twenty minutes from
else in motion, and on which he re- for the mourners and others who came in
dauntless spirit rose above every loss. In the
until the last man left the thing
explosion
lied. A letter from Brooks had been sto- the procession afterward, before leaving
tiie fall ol 17*1 her husband returned, and
ship. Tlie boats pulled to the windward
hoped to live concealed in his house. Tlie of the ship a mile or two and there waited. len from Rogers’s desk and a wrong con- the house the undertaker discovered a
Tories soon heard of his presence, and The llames broke out at the fore-hatch oi structing had been put upon that letter, life-like appearance on the lace of the
and it had been put in Babcock's hand, corpse, and called the attention of others
one dark night they surrounded tlie house
the ship, which burned until four o'clock
in large numbers. The doors wero se- the next morning. The boats then head- who, before the loth of December, as to the fact before screwing down the lid
curely barred. Finding they could make ed lor shore, using oars until daylight, Douglass testified, showed this to Doug- of the coffin. It was decided, however,
ami gav e it a blackmailing construc- to take tiie remains to the church, ami
no entrance, the ruttians brought fire to
when the sails were raised. In the mean- lass,
tion. Why should Babcock, with all the there have an examination. A man was
As they were passing
bum him out.
time the wind had increased, and by mornmanifold duties which lie is credited with, sent in advance of the hearse to obtain
round a corner of tlie building, Mr. Hull
ing was blowing half a gale, \\ itli a heavy nav e busied himself in this secret and hid- the services of a doctor. On arriving at
thrust his head lrom a corner window in- sea.
The boats kept together during
tending to shoot. One man chanced to be most ol tlio night by tlie use of lights, but den manner, binding Douglass not to tell the church those accompanying the prodirectly under the window, and cut at Mr. belore morning tlie lite-boat made oil to Rogers who bad shown loin tin* letter? cession passed into the church, except the
Col. Brodhead continued: Babcock work- parents, doctor and undertaker, who reHell with his sword, nllicliiig a terrible leeward and soon after
morning was lost ed for live
Ilis wife new shouted to her to
wound.
days in a manner which would mained outside with the corpse. The
sight. The long-boat, alter making
boys to get out the guns and tire lrom the sail, headed tor land, which was about six have been remarkably disinterested had door of the church was then locked, ami
he been an innocent man, in behalf of the examination held. The doctor pronouncwindows. Then she cried out to her ne- hundred miles to the west. All
day Mongro Peter, raising her voice so that the day a brisk wind blew which by night be- ring, appealing not only to Douglass, but ed her not dead, but in a trance. The
in the hearse, and
enemy could hear: “Peter, run quick to came a gale, and made it necessary to the President, and telling the latter that collin was again placed
he had told Douglass that olliecrs out here driven to the house ot the girl's parents,
Joe Clarke’s and tell him to bring up his
was
which
done
the
the
boat
to,
bring
by
light-horse at once, tor the Tories are use of a dredge and the oars. At nine ought not to be treated as thieves. Now where she was taken from the casket and
was there anything in this letter to warTlie ruse was a success; visions o’clock the sea became so
here !
every effort possible made to restore her
rough that it rant the assertion
that olliecrs were being to lite. The announcement made to the
of Joe Clarke’s dreaded scouts tilled their was evident the boat, which was in
poor treated as
terrified minds and the Tories lied pcrcip- condition and leaked
spies? Most assuredly not, congregation that the young lady was bebadly, would swamp
itateiy to the woods. Hut this experience unless lightened, and every tiling was and Babcock did not speak by that letter, lieved to be alive, and had been taken
but by knowledge independent of it.
home, produced a profound sensation
sulliced for Mr. Hell. Ho sought a place thrown overboard
except tlie provisions
ol safety, and did not enter his own house and
Taking up the revocation order of the
instruments, leaving the men with
Sensible Talk by Gordon.
President. Col. Brodhead said the Preslor many months.
only the clothes they wore. Thus light- ident had declared that Babcock did not inSenator (Jordon addressed the House ol
Mrs. Hell was a great favorite with the ened the boat lived through the storm,
fluence him in the revocation ot the order
Representatives and an immense crowd at
Whigs anil all were ready to do her any which by daylight abated so that sail was
suspensions: but that did not Atlanta, (la -Monday night, lie arraigntransferring
service. Accordingly, eight or ten young again made, and the craft kept in hci
that Babcock had not worked else- ed the
men usually came over at night-fall, after
The men, who were prove
course all day.
republican party as incompetent,
The testimony shows
to that end.
this assault, and guarded the house till soaked through, were chilled to numb- where
corrupt and controlled in legislation tothat he went to Douglass, w ho had the wards the South
ol tyranny,
by a
morning. When the notorious Colonel ness by the cold.
It shows that lie referred to Toombs'spirit
power to revoke the order.
and said
Fanning was returning the night after his
Tuesday night the wind increased again by warning that gentleman ot the disas- Senator Morton read it speech
in the Senate.
horrible slaughter of the Whigs, up the and tlic boat
hove to ami passed the trous ell'eet which this order must hav.
again
We must remove, he said, the apprehenDeep river, lie rode up to the house ol night as before, the men at the navs all on his
prospects for preferment, he tried sions caused by Toombs' wild utterances.
Mrs. Kell, followed by his bloody troop.
December
was
a
1st,
Wednesday,
It shows
to induce action on his part.
This year the South had to make a Chris
The undaunted woman began at once, night.
ol'the same experience, sailing that
Joyce, on receiving information that tian tight against the world, the tlesh and
with loud voice, to give rapid command, repetition
ail day and laying to at night—all hands the order had been reduced to a
tempora- the senator from Indiana. The national
as if the building were full of armed men.
being obliged to work to their utmost at ry arrangement, telegraphed lSadcoek to contest must be on sound
She ordered them to the windows, to take
principles, and
the
boat
out
ot the trough
tlie oars to keep
“push things,” and they were pushed. the South must go for a man who can
good aim, and not lire till each one was of the sea. Sleep was impossible and the The
which
the
President
and
explanation
win. (lo to the convention unpledged and
sure of his man.
Fanning thought he had suffering of all was intense. Thursday, sail Supervisor
Tutton gave for the revocation
ask for a platform and candidates on prinstarted a hornet’s r.est; he wheeled about was made all
and in the night the of that order were not at all
day,
to
and sped down the road at full
gallop, wind died down and the sea became calm the act. [Sensation.] They adequatethat ciples ol sound government
explained
closely pressed by the frightened troopers and tlie men were allowed to lie down because the
TiiomASTON Savixiss Hank. Tin- folSupervisors all over the counwho expected every moment to hear the and
(<'u
to
rest.
the
a
Friday,
.'id, good try had learned ot the order some davs lowing is from the Wuhloboro Nows:
try
bullets whistle about their ears.
breeze all day, loliowed at night by a gale before,
they had time to straighten up af- “The directors of the Thcmaston Sa\ ings
Airs. Boll's professional services had al- which required tlie utmost exertions of fairs, it
anything was wrong, and there- Hank have issued a circular to depositors
been
to
rendered gratuitously, and no everybody
ways
keep from swamping. On Sat- fore the whole scheme wotdd be defeated stating tfiat the bank has certain dishondeeper insult could have been inflicted up- urday morning the sails were raised about but such was not the case. The order as ored securities, the future of which is now
on her than to offer her
money. But, as daylight, tlie men ail worn out with over- suggested originally, and the President uncertain. This they claim tends to keep
the war dragged wearily on, she lound work and exposure, and only tlie Captain himself claims the credit ol
it, was intend- out new depositors, and they propose to
herself stripped of most ol her property, and Mr. Thomson able to keep watch. ed not to discover frauds
commit- open a new set of books, old depositors to
already
and almost reduced to want. She then About half-past seven they sighted the ted. but to secure future benefits. It
was
accept a rate just to themselves and new
began to make small charges, more fami- American Hark Amelia, from Coquirabo, held that the distillers had got into such depositors. It is reported that flic reduclies felt willing to call upon her skill
In which picked up the sufferers and carried ruts with the old
Supervisors that the new tion on old deposits amounts to over thirthis way her practice became extensive, them to Guayacan, a little port just back ones would
readily catch them napping. ty per cent. There are a large number of
and she could be seen at all hours of day of Coqnimbo, whence they were taken by The Colonel
repeated that the reasons giv- depositors in Waldoboro whose interests
and night scouring the country on her tlie United States steamer Richmond, Ad- en
President Crant and Mr. Tutton ir. this bank are estimated to amount to fifby
Meet mare. The long course ol civil war miral Worden, to Valparaiso.
Captain were not at all sullieient, as they amount- ty thousand dollars. As the loss falls
had wrought wild confusion in the state; Hursley and Mr. Thomson made their
way ed to really no reasons at all. There largely on hard working people it is to be
the roads were badly broken up; the for- by coasting steamers, stopping at Callao, were other and more
powerful inliuences regretted.” The Hank Commissioner's
ests were inlested with desperadoes and to Panama, and thence from
Aspinwall by brought to bear, and the exigencies of the report shows that this bank has $76,OOi>
and
could
be
tlie
steamer
to
more
New
cut-throats;
York, which case seemed to be such that the President in bonds on which payment has been susnothing
Cologne
unsafe than for a woman to trust herself they reached on Tuesday. At Callao they
stepped down irom his high position to pended on interest coupons.
But Mrs. found tlie second mate with the crew ot interfere with the duties of one of the Deunprotected far from home.
Bell was needed, and therefore she went. tlie life-boat, who, after being out three
A Fort Madison man went into his row-stable
partment officers. The order was revokNo obstacles could stop her way, and no days and suffering much, had been rescued, too, by telegraph, when, of itself, was the other day andinbya mistake mixed her up a
nice warm mash
box full of sawdust, indanger could daunt her resolute heart. ed by a vessel bound lor Callao.
a strange proceeding and questionable in
stead of bran. The cow, merely supposing that
Well mounted, and armed with dirk and
This is the substance of Captain Thom- law. This
suspension was made the day hard times had come and they were all going to
pistols, and daring spirit and ready tact, son’s story. It was a thrilling experience after Joyce telegraphed Babcock to “push economize, meekly ate her supper, and that man
she answered every call; and seemed to and a timely escape, and, considering tlie
never discovered his mistake until the next
things against the weakening enemy.”
bear about with her a charmed life. She hardships endured by the men in both
This portion of the speech created a morning, when he milked that cow and she let
was often attacked on her lonely rides,
boats, it is remarkable that not a single profound sensation. Col. Brodhead then down halt a gallon of turpentine, a quart of
shoe-pegs, and a bundle of lath. [ Burlington
but always came off conqueror. One day. lite was lost.
referred to the fact that the defence, rec- Hawk-Eye.

Tradition

of

Conquest.

His (iraoe of Marlborough, legends say.
Though battle-lightning* proved his worth.
Was scathed like others in his day.
By tiercel* tires at his own hearth.

large wealth; so it was greatly sought
i for in marriage through all that region ;
but, conscious ol her vantage-ground, she
resisted tor
love. This

time the assaults of
her the reputation ol being haughty among her rejected suitors;
The patient chief, thus sadly tried—
hut “haughty-’ though she was, she found
Madam the Duchess was so fair—
In Blenheim’s honors felt less pride
at last a heart more powerful than her
Than in the lady's lovely hair.
own, and in the spring of 1779 she beeume Mrs. Martha hell.
William hell
Once (shorn, she had coiled it there to wound
was of a respectable family and in a
Her lord when he should pass. *tis said)
good
business. lie lived on the Deep River,
Shining across his path he found
The glory of the woman’s head.
near the ford on the
(ireeusborough road,
and here the new wife removed, and joinNo sudden word, no sudden look.
ed her fortune with his.
In all his after days, confessed
He missed the charm whose absence took
The active part taken by Mr. Hell in
A scar's pale shape within his breast.
the struggle which was
desolating the
I think she longed to have him blame.
state made it unsafe to remain at home
And soothe him with imperious tears
while the British troops or Tory bands
As if her beauty were the same,
were -in the neighborhood, and much of
He praised her through ln r courteous years.
iiis time was spent
lying out" in the
But when the soldier's arm was dust.
woods or swamps, or seeking safety in
Among tin* dead man's treasures, where
the American camps.
He laid it as from moth and rust.
•fust alter the battle of Cuill'ord the
They found his way ward wife’s sweet hair.
British army marched to Wilmington.
About the middle of the afternoon, the
van ot the army, led by Lord Cornwallis,
Centennial Sketches
readied the house of .Mrs. Bell. The earl
A WOMAN' Ol ’70.
dismounted and entered. Alter looking
The women ot the Revolution have re- about him a
space, he said abruptly :
ceived a liberal but scarcely their just
“Madam, where is your husband ;’-’
In other words, their
need of praise.
“In (ireene's camp. was the short redeeds, their heroic lives, have never been ply
is lie an ollieer or soldier?"
sufficiently recounted, for to relate the
bare tacts of their history would be to be"No, he is not; but lie knew it was betstow upon them the highest glory.
ter to he among friends than fail into the
It was not alone in buoyant endurance hands of enemies."
ot l'earlul burdens, in passive forbearance
•■Very well, madam : 1 must make your
under brutal insult and tyranny, in lov- house my headquarters lor a tew days, and
ingly supporting the hearts ol the patriot take your mill to grind for my soldiers.”
soldiery—these are exhibitions of woman’s
‘•Sir," said she, "you have the. power to
nature common to all nations and to every do as
you please; but alter using our mill
the terrible struggle lor American do you mean to burn it ?”
age
independence seems to have called forth
“Why do you ask that?”
"Answer me first, and I'll tell you afterexceptional phases of womanhood, and we
flesh
and
delicate
lind the tender
nerves,
wards.”
the quick brain and impressible heart, ac"No, then,"said Cornwallis, “your mill
tively engaging in the deadly strife—as shall not lie burned or your property insoldiers in actual battle, like Capt. Moll jured. but my oilicers must have provison the heated field of Monmouth, or Debions for the army. 1 shall remain in your
orah Lawson serving in uniform through house, and my
presence will protect you
the war; as scouts, like Emily Geiger, from insult, lor no soldiers of mine will
and
in
the
as
under Greene
Garolinas,
dare plunder near my quarters.”
spies and saviors ol men, like Lydia Dar"Well, now, sir," rejoined the stoutrah, in Philadelphia, who, fleeing through hearted woman, "as
you were so kind as
the winter night, snatched tin* American
to answer my question, I will answer
from
sudden
destrucat
Whiteinarsh
army
If your lordship had intended to
yours.
tion.
burn my mill alter using it. 1 intended to
In those sections of the country which save
you that trouble by burning it myself
became at any time the seat of war, and at once I'’
especially in such as suffered most severeCornwallis took no o lie nee, but began
ly by tlie bitter partisan strife between giv ing orders in a quick, nervous manner.
Whigs and Tories, did the women mani- He walked up and down the room like
fest surprising gallantry; and for this rea- one
ill at ease, turning sharply on his heel.
>on the states of the South produced some
He tide! Mrs. Hell that lie had just annihiul the most remarkable cases of female
lated Creene's army, and could fear no
daring.
harm ironi him. 1‘resently lie opened the
endeavors
to
Mrs. Lllfit, I>y tier loving
back-door and looked nervously up the
collect and save the scattered and dying road lor a lew
moments, then resumed bis
traditions ol these heroic women, iias ren- walk to and
fro. The air drew through
dered a service lor which successive gen- the room and
the good lady ruse and shut
erations will not cease to he ttianktul; hut
the door. The earl opened it and again
it is evident that even her faithful research
gazed up the road. He appeared to be in
must have failed to diseoverall the women
still a moment.
trouble, and could not
them
whose deeds brought
greatloeallame. He would sit down in akeep
chair,
only to tinil
One of those who thus escaped her notice
his leet at once, and return to his paring.
is the subject ol this sketch.
Mrs. Hell closed the door. CornAt tiic outbreak ot the Revolution there Again
wallis immediately opened it,saying sternlived, on the banks of the Sandy Creek,
ly that lie wished it to remain so. His
in tlie old North State, a widow with live
hostess asked him the reason.
ller
bereaved
children,
lately
young
“Why,” said he. "1 don’t know hut
home was sumptuous for the times, and
Creene may be coming down on me at
she held large possessions in lands and
moment.
mills. Her husband, Colonel John Mc- any
"Hut I thought y on said just now that'
Gee, had been a person cl inlluence in his
had annihilated him. and feared nothsection—a man ol wealth and widely ex- you
timber.'
His young ing
tended business relations.
"Well, madam,"’ said the ear], with a
widow now carried on the plantation, the
"to tell you the truth, since (hid
sigh,
and
licrsell
a
and
the
mills,
store,
proved
made me 1 never save such lighting. Anthrifty and cllicicnt manager.
other such victory would annihilate nn
She was in many respects a remarkable
Jhiring the stay o! the enemy on .Mrs. I
Her line ligure and commanding
woman.
Bell's plantation, Cornwallis treated her
bearing were the exponents ol a noble and with proper respect. But tiie British gendauntless heart, a mind keen, energetic, eral
lacked either the will or tile power
and resolute, ller presence ot mind was to
withhold his troops from their usual
all
the
viwild
and,
wonderful;
through
They took her provisions,
cissitudes of her life, she was never at a depredations.
her crops, and her live stock, and stripped
to
her
will.
loss for expedients
accomplish
the place of all they chose to want. The
Her deep intense nature made her a noble
presence of the commander protected her
friend, but a dangerous enemy; while her irom direct
insult, hut she oiten heard the
bold, daring and unconquerable determin- oiiieers without the house curse her bitteration more than oil-set the disadvantages
for her rebel proclivities. One day when
of her sex. Vet, she was in no way un- ly
one ol them was
galloping toward the
no voice of
all
her
lite
womanly ; through
river to water his horse ho shouted an inher
lifted
lrom
against
reproach was ever
sulting remark to her as lie passed the
any respectable source. When the war door, l’rovoked
beyond endurance, she
came on she espoused the Whig principles
said she wished his horse would throw him
with enthusiasm ; but woo to tlie luckless
and break his neck. The next moment the
Tory who crossed her path! General horse stumbled, the rider was thrown on
now
in
a
letter,
manuscript
seventy to the rocks and
Gray,
instantly killed.
years old, says that she depised the very
When
.Mrs.
Beil
learned that the British
if
she
and
ever
for
of
a
name
prayed
Tory,
army were likely to pass over her road,
one it must have been in the language ot
the one hundred and ninth psalm, ller she took the usual precaution of burying
maiden name was McT'arlane, and she her money. This was all in specie and* she
held, in strong force, tiie sturdy charac- had deposited it under a stone step of one
of the buildings, it was a
teristics of her Scotch ancestors.
heavy rock and
Colonel McGee had been an extensive she was barely able to move it enough to
trader, and most ot the business at the scratch a hole and drop her guineas. But
lie re- she had not counted on having the army
store was carried on bv barter,
ceived deerskins, iurs, beeswax, all such actually encamped on her grounds, and
articles as could be easily handled; and now, knowing well their custom of prving
when the time came to replenish his stock ii]i every stone and searching every cranny
lie would load tliis produce on wagons, for plunder, she felt certain the soldiers
travel to Petersburg and exchange it lor would discover tier treasure. She was not
goods. On all these expeditions lie ac- the woman to lose her property without
an ellort to save it. She determined to recompanied tiic train on horseback; and, cover
her gold, and find for it a safer
while his drivers slept by the teams, lie
himself would seek a lodging in some hiding-place. She accordingly made an
lor visiting the camp, roamed
neighboring house, llis wife liad learned excuse
his methods of business, and the names of about leisurely to disarm suspicion, and,
his friends on the route, and now that she watching her opportunity, stepped to the
stone, moved it by one tremendous ellort,
was a widow she was determined that the
hand ol the master should not be missed. grasped her bag, and, hiding it in her
Her bacon
Soon after her husband’s death she gown, carelessly retreated.
started on her first expedition, and made and numerous tilings ot value she bad deposited among the rocks on the other side
a sale and successful journey to Petersol tiie river. These were soon discovered.
burg. On the llrst day of her return it
'i he miller who Inal been for a long
began to snow. Toward evening the
wind rose lo a gale, the snow blew in time employed by Air. Hell was one Stephen Harlin. who was at heart a
Tory. Now
blinding gusts, and lay heavy and thick
in the presence of the British troops lie
upon the ground. 'Through all tiic wild
night tiic taithful woman remained beside had opportunity to show his proclivities,
the teams, inspiring tiic drivers and en- lie not only allowed the soldiers to take
the grain, but he also revealed the hiding
couraging the beasts. When the dull,
of the bacon, and the prize was at
gray daylight returned, the storm was place
still increasing, and the wagon teams once secured, lie told them too, that there
was much eider in the cellars.
made short stages and long rests.
They imHie widow saw the situation was des- mediately went to the house and demandperate; she now concluded to leave the ed it ot Airs. Bell. She told them stoutly
should not have it. They seized an
wagons to tollow as they could, and push they
on alone to a place ol safety.
Armed with axe and started lor the door. She rushed
pistols and a dirk, lor she was in a Tory before them, placed her hack to the door,
country, she started out into the blinding and told them they could not have it withIler stout, faithful mare out assaulting a lady. Moved by shame
waste ol' snow.
the
of the struggle, and or tear, they* withdrew and the eider was
spirit
caught
through the early part ot the day plunged saved ; but the miller lost a good place.
A few hours after the British
sturdily onward. About noon she entered
army had
a wide tract of forest—whose desolation
broken camp and started on their
day’s
was unbroken
by a single house, and march to Walker’s plantation, the gallant
whose thick growth of pines cast a heavy Colonel Bee dashed up to Mrs. Bell’s door,
shadow upon the dim light ot day. Here lie was well acquainted with this noble
the force of the gale was somewhat brok- woman, and received from her a
hearty
en, hut the snow piled in huge drifts
welcome, though she quickly surmised
about the trees, and it was impossible to that his appearance at such a time
presdetect the road. The caprice ol the wind aged a lresh call upon her services. Genavenues
wide
between
the
eral
Greene had determined to pursue
opened
trees,
where the footing was easy; and she often Cornwallis, and Colonel Bee with Colonel
mistook one ol these lor the road, riding Washington were
harrassing the rear of
on between
narrowing walls ol snow, un- the retreating army, cutting off their fortil some instinct told her she was wrong. aging parties, and
picking up valuable
At last the fading light struck a sudden information regarding the
enemy’s conterror to her heart. She looked at her dition, and the
country ho was passing
watch; it was late in the afternoon! through. In the afternoon Airs. Bell mountWhat should she do? Her noble beast ed a licet horse, armed herself as usual
was sadly lagged, and she
knew not with dirk and pistols, and rode furiously
which way to turn, lint to remain was to the new camp.
Pretending to he angry
to perish!
Just then she remembered at the soldiers’ depredations on her
planhearing that the largest limbs ot the tation, she demanded to see Lord Cornpines are always on the southern side. wallis. The earl had been kindly treated
With an inward shout of exultation she while staying at her house, and now replunged on once more with this for her ceived her courteously and heard her ficguide, livery moment was precious, for titious complaints. Meanwhile, her keen
darkness was coming on with fearful eyes were actively serving the cause of
strides, when she would no longer be liberty, and, with a woman’s tact, she had
able to distinguish one limb from an- learned much at a
glance. O11 leaving his
other.
She plied her trembling mare lordship’s tent, she strolled about
among
with the whip; she coaxed with pleading the troops, and
having soon gained the invoice and patting hand; she begged and formation she
once
took
to
sought,
again
scolded—when suddenly it grew lighter, the road, and bore home her valuable
and her eyes saw nothing but the weird, knowledge in
safety. That night the inbewildering face of the snow. The mare defatigable Greene found fresh encouragefelt the change at once, and, pushing on ment in his preperations for that
masterly
with redoubled energy, soon brought her pursuit of Cornwallis, from
which, baffled
rider to salety and a bright iireside.
by Providence, he turned aside to march
The fair hand of the young widow Mc- into South Carolina.
Only a few days beGee belonged to a woman ot many per- fore this noble man had written to his wile
sonal attractions, and held in its grasp that for six weeks he had not taken off his
—
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Babcock Acquitted.
don’t sav that be ought to have been convicted,
for I haven’t read any of the testimony, and
St. Louis, Feb. -4.
The court, was not am not
to give an opinion on the
opened until after II, the Judges being engag- merits ofprepared
the ease, but l know this Adminised in finishing the charge to the
soon
As
tration
don’t
jury.
scruple to find means to accomas the roll of jurors was called Judge Dillon
results when it is absolutely necessary to
read the instructions which were very long, in- j plish
provide them.”
eluding in various groups the telegrams intro•*I>o you think Bristow will get out?”
duce.! in the evidence, many of the letters in“No; Bristow •ain't atford to resign, and
troduced, and also copious extracts from the Grant can't atford to ask for his resignation.”
l’rc-ident's deposition. Judge Dillon said that
The opinion on tin? Democratic side of the
in all the proportions he had to make he had j
House is probably expressed by Mr. Randall,
the concurrence <4 hi- A-soeiatc on the Bench, 1
who, late to-night, when interviewed on the
Judge Treat, lie explained to the jurvthe im- subject, expressed his views on the Babcock
portance of the case and the reasons which had case about as follows: ‘‘Bristow would like to
made it necessary to keep them so isolated. A be turned
out, but Grant don't mean to do it.
high compliment was made to the counsel and He would like to do it, but he don’t mean to
the management of the case on both sides.
cut a club to break lis head, and at the same
AlTKO.U'IlING THE ISSUE.
time break the back of the Republican party."
Judge Dillon said that two main questions
WHAT T1IKY SA\ AT SI LOUIS.
arose, one a- to the existence of a conspiracy,
and the si corn! as to the connection of the de[St. Louis Special (Feb. 2-1) to the X. V. Sun.]
leiidant with it. The first question required
The reason for the verdict, so far as explanalittle attention, as the arguments of the counsel tions of tlie
jurors convey an idea, appears to
on both -ides seemed to accept the existence of
have been simply that the evidence produced
as
The
of
second
and left for their consideration under the inconspiracy
proven.
question
the connection of the defendant with the con- structions of the Court was not such as to respiracy was then taken up. The jury were move all possible doubt from their minds of
cautioned at some length to be on their guard the defendant’s guilt. All
thought alike in this
against the influence of popular clamor. They respect. Said Juror Jewett, in his plain farmwere also reminded that the Government owed
er’s way subsequent to the verdict: “1 woulda duty to iis citizens as well as to its revenue,
n't say that Gen. Babcock isn’t guilty, but we
and it lay in the province of the jury to acquit did what we
thought was right. There was
as well as convict.
The prosecution had pre- the instructions about the te>timonv, and some
sented no evidence to show that the defendant of the
testimony was kept back from us, and
had ver declared his connection with the con- on what we had we all thought that we couldor
had
written
a
direct
admission
of
this
spiracy
n't convict. There wasn’t testimony enough
connection. The law, however, did not require not to leave a doubt. We did’nt let our moral
this. It was
conviction.-, as you call ’em, have anything to
do with it." Said another juror. “The* evidence
A VASE <>1 CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE.
showed us plain enough that McDonald and
It was right for them to consider the motives
and Avery were in the thing, but about
of the defendants.
The Government alleged as Joyce
Babcock it didn't come out so plain. We could
the only motive, that of pecuniary gain.
The
have convicted them easily enough, but we
evidence of Fverest, vv ho mailed the letter in
didn't feel certain here. 1 wish we could have
which he thought Joyce put a $f>00 dollar bill,
known the inside history ol tlie business, but
and the evidence of Mugill, who testified to takthat we couldn't got at, and we did just what
ing from the letter-box a similar letter and re- we
thought was our duty under the eircum- i
turning it to Joyce, were considered, and tic* stances.”
These comments indicate the opin- I
question of credibility left to the jury. The teh ions of each member of the
jury. Ii is not beegram-, letters and portions of trie President's lieved that
of the jurymen were bribed or
deposition bearing on the death of Collector otherwise any
improperly iniluenced for Babcock,
Ford and the appointment of his successor wanut their sudden verdict i- held to have come
The question, the Court considered,
read.
from the bewildering situation in which thev
arose on the sueeessorship of Ford.
The first
lound themselves—the awing etfect upon them
wa- whether the defendant sought to influence
of Grant’s deposition, the imposing array of
tin l’li"ident on the sueeessorship, and the
witnesses to Babcock'- character, and the
second whether he did it in the interest of the
of the Court. The opportunity now afconspiracy, having knowledge of the conspir- charge
forded to become more intimately acquainted
acy. Judge Dillon then read all the despatch- with the character of the men shows them to
es of the Spring of 1 >71. relating to Joyce's visit
be a rather narrow-minded, apparently wellto San Francisco and Commissioner Douglass'.meaning lot, totally unlit for subtle distinctions
permits to other revenue agents to go out of in evidence,
and bound to all go one way or
their districts. Passing to a more
another together. The etfect produced everyDENI PAI. REVIEW OF THE CASE.
where by the verdict is one of astonishment.
,:i
the evidence. Judge Dillon spoke as fol- Great indignation is expressed that such obstalowVarious classes of despatches, as you will cles were ihrown in the way of ihe prosecution
’■'
ii.i
ived, have been laid before you,some that all facts bearing upon the case could not
have been given to the jury as to the public.
i<1 he defendant and some from him, some lieA minority, comprising what is known as the
tween confessed conspirators, not referring to
tie- defendant, and unaccompanied by proof that Post < trtiee pai tv and the strong Admini-Pation
h
knew of them, and other despatches between men, take the view that the verdict is just and
covers the ease perfectly.
the revenue otlicers and agents of the Government.
The despatches between other persons
than th- defendant arc. no evidence to show his
Beecher and Bowen.
connection with the eon-piraev. unless brought
lion e t him. They were admitted to show the
Nr.w
The weekly
York, Feb. 2/>.
nature and purpose and the plan and operation
ot the conspiracy.
Guilt cannot be fixed upon prayer meeting and adjourned annual buany person by tlie declarations or statements, siness meeting was held in tlie lecture
oral or written, of others. Guilt must originate room of
Plymouth Church to-night. The
within a man's own act-, conduct or admis- attendance was
very large. Mr. "Beecher's
sion.-. Hence, in determining the question of
the rfen.hint's guilt, -■> far as it is sought to be opening prayer was a magnificent presenshown by the despatches, primary reference tation ol Cod’s unchangeable goodness in
must b
had to the despatches to and from the our vicissitudes and griefs. The parable
defendant. and especially such despatches a- he of the had ruler
importuned by the widow
i- shown to have acted on. If the liespate.bes
into avenging her cause was read by Mr.
to and from tin defendant in connection with
the other facts and circumstances in the ease Beecher and the inference drawn that Cod
show that he* knew of the alleged conspiracy, will avenge his elect, who cry day and.
and that he was a guilty participator therein.
night to him, and that cares puriiy and
The despatches of hi- fellow-conspirators among ennoble us.
Tiie)' had all sullen-,i. lie
themselves or to others sent for the purpose of
because they love each other so
promoting the conspiracy become evidence Said,
against the defendant, blit not otherwise. What much that the sufferings of one go to the
weight, if any. is to be given to the despatches hearts of all, but they were met as before
not shown to have been acted upon by the. dein gladness as strong as before, or strongfendant must depend, among other consideraand the church was in better heart,
tions. upon whether an answer was called for er,
not simply because there was a discernor not, and upon 11is associations with the perment of a cloud or two li11i11>r, but because
son- -ending tin* same, what they import on
their face, and whether he knev, that th.* send- they lmd learned to bear the will of Cod.
er- were engaged in the conspiracy alleged in
These things after all were small comparth* indictments; for it must be understood that
under the established rules of law the various ed with the eternal jovs. and instead of
acts and declarations of persons other than tin*
indulging in anger and teproaches, they
defendant are not evidence to show that le* was should break their letters by songs and
one of the conspirators, for no man’s connecpray themsehes out of prison, marching
tion with a conspiracy can be legally establishthe guidance of (Hod's angels
ed by what others did ill his absence and with- by
At the business meeting the report of
out his knowledge and concurrence.
It is not
sufficient in a criminal ease to justify a verdict tiie examining committee was read by
of guiltv when then may be strong suspicion Brother Tilney. It recites Brother White’s
or even strong probabilities of guilt, nor as in
Bowen, how the latter
civil cases, preponderance of evidence in favor grievances against
of the truth of tin* charge against the defend- was asked for the essential facts relating
ant; but vvliat the law requires is proof, by le- to Beecher, and lie only read what was
gal and credible ev idence, of such a nature that nearly altogether a vindication of his own
when it is all considered by the jury giving to conduct, with a
report of a confession
it its natural effect they feel, when they have
made to him ten years ago by a woman
weighed and considered it all, a clear undoubt- not known or
identified, and how lie reing and entirely satisfactory conviction of the
defendant's guilt. This, and this only, is re- fused to answer their questions and prequired. If thus proved, the jurv should convict; cipitately withdrew.
(Croat laughter.)
but if not, they should acquit. We trust, gentleIn conclusion the committee recommendmen. that it is unneecc—ary to remind you that
ed in view of Bowen's relusal to answer
neither partisan b-elings nor outside views
should have the -lightest influence upon your and precipitate withdrawal, that lie be
called before the church at a Im incss
minds as jurors. In every free government it
i- not onh the right, but the duty of every citimeeting on Wednesday next, at 7.,’iU p. m..
zen to form and e xpress on all suitable occato answer orally questions as to the accusion- liis com ietions and opinions as to Governmental policies and party organizations. Jt is sations and insinuations against the pasnatural and proper tor him to join such a party tor in his letters of February 4th and “Ti
as most nearly accords with his view.-: but
(Applause.)
such views and party associations should reBrother McKay moved that Bowen be
main entirely outside of the jury-box. No popsummoned before tiie examining commitular or partisan clamors, no extraneous wishes
tee to give him another chance to appear
or considerations, no thoughts other than those
which pertain t-» strictly impartial justice, can and vindulate himself.
be permitted to invade the sanctity of the juryS. V. White moved ail amendment,
room, or bias, or warp, or even shade its delib“That in default thereof Bowen lie cast
eration-, without the destruction of the safeguard to life, liberty and prosperity, furnished out as a slanderer acting in defiance of his
obligations. (great applause ;) that he be
through trials bv jury.
Judge Dillon finished reading his charge, and summoned belorc the committee and notthe jury retired at a few minutes past 1 o'clock. itied that unless he
gave names, Ac, lie
Tin: VERDICT.
would be east out at the next business
At twenty-live minutes past o'clock the jury meeting.” (Applause.)
l>r. 11. X. White
in the Babcock case sent word that they had said
they should stand trilling no longer,
huind a verdict and were immediately ushered
l liere was no other example of a church
into Court. On taking their seats, the foreman
handed the verdict to the Clerk, who read it as
being so hampered by a brother but one,
follows :
We,the jury, lind the defendant not and that brother had the decency to go
guilty." Some demonstrations in favor of the and hang himself. (Creat applause and
defendant was made, hut it was quickly suplaughter.) He thought Bowen ought to
pressed. There was a general hand-shaking, be excommunicated.
(Applause.)
however, and Con. Babcock crossed over to
Mr. Beecher here interposed and deprethe jury, and most heartily and feelingly shook
tie* build of each juryman and thanked him
cated manifestations of approval or merkindly for the verdict. The General and his riment.
He said while there might be
friends then left tie- Conn and started for their
ludicrous features, connected with the case
hotel. On reaching tin* street tin* party was
of the brother, yet it was a solemn thing
«1 by a great crowd congregated
heartily Id
tor a church to east out a member, ami
in front of tie Custom House, and almost
ho (Bowen) was one of the founders of
everybody scciind pleased at the result.
»

■
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Tin: TALK AT WASIUNllTON.

i Washington Special (Feb. J!. to tiie X. V. Sun.
1 lie verdict in tiie Babcock ease did not excite much surprise here. There were hut few
people about tic apitol when tin- news was
received, as both houses lead adjourned early,
on the conclusion of the funeral orations on the
death of Mr. Starkweather, of Connecticut. The
only member of the House in the Hall of Representatives when tut excited telegraph operator came in and announeed what tin’ verdict
w;ts, was Mr. Randall, the Chairman of tin
Committee on Appropriations. He was deeply engaged in conversation with a political
friend, and merely raised Ids head and ejaculated, “Grant will not turn Bristow out now. He
will punish him by tying Itis hands and letting
him alone.” Hx-Speakcr Blaine was found in the
Clerk's oilier busily engaged going through tiie
New York and other papers. When the news
was announeed to him lie glanced
up from tinpages of the Sun. which lie was eagerly scanning, and said, “That’s good: there are two
men very much relieved”
and went on reading. Somebody standing by said. “There will
he something heard drop before long. Bristow
will have to walk now." Without looking up,
Blaine said significantly, “Never count your
chickens till they tire hatched.” I did not at
that time exactly apprehend the significance of
Blaine's remark in the House Clerk’s room
about not. counting tiie chickens till they arc
hatched, but on my way down from the Capitol
1 chanced to fall in with a Republican member
who is unusually well informed about what
transpires at the White House, although he is
not a very welcome visitor there.
I asked Him
what he thought of tiie news from St. Louis,
and lie replied by telling me a story. Said he:
"1 met a lawyer yesterday who lias been
watching tiie Babcock trial closely, and reading
tin- reports in the St. Louis papers
and when I asked him what lie thought of the
case, lie replied that the evidence on the Government side was not conclusive, and until the
defence began i was quite certain Babcock
would he acquitted, but mv confidence was considerably shaken when 1" read the letter-carrier’s testimony.”
"But what do you think will happen here?”
I asked, “Will Bristow have to go out?”
"No; the party can’t afford to have him
turned out,” replied uiv Republican Congressional friend.
“Hut wlmt does Grant care for the party?”
“Not much, perhaps, hut lie don’t want to
make Bristow his successor. There has been
a great change wrought within a few
days.
Five days ago Grant would have made short
work with Bristow the moment the news of
Babcock's acquittal was flashed to him, but the
note of warning from the press of tiie
country
lias not been unheeded this time. Grant can
suppress his feelings better than any mail I ever
knew, if it is necessary to do so. He knows
how to hide his time and wait for an opportu1 1
—

carefully)

nity.”

“\V hat do you third; will be tire effect

whiskey trials?”
“Mcliee will get

trial;

on

the

will Avery;
and they will both be
acquitted. The tide of
public opinion which lias been moving with almost irresistable force in one direction for
so
long will be cheeked by this result in Bubcock’s
ease, and the prosecutions in Chicago and Milwaukee will gradually peter out.”
oil think the Babcock trial was the
turning
point in the whiskey war? What would have
happened if Babcock had been convicted?”
“It would have been the end of the
Republican party.
Grant would have pardoned him
instantly, and then the deluge would have come
sure.”
After leaving my Republican friend I met in
the lobby of the Ebbitt House
Judge Black, of
Pennsylvania. I said to him
Hoes the news from St. Louis surprise
you t”
“Not at all. Hid
you ever suppose for one
moment that this Administration could afford
to have Babcock convicted? Now,
mind, I
a uew

so

the church, and the more tantalizing his
conduct, and more sad was the spectacle,
lie hoped tiiey would deal with the matter with solemnity,
fit his own thought

it was in the nature ol an execution and
funeral.
Alter some discussion, during which
brother Raymond called brother McKay
to order lor gesticulating at him and attributing motives to him, Mr. Beecher
said although most questions ought to be
settled by the committee, he was opposed
to sending this matter hack to them.
It
was a peculiar case and lie did not wish
Bowen to be able to say the committee
were his (Beecher’s) relations and friends
but have the whole, matter disposed ol by
the church which could not in any wav be
called a packed tribunal (Applause.)
Mr McKay then withdrew his resolution
—

-Mr. shearman said

they

wanted to deal

with ISowen as a member.
They bad
more affection lor him than ever, and did
not want to part with him jusl now.
(Laughter.) lie gave them his chief (act
a statement by a woman, and he (Shearman) pledged his reputation lor sagacity
that she was a dead woman. (Laughter)
He judged this from llowen’s heart and
history, lie was dragging the grave and
the brothel for evidence and relying on
the dead to support his power amt word.
They had succeeded in getting him to lix
tiie period between lb and 2b years but
unfortunately for him, the study and the
prayer meetings to which lie refers, had
not existed together.
(Laughter) They
had got their dear brother ISowen on the
facts. (Laughter.) Bow'en declared his
willingness to go before any three ol several men he named. These are now appointed commissioners, and let him go
before them, and he being a member the
whole proceedings would be privileged.

(Applause.)

The resolution ol the examining committee was unanimously adopted.
Shearman then read a report of the examining committee in whieli it is stated
that 17b churches and 20 ministers wore
asked to join in the Advisory
Council;
121 churches and 12 ministers
accepted
the invitation ; (12 churches declined, and
ol these l(i had work of their own : 7 were
not heard lrorn, and of those
declining only three gave reasons tor objecting.
The meeting adjourned to next Wed-

nesday.

A French wood-chopper in
attempting to cross
the pond, near the works of the American
Optical
Company, Southbridge, broke through the ice, sinking into the water chin deep, and all that could be
seen of the man was his fur cap.
The boys at the
shop, supposing a veritable otter had made its appearance, were about to tire at tin* animal, but the
man throwing up his arms just at the
right time
saved himself from a charge of buck shot. The
boys, changing guns for fence rails, succeeded in
rescuing the unfortunate old man, fearfully chilled,
but otherwise unharmed.
The Lewiston Journal says, “the continued success of our cotton goods
exportation gives manufacturers new courage. The Continental Mills’
goods
of this city, are taking admirably in the English
market. It is considered established that in
plain,
pure, unfinished goods, where quantity and quality
of cotton, and perfection of texture are the
only elements of quality, our manufacturers can
compete
with those of England and make a fair profit.
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As our readers know, the editor ol the
Prog. Age is iu a terrible state of mind
the Na- about what he styles the great outrages
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the South ten

years ago. To be sure, the editor never
knew anything personally of these things,
but he had heard and read much at a sale
distance; and the more he read and the
safer the distance, the madder lie got.

Washington,

Correspondence

of the Journal.

Washington, Feb. 26th, 1876.
“A bad promise is better broken than
kept,” is outrageously horrible philosobut

phy,

convenient

splendidly

usage
now and then.
As, for instance, last
week, when i said to myself that this
week 1 would tell you all about those
who would like to he President, I certain-

intended to undertake something of
Only two weeks ago the columns of the ly
the
sort, and so make good my word.
fertile basin of the West, and from the
it
which
dewith
statements
Age teemed
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ot ignorance,
great conservative party whose principles contained about live columns of like mat- was made in the rashness
R. Niles, No. 6 Trcmont Street, Boston, is
and tin; entire absence of prudence and
agent for the publisher of this paper, and his receipts are as broad and beneficent as the Union ter.
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upon its great purposes. The country will look with confidence to its deliberations, and have reason to expect the happiest results from its
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to-day’s paper will be found the call
for the Democratic caucus preliminary to
the city election. The Committee have
thought best to call the Democrats together a few days in advance of the usual time,
in order that there may be opportunity for
voters to make themselves familiar with

is sent.-/!*

[Persons desiring Probate Advertising in their
control to appear in the Journal; will need to make
that request of the Court.]
Democratic

National

Convention.

Washington. Feb. 23.
'Hie following is the call lor the national convention :
The national Democratic committee, to whom
is delegated the power of lixing the time and
place of holding the national Democratic convention of 1S7(), have appointed Tuesday, the
27th day of June next, at noon, as the time and
have selected St. Louis as the place of
holding
such convention. Each state \\ ill be entitled to
a represeviration equal to double the number of
its senators and representatives in the Congress of the United Slates, and the Territory of
Colorado, whose admission in July as a state
will give it a vote in the next electoral college,
is also invited to send delegates to the convention. Democratic, conservative and other citizens of tie* United States,
irrespective of past,
political associations, desiring to co-operate
with the Democratic party in its present efforts
and objects,are cordially invited to join in sending delegates to the national convention. Cooperation i- desired from all persons who
would change an administration that has suffer'd the public credit to become and remain inferior to other and less-favored nations; has
permitted commerce to he taken away by lor*
eign powers; has stilled trade by unjust, unequal and pernicious legislation; has imposed
unusual taxation, and rendered it most burdensome; has changed growing prosperity to wide
>pread Miffering and want; has squandered the
public money- recklessly and defiantly’, and
■'hameles-.'iy u-cd the power that should have
been swift to punish crime—not to protect it.
For these, and other reasons, the National Democratic party deem the public danger imminent, and earnestly desirious of securing to our
country the blessings of an economical, pure
and free government, cordially invite the cooperation of their fellow citizens in the effort
to attain this object.
(Signed) At'GUSTi.'s Schell, Chairman.
Frederick. A. Fringe, See'y
And by all members.
The

Work

anil

Hindrances.

Its

The Democratic House went to its work
in this congress with a determination to
cut down the

appropriations that the
all departments ot the
government should be stopped. Accordingly in all tiic bills calling for an outlay
so

squanderings

in

of money, there lias been a paring down
of the former very heavy sums to tiguros
that were just and reasonable. Immense
sums will thereby be saved without barm

|

the nominees, and a brief season in which
to discuss their qualifications. This should
be done in all nominations for olliee, and
has become a custom in all others

except

candidates for city offices. Surely it is as
important that good and faithful men
! shall be selected for
city officials as any
I
others. Candidates who are tit lor their
1
positions can have nothing to fear from
Ij

examination of their

an

qualifications,
any cause ought

while those who from

entrusted with office, will be
pretty certain to have that tact made apparent, during four or five days canvass.
not to he

1

Our friends are

i

bear in mind, not
carrying the city for the Democratic ticket, but the necessity of putting in nomi-

nation, as the first and most important
step to such a result, men ol intelligence,
reliability, and above all, ot integrity.
The interests committed to

our

city

gov-

The conernment arc now very great.
trol not only of our city finances complicated by a large debt, but the assets and
liabilities of a closely related railroad cor-

between contestants ot the two parties;
and that the Democrats were no better
friends to the people than the Republicans
have been ; yet strange to say, every movement that the

Democratic

majority

in

Congress attempts to make in behalf of
our long oppressed citizens, is
opposed by
Republicans. There appears to be a principle involved in the discussions in the
House of

Representatives

from which

at

Washington,

disinterested looker-on might
infer that one party is in favor ot fat olficcs and iat office-holders, while the oilier is in favor of an economical
governa

ment tor the

these

two

and that between
radical difference of

people;

existed

a

principle.
file Republican party for several years
lias been talking about reform in the Civil Service—it was plainly seen that it sad-

ly needed
cause

reform— but

they had good

to handle it in such a manner as to

protect their precious proteges in their offices, and in the amount of their salaries,
and to still leave the people to pay the
piper, as ol'old. Now when a Democratic House begins the work of real reform,
and applies common sense curtailment ot
offices and reduction of salaries, we hear
a Republican bowl, that the Democrats
are ruining the public service. The Democrat ie party in the House of
Representatives is comprised of men fresh from the

people,

who

working in their behalf;
and there already appears to be a palpable difference in their mode of
doing
tilings. 'Ibis must indeed be surprising
to those enlightened Republican leaders
who could

are

see no

ples

nf the two

A

lug army,

difference in the princi-

prosperity
laxity on

Indiscretion and

these
matters will lie taken advantage of by
that cunning and unscrupulous class who
are always seeking to reach the public

city.

treasury by crooked ways. The voters
and tax payers of Belfast understand this
The time has come, and must be
recognized, when neither party lines nor
party watchwords can hold voters up to

fully.

the support of unworthy or improper candidates. And unless we very much mistake the signs oi the times, the people ot
this city
apply to

were never sc fully resolved to
candidates the tests of integrity

and capacity,

as

they

arc

now, ami to cor-

is to be any miserable

the

quarrelling

over

agency, or any other corrupt
city
source of spoils, let the Republicans do it.
rum

Democratic

Banquet.

The observance of the birth day

ot

Washington by the Democrats of lfangor
was an exceedingly pleasant gathering.
Supper was served at the Bangor House
at 9 o’clock, and was partaken of by a
large gathering ot the Democratic faith
from various portions of the state. W. T.
Pearson called the meeting to order, and
introduced Mayor Laughton as President,
who made a very acceptable address.
Toasts appropriate to the occasion were
read and responded to. Gen. Roberts made
a capital response to a
patriotic allusion
to tho Union.
Excellent speeches were
made

James F. Lawson, Richard Kelleher, P. G. White and Paul R. Seavey.
Letters were read from Hon. Geo. II. Pendleton, Gov. Tilden ot New York, Gov.
Ingersoll of Connecticut, Senators 'Thurof Ohio, Withers of

Virginia and Key
Tennessee; Representatives Fernando

man

of

by

Wood of New York, Benj. II. Hill cl Ga.,
S. S. Cox of N. Y., John R. Tucker of Va.,
S. J. Randall ol Pa., John lv. Tarbox of
Mass., A M. Waddell ot N. C., Frank
Jones of N. II. Also from Hon. John C.

Talbot, Hon. Win, P Haines, Hon. E. F.

l’illsbury,

Ceo. W.

Whitney, Esq.

Arno

greatly enjoyed.

stealings, doubling

the

&c„ &c., and various other Radical contrivances, mark the reign of Republicanism, and when the attention of llio country is officially called to these grave matters, and propositions are made looking
to real retrenchment, every sort of Republican stumbling-block is thrown in the
way.

Is (here no difference ot

here, and

are

the

people

so

principle

blind that they

cannot see it?

The difference is between a foolish, extravagant, and false system ot government, and a wise, economical, and true
system ; such as the American people are
entitled to, and which they will secure by
sustaining the Democratic party, and in
no

other way.

Hampered by Republican office-holders
all over the land, and everywhere that
the

arm

ot

a

mercenary President could

reach, by a Republican Senate and a Republican President, and a Cabinet obedient to his wishes, the House of Representatives lias nevertheless begun its work
in earnest. The Democrats in the House
need not fear; the people of all shades of

politics, will back them in their endeavors to simplify the government, and to
curtail its expenses. It is the people who
have to pay for all, and they see now to
which party they must look for any fair
consideration. They see very plainly that
there is

a difference of principle between
the two parties, and that this difference is
radical.

to

elsewhere, and fired the northern heart
all that he possibly could by the recital.
It happened in the process oi time that
the

war

ol the rebellion came to

end,
captured, and
an

general scattering

Amlersonville, Capt. Wirz,
lie

was

made

was

captured,

personally responsible

lor

the sufferings at that prison, indicted for
murder and put on trial lor his life. Lending that trial the Lmg. Age commented
on

his

case as

lollows—

[From Frog. Age, Aug. It, 1m»5.j
The specifications against Wirz in the. indictment are numerous, but they :ill resolve themselves into one great crime against humanity
and civilization, that of deliberately and maliciously causing the death of our soldiers by
starvation ami cruel treatment—a crime that
has no parallels in ancient or modern times.
Wirz was convicted and hanged. After
his execution, the editor of the Ago again
to ills case, thus—

Though

i

did

actually
glasses in

sally

one day, opera
one. hand
and note-book in the other, and wended
my wav to the national repository of wit

forth

and wisdom, where 1 had somehow get
an idea the
majority of these longing aspirants were to be seen, prepared with
the assistance of the one and the use of
the other to “nothing extenuate,” but set
the color ot the hair, the
shade ot the eye, and so far dip into what
Bal/.ae terms “noseology” as to relate to

down

exactly

you truly whether that necessary and
handsome appendage ot the human lace
had w mdered to its owner down from
the fair, refined and classic land ot the

Lee surrendered, Davis was
there was a general break up and fleeing
in (■recks;
of the rebel armies and government,
tlie commandant at the stid',
this

had come

or

straight,

ami

across

seas

troiu

stately Romans;

or

whether, perchance, it. hadn't been accustomed to hobnobbing with either, but

only

was

from

“common

clay”

alter

all, and

much reflection upon the ups

too

and downs ot life had grown
pugnacious over the tact, or

extremely
acquired

a

habit of turning up its nose at its more
aristocratic neighbors, llut alas ! when
comfortably and conveniently bestowed
in

national cave,"

the

gazing

down

through all that terrible echoing space, it
all at once overcame me, and not exactly
“like a summer dream” either, that Hercules had

only

a

little

compared with the

playful sport

task

before

me.

as

I

[From Frog. Age, Nov. lf>, 1nV.*.1
By the hanging of Wirz, the count) v is rid of
otie’of the most inhuman monsters that, ever

had, metaphorically, struck upon a rock.
My gallant little ship, rich freighted with

landed on its shores. He was one of those malformations of the human kind that an* utterly
destitute of anything like benevolent feeling,
and who can look upon human guttering and
misery entirely unmoved, and, if anything,
with enjoyment. * * * For the sake of humanity we hope there is not another like him on
the continent.

goodly intentions, was succumbing to the
engulfing waves of numbers. Who, where,
how many? I interrogated mentally, and
then fell rapidly, conscientiously and eco-

But there

was

another—an exact

coun-

terpart of Capt. Wirz. lie was and is the
editor of the l’rog. Age. He was actually
an advocate ot
establishing in the north

man

Babcock
There

monster” Wirz.

It this seems incred-

ible, read the following—
[From tin- Prog. Age, May 5, lSii-l.J
flic government owes ii to its own dignity;
it owes it to our brave soldiers—to their friends
at home—to the whole people. To visit prompt
retaliation for these inhuman barbarities. The
people demand that the rebels shall receive just
It our prisoners
such treatment as tin;v give.
are put on bread, such as hogs would reject,
with nothing but cold water besides, let rebel
prisoners be put on the same diet. If our Union soldiers are .sent home to us dying of starvation, let rebel soldiers be sent back in the
same condition.
If our soldiers are robbed of
their clothing, let rebel soldiers go back at least
will) no better clothing than they had when
taken prisoner.': and let the ollieer who orders
a subordinate to carry a rebel otlicer’s valise for
him. hereafter, be cashiered and kicked out of
service for his tluukeyism. And if it has come
to this that no quarter is to be given to our soldiers or even our black soldiers, let these savages distinctly understand that that is a game
which two can play at.
We call upon the President and the government in the name of the people to adopt at once
Let the eye for an
stern retaliatorv measures.
eye, and a tooth tor a tooth be the policy. Tin*
able bodied loyal men of the couutn are ready
to respond to the last man to the call of the government to subdue these hellhounds, but they
want
to feel assured that the government
means to protect them and " ill protect them,
AND THAT FOR EVERY UNION SOLDIER THAT SHALL BE MASSACRED OR
STARVED, A REBEL SHALL SUFFER
THE SAME TREATMENT.

nomically

making calculations as to
of foolscap would be reaccurately describe all the willto

how many

quired

to

reams

little tube said about Babcock’s
recent trial, beyond
the report to be
found in another column.
The whole
business is thoroughly shameful and disis

in from Uncle Sam. lluw many months
would be needed to write them all out?
how many men, women and children to

put them

in

type? how many publishers

to issue double editions and extras? until
my fingers ached ami mv brain grew dizzv, and I turned thoughtfully away, a
sadder il not a wiser individual than
when 1 ventured forth. Since then hours
have multiplied into days, and still the
work of calculation goes on, and il ever a
probable solution is arrived at, 1 think 1
can

safely

tear of

and

prudently,

and without

to break my worth
that 1 will narrate to you truth-

being obliged

“great

against

ty and civilization.” Here was a greater
one proposed and advocated.
The public
will be curious to know what our local
Wi ■/. can say in his own defence.

other states shall annually publish the
ofiieial statements of the condition of said
companies, in some newspaper ol their
Hut the requirement is neglected to a very great extent, notwithstanding there is a penalty of $,'>0 attached to
the neglect in each case. We hope that
a desire to conceal the
standing of the

county.

Diplomatic Corps,

lesser lights ol the favored circle, awaiting tliis coming tide ot visitors. On the
threshold of the last door you endeavor to
pause and take breath, to collext yourself
and see if you are all there, and no feet,
hands, arms or head left behind; then to
adjust draperies, and so be more presentable; but behind you sways, surges and
presses, the vast impatient crowd, that
finally gives one furious plunge, and
sends you straight on like a spent arrow,
plump into the arms ot a big, burly policeman, set like “the llaming sword” to
keep the way. “What an irruption!”

stately madame, cool, languid
magnificent, reclining complaisantly

murmurs a

and

great deal of that
mus

sort id zeal which

both discretion and

The

of

Califor!

;t from

/nch of

a

codfish

©

casing

last—his defalca-

;ne

be sold

are to

auction.

at

passed the bill providproperty.

The New York brewt rs will put up a $4u,o00 buildon the Centennial grounds at Philadelphia.

ing

There are fourteen ramlidates for the Presidency
that have the promise of Pennsylvania to begin
itli.

w

On

of the

some

bec, Can., the

country roads surrounding Queis trom fifteen to twenty feet

sl ow

deep.

To avoid mortifying her lover, who was poor, a
Montreal hein-s wa< married recently in a $20 muslin dress.
“A restaurant lor ladies and

hour*,” is the sign
Pity. Nev.

oysters, open at ull
eating house In Virginia

on an

“While the lamp holds out to burn,” etc. An old
gentleman of eighty nine has recently been baptized
in Vermont.

The President ha*
barbs 11. Ingalls of
tith infantry.

-•

<

I. Brown

(i.

a

nt to the Senate the name of
to be 2d Lieut, in the

Maine,

member of the Bangor Pity Count > the Maine insane Hospital by

cil, has been sent
his

consent.

own

The question is asked,
sist in abbreviating a son
a S. (». f. of him.

why
of tt

newspapers will per
mperauce and making

Medford, Mass., celebrated the 200th
the burning of the village by the lu
King Phillip.

The town of

anniversary
diuns under

ot

The Boston Post say.llm
“Ninety and
us sung
by Mr. .Sankey, is very good -but
“Old Hundred” is better.

hymn

Nine,"

It is the wife who has the

home,

savs an

she makes his

|

making

exchange. True, and
wig warn, too.

of

now

k man's
and then

Physicians lm\e decided that Mrs. Fllen Tupper,
the mated bee-culturist of Iowa, is hopelessly insane,
ami must be sent to an asylum.
Twenty-live lishing vessels running into Portmouth have landed since Juntiury f>ti?,u00 pounds of
cod and Jdii.uoo pounds ot haddock.
A. F. Kurolf of the Democrat fatally shot J. 11
Hawkins of the Carolton. Mo., .Pairmil Friday night.
A feud had long existed between them.
The Secretary of the Interior has discharged for
ty-two male ami female clerks in the Pension Other
account of the low state of the funds.

on

I he

Farmington Chronicle says W. S. lllnkley of
nt away since cold wen
Phillips, has bought and
ther commenced in the fail. 10,f.rai rabbit*.
-<

Otlicial t«.-ts of tin1 im-ters of rh.• Brooklyn gas
companies show that they record from twelve to
eighteen pei cent, more gas than is consumed.

Congress proposes to investigate charge* against
the management of all the navy yards, with the ex
ceptimi < those at Pensacola and Mare Island.
A stranger calling himself .1
^ loo team, .Ian.
-1, >f \\ m. i.
go to Buck-port, -iii'/e whiheard of him.

\

Douglass hired

M<u»d>

■

to

;•

it

notliing

a

Kocklan J
has been

The Somer-et railroad is graded three miles from
North An-on, audit
intended, if possible, to push
t lie road through to Solon,
eight miles from Anson,,
the next season.
.-

The people of New Damp-dun will be called upon
the annual lection next month, to voti upon the
expedience of calling a convention to revise the
Mate constitution.
at

Mr-. .John While <<! N
\ a-<siilh- r.», was arrested
for selling win'- and taken r.. f .p- .Justice Nye and
lined thirty dollars, which sum she promptly paid
and was discharged.
I n-ispectii.g countrymen, who read Republican
speeches from mender-* of
-ingress, and drink in
e\
'-ry word, should ake warning. A boy died the
other

day from drinking lye.

tin in Leniais Iowa, i.e'troynd a large building
occupied he four families, and a woman and three
siuall children were burned to death.
I he woman'hushand is
raving maniac.
A

I be Louisiana Hons, has appointed a committee
of five Democrats and two Republicans toiir.esti
gate what charges there are against (io>. Kellogg
demauding hi> impeachment

They are having a warm light in i.ardim-r, over
the ijue-db m ol freeing their bridge across the Ken
lie hoc.
1 he mutter was finally put into the hands o!
ft commit te« of investigation.

lit-

On Feb. 'th, Henry tiodfre and son, of Steuben,
killed a bear weighing over ;oo pounds, and cuptur
ed a
a
few hours old.
Young Bruin is now
learning to feed from a spoon.

Judge Holt of the Massachusetts Supreme Court
has decided that The old -Mjuta .society of Boston
may -ell their church and invest the proceeds in u
new om
1 his probably ends the case.
1'he daughters of Sir F.ilward Thornton, the Fug
li-h minister at W ashington, wear thick sided shoes,
plain, unpinned hack dresses, and heav \, old-lashiou
ed cloak-, and they are the pictures of health.
The other day a two year old sou of Frank Av.-riil,
Northlield. w a- -landing before an
open tire when
nigh! clothes took lire, and the little one was ao
badly burned that it died the following afternoon.
at

his

Jame- I:.- w v. and Margaret \. Montgomery were
arrested at Rockland, M onlay, on a charge ot adul
ter\ upon complaint ot tin woman’s husband, and
will be arraigned in tin Police Court.
Brown iunmarried.
The once famous Dutch Hap ennui has, with comparatively slight labor, been enlarged so thufc it now
contains more than twenty feet of water, and en
a!-e- ve>sc!s to save seven miles in
passing up and

down the- James River.

A veteran soldiered the battle of
Waterloo, named
••"bn Swainburne, died on the g’,'d at
Washington,
Me. at the advanced age of oo years. |j,. was wound
ed during the action with a bullet in the head, which
lias remained e\ er .since.

Mr. Jo'eph Littlefield, a veteran teacher in tin
Bangor public schools, died n 1 hursday at an ad
need age. With the exception of the last rear or
TWO he has been closely connected with the schools
ill Bangor for the hist H> years
v a

New Orleans despatch has announced that
thieve- attempted to plunder the ship ludi
New Orleans Wednesday night, und shot
and killed a sailor named Sidnev l arbux, a native ot
Bath. Me., who gave an alarm.’
A

‘M

utton
at

ana,

W (••lues.lay night two masked nu n seized CharleLacy, collector of the town ot Au>terlitz, X. V., in
seelmied 'pot ■«ti liis way lionn from a collecting
tour in that town, and presenting revolvers, com
polled him t deliver ail the money he had, sjjlau.
a

“It i< the fir-t time,” say- the Springfield KepUblican, “a National Convention hu> gone across the

Mississippi. ‘Westward the >tur,’ etc. We Van
kees may as well accept the situation, first as last."
Let it go, even till it reaches “the jumping oil' place."

It now appears that the bogus nobleman who wm
arrested in Hull'alo, \. Y
the other tiny, whs the
young Englishman who figured so conspicuously in Portland, a lew months since, and claimed to
be A. t
Dennison, hc-ir presumptive to Lord Lodes

same

borough.

A. O. Hall was arraigned before
ulg. 1'alhof
liockport, Friday morning, ami was ton ml guilty

of
of
Nettie
of
a
little
seven
Camden,
rape
Wright
girt
Hall was committed to jail to await
years of age.
he action of the grand jury, at the March term of
the Court.
on

A voting Y:im riean

hely who has enjove.j the rare
a stroll with the
poet Tennyson,
mentions in a letter to a friend that “it
seriousiv ailerted the romance of the situation when
he paused during t he walk to scratch his back against
privilege of taking

incidentally
a

gate-post."

The wedding ot .Mr. Janie.- i.onion Itennett ami
Mi-s Ida May of liultiinore, will he o •)■ brated the
third week in April. Mis- May is l'.» years of age;
tall and ot rather slight figure, has orilliant black
•
•yes, dark wax ing hair, and a clear complexion with
delicate color.
Paul Ilaupt. of Denver, want through the war
without a scratch, ami when the regiment was sent
Arizona, encountered on one occasion five A pa
dies single handed, killing three of their number.
Last week lie was crushed to death between two
blocks of ice in an ice house.
to

patent.
llovv we shall all thank the Professor,
especially in Maine, where coal does not
grow, and whore yvood is disappearing,
a

cheap.

^

found in f

The Wisconsin Senate has
ing lor the taxation of church

A

Thanks, and a thousand of them, to the unknown
genius who entrusted a trunk, with a hive of bees in
it, to the tender merch s of a Syracuse baggage master tin- other day.
The company will pay for the
bees, and the doctor thinks his patient will be

What

it yvill be yvhen every man
can catch his fuel on the root of the house,
and store it up in the cistern.

happy

State,

the

knowledge.

but water is abundant and

shipp'JQ,
3

Fifty thousand people visited the Centennial
grounds on Saturday.
The Oracle says the throat distemper is prevailing
in l'hipsburg with fatal result*.
All the islands on the coast of Maine, owned by

announces

a

was

are

Gloucester.

A .St. Louis bank
tion is $.'{0,000.

Professor Collins of Whitclield. N. II.,
that, after lifteeu years of study and
experiment, he has solved the problem of cheap
fuel and light by discovering a method of burning water, and that be intends soon to take out
—

gold ring

A
at

promise
fully and honestly

season

m
a
luxurious blue chair, attentively
fanned by a foreign legation, and simply
•—We publish to-day some very curious
weight
gorgeous in crimson velvet, white satin, extracts from the Prog. Age—one portion
is
not
the motive, but it cer- rare lace and sparkling diamonds. Yes,
evidence against him may even ten times companies
of which argues that (.'apt. Wirz was hung
outweigh that in his favor, and still he tainly begets a suspicion of the kind. madame, we were all ashamed to make for an
Presidential
into
in
our
debut
outrageous crime against humansociety
may go free. The jury arc always in- Cautious men will be likely to prefer
such a plunging, headlong, unceremoni- ity and civilization,” and the other porthat
structed that if a reasonable doubt exists companies
comply with the law in ous fashion, but thanked Coil tor the
tion proves that the editor ot the Age was
in their minds, they must acquit the pris- this respect, especially in shaky times
irruption just the same, since it gave a an advocate of the
very crimes for which
foothold and a breathing place as well.
oner.
With the sympathy of a large po- like these.
It is a most senseless and absurd fashion, Wirz was hung! They make very interlitical party in his favor, with the adminThe citizens of Norridgewoek propose to or- the present manner of holding public re- esting reading at this time.
istration active in his behalf, and the
ganize a mutual life insurance company on the ceptions, neither seemly, decorous or dig—What will the patrons of signs and
President himself testifying on his side, following basis: To consist of 200 members, nified, and it is to be
hoped that some ancacti of whom shall pay s.'i entrance fee, and
forerunners
the
will
before
of
deliverance
and creating the beliof that the case of the same
opening
say to the destruction of tfie
gel
sum on the death of a member.
the accused is the chief magistrate's case $1000 will at all times be deposited, to lie paid of another season devise some better way Boston big elm ? It was more than two
to the heirs of any deceased member.
In this for the dear people to see their chief hundred
—it is not wonderful that the jury easily
years old, and held its branches
there will be no expenses, and it is
magistrate and others that siL in the high
company
when
the Mayflower sighted < 'ape
believed
that
this
is
the
a
true
found
reasonable doubt on which to
skyward
policy of insur- places.
ance.
so called from the fresCod.
It
was a distinguished landmark
'the
Blue
Room,
a
verdict
of
The
acquittal.
hang
compliNo doubt ot it. The system
by which coes, furniture, and draperies being all ol long before Washington was born. Ail
cations in the cabinet and the party were
deluded persons all over the
country are this lovely color, otherwise is not larger the growth, greatness and history of this
such that the conviction of Babcock would
drawn upon for large sums to pay huge and hardly so elegant as the vast majority
have been ruinous—and his acquittal was
scattered over this fair nation were spanned by its litc. And now,
salaries to officers of liie insurance in dis- of private parlors
of ours. The East Room, just In the centennial year it has crashed to the
resolved upon at any cost. It was accomcountry
tant cities, and enormous commissions to
beyond, finds its counterpart in the grand ground.
plished, technically ; but the great jury of local
agents, and then find themselves en- saloon ot any first class city hotel, gorthe country have found and entered of
—The l’rog. Age lias a communication
trapped into a life continuance of the geous in glass, gilt and glitter, damask
record a verdict which reads—“Guilty on
is intended to lie very sharp on the
and
velvet
but
too
which
carpet,
showy
same, approaches very nearly to a swin- hangings
and pronounced for real good taste. In statement by Mr. Frost, which we recentall the counts of the indictment”—and it
dle. There ought to be sense enough in the centre of the Blue Room stands the
will stand as long as fraud and peculation
The poor sneak who wrote
the American people to put an end to it. President with his wife on his right, and ly published.
is
so ashamed of himself that lie declines
it
and forgery shall be abhorred.
beyond her his son and daughter-in-law.
—Captain Wirz, of the Prog. Age, hur- Marshall Sharp stands at his lelt receives to give his name. Of course no one would
The calendar of the centennial exhibi- rahed and
flung up his hat when Mrs. the names and introduces you first to the reply to such a cheap piece of impudence.
President, then Mrs. Grant and son, whilst
tion is as follows: Reception ol articles Surratt was
Probably it was written by Capt. Wirz of
hung—a woman that leading the Cabinet and
Foreign ministers accom- the
began January 5, 1876; reception of arti- Republicans have declared on the floor of
Age himself
ladies
look
on
their
panied by
approvingly
cles ends April IS), 1876 ; unoccupied space
Congress was murdered by court martial. from the back ground. Our Ceasar looks
The Bangor Whig hoists the name of
forfeited April 26, 1876; exhibition opens No wonder he advocated
the murder of round and sleek and shining, giving indi- Blaine as candidate for the Presidency.
cations that the meat upon which he is fed
May 10, 1876: exhibition closes Novem- innocent Confederate prisoners.
is ot the very best quality, and with, pos- The Calais Times, however, thinks that
ber 10, 1876 ; goods to be removed by De—The Washington County Republican sibly, something better than crooked whis- Bristow would better fit the chair. The
cember 13, 1876.
to wash it down. This night he seems Fairfield
Chronicle is called to account by
papers are engaged in a warm discussion key
a good deal heated and a trifle bored from
—Charitable ladies in Rockland are dis- of Hale's chances at the
coming Congres- the onerous duty, but with all simple, the Augusta Journal for not keeping its
tributing loaves of bread to the poor of sional Convention. And the Prog. Age plain and pleasant; and if he hasn’t a eye on the Kennebec statesman. The
that city.
hasn’t a word to say. Why is this thus? warm kindly heart his manner and taco unanimity isn't yet entire.

not suffice for conviction.

Car-loads of salmon
nia daily.

all about blue eyes,
A Committee of tin: House linds tin:
brown beards, black hair, broad shoul- Emma Mine swindle to lie the rottenest
ders, kindly laces, courtly bearings, and
uncovered.
Witnesses testily'
stately manners, and draw the pictures so thing yet
was a fraud I nun the bethat
the
mine
won't
fail
to
that
you
correctly
recognize
the individual iust as soon as you turn the ginning, that in the litigation about it in
walk
in
and
corner
meet
your morning
Etali, .Judge McKean, sat on the lieneli
him face to lace—and will henceforth and
a
while
stockholder and director; the
forever more go wandering through life
exclaiming at every hat and coat you marshal was a stockholder, and selected
meet, “thou art the man.”
juries who also held stock. Senator MorAnd so, as it was not convenient or
ton, of Indiana, accepted a bribe rd syo.possible to see and thus describe to you
all the willing candidates for the Presi- dUO lor his services. Albert (Irant was
dency, I did the next best tiling—em- promised a bribe of hull a million, .lav
braced an opportunity, am! went to see Cook silOti.lliMl, (Jen .Selienek n<> shares
the man who is President. Now all laws of
stock, 1‘rof. Silliman for a certificate
I hero were at that time in the hands of of etiquette sav dimly and forcibly that
of
assay $50,<>00, Ac.. Ac. it is shocking
demand full dress;
the Federal authorities, if we remember evening receptions
Is this
but when you have submitted to the tor- and sickening to contemplate.
rightly, about a hundred thousand conted- tures of a French hair-dresser, provided sort of thing to have no end?
erate soldiers.
1’hey were men who had yourself with fan, gloves and (lowers,
covered your neck and concealed your
The editor of tiie Rockland T ree Tress
come from once happy homes.forced by the
tirnl that isn't lull dress at all,
heard John L. Stevens ot Augusdemauds ol war. They had left behind la- arms, you
recently
consists
ot
but
being very shockingly un- ta deliver a lecture,
thers. mothers, wives and children to dressed. So the world
upon which this comgoes—saying one
whom they were dear, as such relatives thing and meaning another. No use to ment is made—
the services and saerili. es of
always are. And yet there was one man deny it, for King Solomon has said that theThe, history ofJohn
liat nevehl, \\ as jfiv. n by
hern-martyr,
“all men are liars,” and Theodore Tilton
in the north—and we believe but one—
Mr.
Stevens in well chosen I mamme, up to that
tells his audiences this winter that women
last
when
he laid the odcring of
hour
supreme
wicked and unfeeling enough to demand will lib. And so ’twixt the two—and
they a noble life upon his country's altar.
that a portion ol these innocent men be ought to know whereof they allirm—the
This language is a tritle obscure, and
starved and massacred ! it is almost be- whole human race is deceptive, and that's
leaves
a doubt whether liarneveld or Stevwhy full dress means no dress, only a
yond belief—and yet it is a fact that can- sheen
of silk and satin trailing the lloor, ens made the sacrifice. Hut a little renot be denied,
it is claimed in the Age rich in decorations ot lace,
pull's, plaits, llection will remind the reader that John
that sixty thousand Federal soldiers per- fringes, flounces and llowers. dust liovv
L. has laid 1 >nt a portion of his life on his
ished by neglect, starvation and violence you get into the courtly presence is one
of those things past description. It is country's altar, and that with a good sal—and therefore the demand of the editor
somewhere set down that the population ary attached. The Hollander must have
of the Age was that sixty thousand south- ot this United States is, in round numbeen the man who lost his head.
bers, forty-four millions, and you may
ern men should be starved and massacred!
—A Portland clergyman recently preachWas there ever in the history of cruelty rely upon it as an accurate statement that
forty-three million, nine hundred and ed
like
this
?
against the publication of Sunday paanything
ninety-nine thousand of them attended
IfWirz was an inhuman monster, what the x residential levees last 1 uesday even- pers, denouncing them as demoralizing.
shall be said of this editor? if the cruel ing. Set your imagination at work and The Sunday Times of that city calls atif you can, the condition of a per- tention to the tact that the work on SunSwiss was a human malformation, what fancy,
son, however lair, fresh and altogether
day' papers is nearly all done on Saturday
shall be thought of his worse than counlovely on starting, alter being crushed, But labor oil the
Monday daily, which no
terpart here in the north, who, by his own jammed, pressed and ironed out Mat in
reads with relish and
doubt
the
such
a
crowd
four
of
live
small
clergyman
through
declaration, lacked only tin* power to beapartments, through seven consecutive a clear conscience, is about all done mi
come a demon ot blood and torture? Wirz
narrow doors into the Blue Room, where
Wherein the editor rather gels
is declared to have deserved bis fate lie- stands the
President, liis family, the Cab- Sunday!
the
at a disadvantage.
There is a
pulpit
tlie
and
cause of his
other
crime
humani- inet,

The statute of Maine provides that
agents of insurance companies located in

parties.
graceful. It is a peculiarity inseparable
big navy, numerous and from criminal law, that even very strong
costly foreign missions, vast appropria- evidence of the guilt of the accused may

Kings, whisky
President’s salary,

I’nion soldiers at Amlersonville and

Wiswell, Esq., Hon. Jas. C. Madigan, John
B. Redman, Esq., and Henry Hudson, Esq.
It was a genuine good time, and was Capt.

a

tions for the benefit of

a previous date.
turning
back among the files of its ponderous wisdom, we find that twelve years ago the
editor ol the Age got just about as mad
as lie now professes to be. He printed the

So

judgment

ing and vvRlIu! individuals who would be
poration, is committed to it. Discreet and
only too happy to accept the honors, to
careful management can carry these along
sav nothing of house rent free, a salary ot
the policy that ho claimed was being carsuccessfully, lighten the burdens ot taxa850,000
per annum and sundries thrown
of our ried out in the south by “the most inhution, and increase the

respondingly ignore party lines.
public service, provided the Repubin this state ol affairs the duty ul the
lican Senate acquiesces. But there are
Democrats of Belfast is very clear. 'They
evidences that the latter body will endeavshould select for the offices, and especially
or to sa\e all the teats they can fur their
for aldermen, those who will come up to
friends and party favorites, and will resist
the requirements we have stated—clean
even to the extent of a
square stand up and honorable men, such as they would
light with the popular branch. The people entrust their private business to—and prewill thus have presented to them the record sent
them to the electors. If they do this
of the parties in this particular, and can- the people will sustain them
If there
One ot the lavorite arguments of the
Republican presses and stump orators lias
been, that there was no principle at stake

like it of

earnestly requested
only the importance of alluded
to

to the

not fail to understand the matter.

once

most terrible stories ol rebel barbarities

Election.

In

sending money, state THE POST OFFICE

to which the

City

occurred to us that sometime
away back in the history of the Age and
its teachings there had been something
It at

Generalities.

much belie him. The passing years have
dealt leniently and kindly with him, and
he looks younger and tresher than six
years ago, and on the whole has a manner
and bearing that attracts and wins you in
spite of all preconceived prejudices. Mrs.
Grant is far from being a pretty woman,
and ill becomes the magnificent finery in
which she is arrayed. Xeither is her address more winning than her looks, but
whether this arises troiu the haughtiness
ol position or the stiffness of mannerism
1 am unable to say. 1 only know that her
air is so cold, chilling and repellant that
callers led as if they had taken a sudden
and most unexpected journey to the polar
regions. But ah! how quickly the ice
melts under the summer smile of her
charming daughter-in-law. If Mrs. Grant
junior isn’t the daintiest, sweetest, most
beautiful woman in the world, the other
woman can’t be a woman at all, but must
be, lrom the nature of tilings, some Peri
strayed from Paradise. Some women arc
beautiful like wax dolls—so far as color
and form and features go,—but Mrs Fred
Grant has all these and more too—soul,
and life, and expression and feeling kindling the depths of her velvet, midnight
eyes, shining from her sparkling face, and
breathing lrom their dainty lips. Your
heart goes voluntarily out to her the eminent she touches your finger tips, and
when she speaks you surrender perpetual
allegiance at once, ready and willing to
vow her a princess on the divine rights ot
youth, intelligence and loveliness. Her
robe on this occasion is of soft delicate
bull'silk, rich in a prolusion ol white*laee,
and multiplicity of puffs and plaitings,
vastly becoming to her bright piquant
face and tonn, and contrasting prettily
with the pink brocade < f her stately mama-in-law. Comparisons are unhappy, or
1 had said, that for those who prefer blonde
beauty to brunette loveliness, Mrs. Senator
Christiania was likely in some measure
to share admirers with young Mrs. Grant,
Very fair and young, beautitul she looked
passing down the long vista of the Fast
Room, with the creamy satin ot tier bridal
dress trailing behind tier in long lustrous
and graceful folds; her abundant blonde
hair looped in intricate pulls and swaying
ends, her long lashes drooping bewilderingly on the dainty oval cheek, but I am
sorry to record that the Senator looked
very guilty and ashamed, and exceedingly
anxious to get out ot sight, and awav from
the inquisitive eyes and congratulating
voices. He looks like a mail ol about
seventy, whose opportunities, and experience and culture lias been small, and who
has seen much of the rough side ot life,
which lias lelt him hard and still' and angular, lacking utterly that grace and courtliness which is so captivating in old age.
So great is the contrast that my soul rises
up in an indignant protest against the
sacrifice. But just then a 1 it tie bird perches
on my shoulder and
whispers me of u
young light-hearted man that left this city
at Christmas tide, bent on the business and
duties which earnest, real lite brings to all
workers, to return in March and claim this
bonny lady lor his bride. Oil, leave young
heart! is there any warning voice, whispering you “Beware the ides of March,”
ior, continues the gossiping bird, no word
lias gone to tell him of the change, and
that liis betrothed is the wife ot another.
Hon. llion Bradbury and Hon. L. 1>. M.
Sweat have been here during tile week,
attendant upon the sessions ot the Democratic National Committee, and interested
and honored spectators at the Capitol.
Quite a number of Congressmen of both
parties leave here to-day and on Monday
to take part in the political canvass in
New Hampshire, among them lion. Frank
Jones, lion, Kugene Hale, and Hon. 11 G
I’ratt of Iowa.
Bi tten..

again

around

in

a

fortnight

or so.

Fido, the dog that had watched carefully bv an
unknown grave in the Worcester cemetery for the
last four y» ars, has been frightened away by tinsight of a kennel prepared for his accommodation,
and the crowd ot visitors. K« al grief i* apt to shrink
from

being

lionized and rewarded.

The fishermen of Friendship are already prepur
ing fur the spring fishery. I he lobster fisheries are
an important branch of business for the inhabitants
of t hat town, employing mure that one huudred men
and boys from January till May; also five smacks,
with a capacity for carrying JU.OOO to a trip.
!

fin- Liverpool Post -ays
“While some workmen
at Dundee were the oth» day engaged in cutting up
a large log of Quebec yellow pine, they laid open
several sections of a wasp's nest. The nest being
near the centre of the tree, the insects (several
thousand in number mast have been inclosed fur
upward ot ;» hundred years."
The recent storm on the Pacific coast is said to
hax e been very disastrous in California and Nevada,
hi the former State a great extent of young gruin
has been destroyed by floods, and in the latter the
heavy snow fall caused the death of thousands of cattle, tin generally open winters leading stockmen to
neglect to provide shelter for them.
A lloulton clergyman was recently so affected by
dream that a woman whose funeral he had con
ducted had been buried alive that he prevailed upon
the husband to have the body disiutered in the midA large crowd gathered to w itness
dle of the night.
the sight, but the woman was found to be dead and
of premature burial.
evidence
no
bearing
a

A tramp covered with the eruptions of small pox
amused the people of Middletown Mass., the other
dav by stopping them in the street and asking for a
1 he police finully got wind of the pro
Selectman.
feeding and took the man to the pest house, a doctor
pronouncing it a genuine case of the dreaded dis
ease.

I

he fellow says he

authorities of Chatham.
feeling rather nervous.

was

A

turned adrift

by

good many citizens

the

are

Since Winslow’s arrest the stories to the discredit
of his parents are contradicted, men are paying
notes which they had declured to be forgeries, anti
are remembering good qualities that had
been forgotten. At this rate there will be a public
the time of his rereception arranged for him
turn, and perhaps he will be invited to assume the
management of the Kustern ltuilrond, which needs
an experienced financier to take it
through its troubles. [Traveller.

people

by

Whig says that Mrs. Thos. Sparks of Orland,
to be the victim of misfortune. About thiee
years ago she lost her husband, two years ago her
oldest son, last fall her next son, her only
ence for support, died, shortly after her two sisters
died, a few' weeks ago her mother w'as buried, aud
at the funeral Mrs. Sparks fell and broke her wrist:
all her money, $700 was in the now
itucksport savings bank, and by a tire a lew days
since she lost her house, furniture, food, and in fact
all she had left in the world.
The

seems

depend-

suspended

News of the City and

City

Democratic

Connty.

1’iieumonia seems to he quite

city

the

a

They continue
on

factory people

order for 300

juicy

The

cases

are

working

give

have six

lie careful in taking your walks, that the ice
don't slip out from under you.

No robin has been

here yet, and it’s a
circumstance for the bird.
seen

The sudden cold of last week played mischief
with water pipes, and a good many were on a

More than a hundred teams are daily
ployed in hauling ice on the east side.

bust.

Gardeners that start tomatoes in the house,
can now get ready to put the seed in.
Vessels are in better demand, in consequence
of ice shipments, and freights are advancing.

The Katahdin appeared natural lying at her
wharf Sunday. It reminded one of her twelve
week's -top last winter.

day,

to

the following inscription upon it—“To be presented to the girl with the neatest stockings”

well tilled Sun-

listen to Rev. Mr. ITatt's discourse on

judge.
The few timid depositors in the Savings Bank
who are drawing out their money and thereby
sacrificing interest, are doing great injustice to
—the young

lucky

was

wears

way in the

It's a sweet moon that shines just now—so
all the promenading girls say.

em-

Key. Clav McCauley will preach at the Unitarian church next Sabbath morning and even-

he has made an excellent

One of Belfast’s most modest young men
on his watch guard a silver piece with

on an

of canvas base ball shoes.

clam will soon

as

Judge J. will doubtless

official.

the eastern side.

The shoe

re-appointed,

be

hoist in the thick ribbed ice

to

The Temperance Reform Clubs of Maine will
hold a state convention in this city, March 15th.

The Methodist church

offices of that class.

market to the savory flounder.

prevalent about
we

now.

Fearfully dry times for old fashioned nippers
all along the line.

farm in

now.

And now the question is. shall
weeks of sledding in March?

sleighing

Excellent

Caucus.

The Democrats of the City of Belfast are requested to meet in Caucus at the COURT,
HOUSE, on Tuesday the 7th of March, at 7
o’clock 1\ M., for the purpose of nominating a
Candidate for Mayor of the city, of providing
fo» calling caucuses to nominate ward officers,
and of transacting any other business that may
come before the caucus.
I’er order City Coni.
Mr. Frank 1’. Eastman has bought
Montville.

The term of Judge Johnson, of the Belfast
Police Court, expires March 19th. Under the
amended constitution the Governor appoints to

March!

j

man

aforesaid to be the

themselves.

The bank is strong, and abundantly able to meet all its obligations. A certi-

ficate of deposit there is as
States bond. This we know,

good
as

as an Uuited
well as we know

anything, and regret to see people making these
sacrifices.
Islesboko.

llnzcltinc A Bickford are making things lively in ice cutting at the pond, and
loading it into vessels at Kyder’s Cove. A great
many island teams are employed in hauling the
blocks.

the late Rev. John I.. Locke.

ing.

Ellis Of Belfast, will load ice at
Searsport for Georgetown, S. C., and load hard
pine at Bucksrille, for Searsport.

Ice dealers from the sunny south begin to frequent this region of production for their com-

leave his vessel at Cuba, died on the passage
home.Owing to the ice in the Penobscot, the

modity.

The cold weather of thi- season lias occurred
at the beginning and ending, with a long spell
of mildness sandwiched between.

John S. Caldwell, who was thrown from a
pung and severely hurt last week, is able to be

steamboats were unable the past week to make
a landing above the mouth of the river.
Returning here, the freight of the Richmond and
passengers of the Katabdin were landed and

Belfast ship carpenters are experiencing abundance of nothing to do just now. Some are leav-

ing

town,

and

a

few

are

going into other employthe last Odd-Fellow

tramp was discovered concealed in a potato car at Unity. Monday, on an outward bound
A

Some mean

assembly,

-le

ak,

at

besmeared the newlv plastered walls
room, with the remains of a blue-

am.

berry pie.
hool to teach the art of self-defence is
about to be opened in this city, by a professor
who understands all about striking from the
A

again.

Postmaster ThurTow, who has been conlined
to his house nearly a week with a severe cold
and cough, is better.

ments.

of the

out

sc

shoulder.
Some of the rum recently spilled is said to
have flowed into Morton's well, and a large
procession of citizens with pails testified to Us

popularity.
March i- tin' first -pring month, but that season. a. '**nling to tb<
almanac, does not eomniciicc until the 20th. when the sun crosses the
qnub»r. in

northward progress.

train.

He

stepped

down and out.

Hay in considerable quantities came in on
Tuesday, but went into the store houses. The
price remains at our last quotations.
Two persons employed m this office brought
frozen noses on Thursday morning of last
week, as a result of the severe cold.
The most abundant commodity in our streets
at this time is lire wood at live dollars a cord.
The scarcest is “something to take” it any

forwarded to their destination.A newspaper
fever has been prevailing here for the past few
weeks. Some s’xty names, more or less, hat e

placed upon a subscription paper as subscribers to "a weekly paper to be published in
Searsport,” and on Saturday evening last a
been

loud call was made for a gathering of our citizens to further the cause. Then it was that the
whole matter was pushed so far as to be indefinitely postponed.The ice fever is now having
its accustomed run with us, and prospective
fortunes in the glittering but slippery material
passing through our streets en route for the
ice house and the market.During the past
year the Messrs. Barney have made and forare

warded from their foundry to California ten
and one fourth tons of ship castings.

price.

—A

pleasant tiling happened

down in

Texas last week, which the excitement id'
Blaine’s speeches and Babcock’s innocent
has somewhat obscured. The
Democrats carried the state by lifty thousand majority. Sam Houston is dead, but

despatches

spirit

walks abroad.

—There will be

Philadelphia,

a

demand lor ice

large

temper the flowing
bowl in which patriots will drink to the
revolutionary fathers and a reunited country. It ought to be the only remaining

at

to

sectional coolness.
without

help

Maine

can

furnish it.

from Blaine.

—Mechanics who used to get $3.00 a
day, and plenty of work, are now seeking

employment
cess.

at

$1.50, without much

We believe it

was

the

suc-

Republican

national convention ol 1*72 that promised
remunerative employment to labor, and
this is the fulfilment of the promise.
—The Connecticut Republicans have
nominated or Covernor, Hon. Henry C.
Robinson of Hartford. They were ungrateful enough to express a preference for
Jewell for Presidential candidate, rather
than Blaine.
—The investigations of the Democrats at

Maine is a lucky state when she can make
valuable harvests from her col 1 granite and
colder ice. Uuck and pluck are the things that
do it.

Dramatic Association
,ji H,-;*:i>- about the middle of March,
?-'•-< ;it ilie jday of School.
It has a very
ur

expenses of the constitutional convention.’ The
committee amendments to the military academy bill were agreed to.
They increase the
amount appropriated hv the House $10,711. In
tlie House Mr. Ssvann reported a resolution instructing the foreign affairs committee' to inquire into the connection of the United States
minister to the court of St. James with the Ultima mines, with power to send for persons and
papers and with leave to sit during the session
of the House. Oil motion of Mr. Morrison the
House adjourned, to prevent a vote oil Holman's
motion for the repeal of the resumption act,
veas 118, nays 111.

his

Skauspoht. Capt. It. C Gilkey, a prominent
shipmaster of this place, who was obliged to

Sell. A. "

I

In West Ellsworth, Feb. 7th, Mr. Elias II. Genn,
Woman proposes and man gits up and gits,
The House Saturday met for general debate
ofOrland, and Miss Emeline Fernald of Tremont.
only. Mr. Riddle advocated the repeal of the this year.
In Eden, Feb. 9th, Mr. Wm. F. Case, of BridgeMr.
internal
act,
Durham,
improveresumption
The Whole people as with one voice, proclaim water, Mass., and Miss Fannie Phillips of Eden.
ments. Mr. Landers, of Indiana, spoke on the
In Brooklin, .Jan. 23d, Wm. F. Lane of {Sedgwick,
Hale's IIonev of Hoheiiound and Tab the
currency question.
and Josephine 1. Day of lirooklin.
The Senate Monday passed a bill to enable sovereign and infallible remedy for Coughs,
In Winter Harbor, Feb. 19th, Mr. Albert Farrer
Colds and all Bronchial difficulties. It is the and Miss Viola
the people of Colorado to form a constitution
Tracy, botli of Gouldsboro.
National Specilic lor pulmonary disease.
and appropriating a sufficient sum to pay the

The Augusta Journal says that Mr. A. U.
Getchell of that city, the veteran fur dealer,
having bought a farm in South Liberty, will

Washington MattersALASKA SEAL COMPANY INVESTIGATION.

Washington
Ordway, ol

continue to tiiul rich things.
New Hampshire, late Ser-

had his son on the pay
Although Mr. Chapin of Massachusetts geant-at-Arms,
has not yet returned, the Committee ol roll as messenger, and drew $4355.55 tor

Tike’s Toothache Drops cure in one minute.

Out in

Nevada,

two wives

.i

claim to Mr.
to decide
which of them shall be considered the llest-hotf
of the two.

Dr. Schenck's Standard

i^c

ill be in charge of Mr. Edward A. Dyer.

Tin- community

week ago divided into
l\o nearly equal portions
those who were
: azy on the subject of ice. and those who were
not. The latter are now in ;t considerable mawas a

—

jority.
ciilennial chairs are now in

order, and a
family without one, i> not in style. A gaudily
painted old fashioned eha»r of our grandmoth■Fs time, is considered tin* proper thing in the
<

furniture line.
We

were

in

error

last week in

saying

that

Fame Kaler was to take the part of Undine at
the Universalist entertainment. That part was
assigned to Miss Nellie McGilvery. The receipts of the evening were $25.00.

to

draw in these hard limes.

C. It. Ilazeitine returned on Tuesday from a
to Florida.
Thin coat and summer
bat last week, heav v overcoat and furs this,

living trip

make

a

rather sudden transition.

A telegram announces the safe arrival of the
brig Ned White, Capt. Jos. S. Tltombs, of this

city, at New Zealand, after a passage
100 days, lfe reports business dull.

of about

A jolly lot of iSucksporters, some twenty in
number, tame on the tug Howell on Tuesday,
and made

a

iletermineU

brief call at
to

make

a

city. They were
bole through or die.
our

Some of the amateur job printers havn't yet
mastered the whole art. In an edition of toothache drop circulars profusely scattered about
town, there are directions to "keep the bottle
well cocked.”

lation, in behalf of the corporation, or to
the award of the contract by Secretary
The committee decided to
Boutwell.
make the inquiry a thorough one, and will
summon Senator Boutwell and ex-Secretary Richardson to explain the circumstances attending the award ot the contract. This is the principal point of the
inquiry. It is not denied that the company is now conducting business honestly ;
but it is known that money was used in
procuring the passage ot the bill, and the
company’s agents have distributed furseal garments with liberality to the families of Congressmen.
AN INTERESTING LETTER

There

and 100

passed

solves. We shall soon
of a public nature.

publish

re-

the laws

It is reported that Oeneral Murray of
Pembroke is to contest the Republican
—

nomination with Eugene
On which side ot that fence does

Congressional
Hale.
flic

Prog. Age find itself ?—or is it astride
the top rail,J
—We

are

glad

to

learn,

as we

do from

the Portland Press, that the Democrats
are naturalizing a good many voters, preparatory to the spring election in that

i lie Committee on the

Obituary notices, beyond

destroyed,

speedy

is effected.
To these three medicines Dr. .1, H. Sehenck,
of 1’hiludelpliiu, owes his unrivalled success in
the treatment of pulmonary diseases.
arc

a

Date, .Name and Aye

In this city, Fob. 22d, Rachel Peirce, aged 82 yrs.
0 months.
In this city, Feb. 7th, Minnie II., only child of
Ada L. and Geo. A. Linnekin, aged 0 mos. 21 days.
Darling Minnie she hast left us,
And her loss we deeply feel,
Hut its God that has bereft us,
lie can all our sorrows heal.
S. I'- R.
In Lineoluville, Feb. 18th, Mamie L., daughter of
David I. and Sarah .1. Duncan, aged 10 mos. 21 days.
In Lineoluville, Feb. 26th, Joshua Houston, aged
91 years, 1 month,4 days,the oldest person in town.
In Lineoluville, Feb. 20th, Albert Reed, aged 74
years. For many years Postmaster at Lineoluville,
and a life-long Democrat, formerly of Phipsburg.
(Kennebec papers please copy.)
In Jackson, Feb, 22d, Solomon Hogan, aged 07

The Standard remedies for all diseases of
the lungs are Schenck's Tulmoxic Sykcp,
Schenck's Sea Weed Tonic, and Schenck’s
Mandkakb Tills, and, if taken before the

lungs

tnc

must be paid for.

Remedies.

cure

The Pulmonic Syrup ripens the morbid matter in the lungs ; nature throws it off by an easy

d0wnfall
—ON

tient has rest and the lungs begin to heal.
To enable the Pulmonic Syrup to do this,
Schenck’s Mandrake Pills and Schenck’s Sea
Weed Tonic must be freely used to cleanse the
stomach and liver.
act

Schenck's Mandrake Pills

liver, removing all obstructions, relax
gall bladder, the bile starts freely, and the

on

the

the
liver is

relieved.
Schenck's Sea Weed Tonic is a gentle stiniu"
hint and alterative; the alkali of which it is
composed, mixes with the food and prevents
souring. It assists the digestion by toning up
the stomach to a healthy condition, so that the
food and the Pulmonic Syrup will make
good
blood; then the lungs heal, and the patient will
surely get well if care is taken to prevent fresh
cold.
All who wish to consult Dr.
Sehenck, either
personally or hy letter, can do so at his principal
office, corner of Sixth and Alien Sts., Philadelphia, every Monday.
Schenck’s medicines are sold bv alt druggists
throughout the country.
2mos:lf>
soon

DRY

Positively the
Morris’ Syrup ol' Tar,

Best

Dr.
Wild CiIERKY,
;uul Horeiiocnd is tlie very best compound
ever prepared for tbe immediate relief and
permanent cure of Coughs, Colds,
Croup, Whooping Cough, lSroneldtas, Asthma, and all diseases of a Consumptive tvpe.
It will thoroughly eradicate these alarm ing symptoms in onehalf the tune required to do so by any other
medicine. It is purely vegetable and contains
not a particle of opium or other
dangerous
drug, i’hysieiaus all over the country endorse
it as the most ellieaeious antidote known for all
disorders of the throat and lungs.
It never
fails.
He sure to obtain Dr. Morris’ Syrup of
Tar. Wild ('berry and lioreliound. Trial size,
10 cents.
M m. O. Poor & Sox sola agents for
Belfast. A..I. .Jordan agent for Drland. K. B.
Sto\ eu, Agent for Bucksport.
lyileow

is the cheapest and most desirable Hair Tonic
produced. Used by the elite. Price only
lyr

‘■ver
50 cents.

SPECIAL

NOTICES.

CONSUMPTIVES, TAKE NOTICE.
Every moment of delay makes your cure more
hopeless, and much depends on the judicious choice
of a remedy. The amount of testimony in favor of
L)r. Sehenck’9 Pulmonic Syrup, as a cure for consumption, far exceeds all that can be brought to
support the pretensions of any other medicine. See
I)r. Schenck’s Almanac, containing the certificates

of many persons of the highest respectability, who
have been restored to health, after being pronounced
incurable by physicians of acknowledged ability.
Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup alone has cured many, as
these evidences will show; but the cure is oftenpromoted by the employment of two other remedies
which Dr. Schenck provides for the purpose. Tnese
additional remedies are Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic
and Mandrake Pills. IJv the timely use of these
medicines, according to directions, Dr. Schenck certifies that most any case of Consumption may be
cured.
Dr. Schenck will be at the Quincy House, Boston,
on the following Wednesdays, from U to
o’clock:
•Ian. i:>th and V!7th, Feb. loth and iMth, and March
loth ami -Hli. Consultations free; but for a thorough
examination of the lungs, with the Kespirometor,
the price is $f>.
Dr. Schenck is professionally at his principal office, Corner Sixth and Arch Streets, Philadelphia,
every Monday, where all letters of advice must be
addressed.

58 years, 5 months.
No. Ellsworth, Feb. 15th, Helen <J McGown,
aged 15 years.
In No. Ellsworth, Feb. 2d, Frank E., son of Nathaniel A. and Adelaide V. Thomas, aged 13 years
and 17 days.
In Hancock, Feb. loth, Eflie Miles, aged 19 years,
9 months.
In Ellsworth, Feb. 16th, Lilian Agnes, daughter
of Henry M. and Lelitia A. Brown, aged 8 years, 4
months.
In Rockland, Feb. 17th, Rose M., wife of Henry
Garland, aged 41 years, 11 months and 7 days.
In St. George, Feb. 2lst, Edward Teel, aged37yrs.
and 7 days.
In Cushing, Feb. 21st, Mr. Orkct Fogerty, aged 76
years.
In Union, Feb. 16th, Dea. Calvin Starrett, aged M
years, 6 month and 19 days.
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T OPICS.
Humors of tin* Aroostook War, 1837-0.
'flu* Revolution of Maine, 177.').
Our Great Grandmother’s Wedding.
Iw35

JUST RECEIVED!
We

are now

receiving

a
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AGENTS

FOR

BELFAST.

2m29

HAMBURGS!

h. W. Burkett & Co.’s

—AT—

WELLS’

l’revious to taking our annual account of stock,
shall sell lor the next '10 days, our goods at a

we

HAMBURGS!

Fearful Sacrifice in Prices !

We shall sell goods in this department at COST
and LESS TH.vX COST.
All Wool I tress (ioods
that sold for 07c per yd., we are now' ottering at 4.*>c
per yd. All Wool Merinos, over a yd. wide, former
price §1.00 per yd., now’ selling at 75c per yd.

Clothing, Cloths, Flannells,
Furnisliirg Ooods, Hals, Caps and

WELLS’
--

1NT E w

Black

Alpacas!

Marked down from 07c to 55c.

Alpaca? at 50c mark
ed down to 42c. and those at 4,c per yd. marked
down to 30c per yd.

FRFSll STOCK of

stock:

—FROM—

NEW

YORK!

1ST E w
India Striped Double Shawls that sold for £30.00,
have been marked down to £25.00; those that were
£25.00, are now ottered for £20 00.

stock:
FROM

NEW

YORK!

CARPETINGS!
To which

we

invite

special attention.

We have placed on our counters a tine assortment
of WOOLENS for custom trade, which we will make
to order or sell bv the yard at very LOW PRICES.

Expenditures of city. It shows that they mean business.
the Department of justice to-day obtained
CLOTHING
The sch. Carrie Walker, ice loaded, reported
—The Spanish revolution appears to lie
a copy of a letter written in October, 1872,
Now in Stock, a line assortment which will be mid
last week as having been ashore in the harbor
at
an
end, Don Carlos having been drivat lowest CASH PRICKS.
by W. A. Britton, then United States MarLi-been discharged and taken to Dyer’s dock.
shal lor the Western Arkansas district, in en out ot the country. It is reported that !
CARPETINGS !
Her keel was somewhat bruised, but other than
The steamer May Field came across the bay which he says he can carry that state for
Parties intending to purchase a Carpet will -ave
a largo army will now be sent to Cuba, to
the
being badly strained, she was not damaged.
been
detained
at
Castine
sevmoney
by
Grant,
calling on us.
Tuesday, having
Attorney-General
providing
!
quell the rebellion in that island.
flu* steamer City of Richmond will be taken eral days by ice outside the harbor. The line will intimate to .Judge Story not to quesCASH!
tion his (Britton’s) proceedings in empan—There are rumors of an elopement; the ladv
off the route between this city and Portland, swung around Monday night, which admitted
Please remember we SELL CHEAP for CASH and
a
a
of
North
Wuldoboro
and
citizen,
daughter
elling juries. He also suggests that Atparties wishing to purchase can save 30 per cent, byand the Lewiston will take her place this week. of a passage out.
buying of us and paying CASH.
Williams should also inti- the gentleman a young blacksmith of this vilIhe Richmond will then be overhauled prewho lias been pounding iron in that vicinThe agent of the Bangor Amateurs hu> made torney-General
k3F*Kemember the place at the Store formerly oclage,
mate to Judge Story that prominent liecupied by Arnold Harris.
ity. [Wuldoboro News.
paratory to the business of the coming season. arrangements to present the play of School in
in
district
had
made
comthat
publicans
ANDREWS BROTHERS,
Then the blacksmith got a welding
Tax collector Pitcher on Friday of last week 111 is citv on Wednesday evening, March lath. plaint to the Attorney-General that jusPhenix Row, High St., lVlfast.
■•'old at auction 30 tons of liuy belonging to The proceeds are to be given to the po';r of tice required him not to interfere with the heat at last.
MARK ANDREWS,
J FLU’S ANDREWS.
Hiraui E. Pierce, for taxes. Charles W. Haney the city. See advertisement next week.
juries.
—They haven’t harvested any ice in Newport
!
AND TROCHE POWDER.
EXPENSES.
REDUCING
was the purchaser at
vet.
liad prospect for those summer juleps.
A petition is being circulated in this city
per ton. Haney utterA DHl.lt. UTKl.' L AND PHEASANT liKM KDY IN
ward- released the hay, and the matter was set- among
The House appropriation committee has [Boston Post.
ship owners and captains, asking the
Catarrh, Headache. Had Breath, Hoarseness, Astha
mint
of
There’s
it
in
and
of
the
chief
of
tled.
instead
Maine,
l S. Lighthouse Board to place a light ship on decided,
abolishing
ma, H row hit is, Coughs, Deafness, i)'c\,
good Schooner A BUY CALK.
rpiIE
divisions in the Executive Departments, straws to match—but the other
.JL 11'* tons O. Al., will Ik- sold low.
Howes A Co.'- stave mill at Rurnham has Stellwagin Bank, ten miles oil* Cape Cod. I!
ingrediAnd all disorders resulting from COI.DS in
S. O I LS & CO., or
For
of
enquire
particulars
divisions
under
the
and placing
$1800 ents “to even mention were unlawful.”
in all winter and
J. \V. Fredrick & Co.
by the end of March will tin- would be a great convenience to eastern vessels. clerks and then
the latter to
Head, Throat and Vocal Organs.
ttV.o
Fi b. 29, 1876.
subjecting
Belfast,
a season's work of three millions.
There
—The Wiseasset it Moosehead Lake
Shipments. Pitcher A Son are loading sell. the reduction of ten per cent on salaries,
This Remedy does not “DRY UP” a Catarrh but
ire 12 men
not
employed,
reckoning choppers Helen M. Condon with hay for Brunswick, (ia. to retain the chiefs (who receive from Railroad Co. has
L< KJSENS it; frees the head of all offensive matter,
progressed so far as to quickly
md haulers. The staves will be shipped from
removing Bad Breath and Headache; allays
Valuable
for Sale.
Woods, Mathews A Baker have loaded sell. $2500 to $2700 per year,) and cut down
its name to the Wiseasset & Que- and soothes the burning heat in Catarrh; is so mild
change
Belfast.
cent.
The
ten
salaries
their
salaries
and
with
for
and
Lillian
Pitchper
hay
Boston,
Umpire
agreeable in its effects that it positively
of employes of the House are also to be bec Railroad Co
\n entertainment consisting of music, tab- er A (iorliam have loaded sell Freeman for PhilLewis Wharf with Ston
Cures Without Sneezing!
rpilH
1 lie dewel
ten per cent.
L houses thereon.
CwX. recitations by Mrs.
—Beecher preached last Sabbath on the
Reynolds and oth- adelphia, and Joseph Harwell, ice, lor New reduced
As a Troche Powder, is pleasant to the taste,
ling house of tin* late S. S. Lewis,
GENERAL BABCOCK DEPOSED.
will be given lor the benefit of the poor, at York.
of
&
corner
l'earl
Court
streets.
and
never
nauseates; when swallowed, instantly
sufferings ot mankind—but not a word
Also schrs. Forest Oueen and l’earl. For particugives to the Throat and Vocal Organs a
At the Cabinet meeting Friday the re- about womankind.
Hay ford Hall. Tuesdav evening, March 7th,
An attempt was made Monday night to throw
A
1’.
&
at
Mansfield
of
B.
(j.
lars enquire
LEWIS,
under the direction of the Ladies' Temperance
sults of tlie Babcock trial were fully dis4\Vo5
Delicious Sensation ot Coolness & Comfort Co’s Store.
off the down train, near Unity Pond, by placlate
had
Belfast, Feb. '-8, 1876.
cussed. The President stated lie had ful—Ordway,
Sergeant-at-arms,
Association.
Is the best Voice Tonic in the world!
ing obstructions on the track. A contrivance
decided not to retain General Babcock an odd way ol showing his honesty.
Our friends will notice in* to-day's paper the
called a jigger that is used in placing a hand car ly
Try it! Safe. Reliable, and only 35 Cents.
For
or Rent.
longer in the position of private secretary.
■all lor a Democratic caucus to nominate acan- upon the track was
placed across the rail. The He said that he was fully convinced of
Sold by Druggists, or mailed free, address
late for Mayor, and prepare for the city elec- engine struck it and threw it off, which fortuIf you have a discharge from the nose, offenBabcock’s innocence of any criminal conwith tin Acre and a half
COOPER, WILSON & CO., Prop'rs, Philadelpin.
sive or otherwise, partial loss of the sense of
11- *n that will occur on the 13th.
A full attendof land for sale or rent. One
nately prevented a disaster.
nection with the whiskey ring, but the smell, taste, or hearing, eyes watery or weak,
W. W. Whipple & To, Portland, Me.; Geo. C.
of the new houses on Belmont
ance is desirable, and we hope there will be a
Jt is the opinion of those best qualilied to testimony had shown that he had commit- feel dull and stupid or debilitated, pain or pres- Goodwin & Co.; Weeks & Potter; Rust Bros, &
Avenue. Terms easy. Enquire of
good turn out.
in the head, take cold easily, you .nay rest Bird. Boston, wholesale agts.
lyud
GEO. G. WELLS.
judge that this winter exceeds all others for ted serious indiscretions. The President sure
tftO
have
the
assured
that
Catarrh'.
Thousands
Feb.
you
29, 1876.
Belfast,
The polar wave of last week was the most real hard times and
If people of seemed especially7 annoyed that the evipoverty.
of
the
without
halt
above
manifesting
shown that Babcock had with- annually,
dence
had
vere of the season, the thermometer going
BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.
means intend ever to be charitable, now is the
symptoms, terminate, in consumption, and end
Pocketbook Lost
held from him a knowledge of some very in the grave. No disease is so common, more
Corrected Weekly for the Journal
!"wn to RJ and IS degrees below zero. Fami- time of all others that the
-Opoor need it. “Whoto
the
bv
or
less
understood
physicians.
**s that had nursed house
appoint- deceptive,
By Ciiaki.es 11. Sargent, No. 8 Main Street.
WEDNESDAY of last week, between my
plants through the so givetli to the poor lendeth to the lord”—and important papers relating
is
M.
of
N.
the
R.
V.
1).,
Builalo,
Pierce,
Y.,
officers
at
St.
Babot
federal
Louis.
ment
Flour
lOall
$5.OOall.OG Corned Beef
liou.se in Morrill, and Poor’* Mills School House.
a inter, and were
congratulating themselves, that ought to be good security lor a loan.
72a77 Mutton
Said pocketbook was of calf skin, and contained a
cock will be retained here in his capacity proprietor of Dr. Sage's Catarrh Remedy—a Corn
75 Lamb
Cold in the Corn Meal
suddenly brought to grief by the nipping
small amount of money and some papers. The tindperfect Specific tor Catarrh,
1.50 Turkey
On Tuesday the tugboat Howell came into as engineer in charge of public buildings. Head,” or Catarrhal Headache.
18a20 er will be suitably rewarded by leaving the same to
Bye Meal
Lost.
OOaOO Chicken
\YM. It. COorEU.
I2al5
Bye
TIIE FINANCIAL QUESTION.
the harbor, having worked herself with some
70 Fowl
3w35
I0al2
I
Barley
Morrill, March 2, lS7f>.
>teaim r Pioneer, Farnsworth, from the Ileltrouble through the iee from Hueksport. At
Oats
50tiee.se
10al2
members
of
the
Democratic
CauSome
to
Persons
New
Visiting
Important
‘••jt and ( astine route,
put into Hock land Wed- noon the Katahdin made another
Beans
$1.75a2.10 Duck
12al4
York or the Centennial.
attempt to cus Committee on the Financial Platform
35a4o Hay
Potatoes
*
$8.00aT1.00
'day of lust week, on her way to Portland to reach
G0a$ 1.20 Straw
$G.OOaS.OO
Hueksport, after taking on board the Hun- are disposed to abandon the effort to reiv •* her boiler
Union Hotel, New York, opposite Apples
The
Grand
She
repaired.
Oall Washed Wool
proceeded ThursDried Apples
41
while
others
concile
that
had
been discharged. She arconflicting views,
ger freight
the Grand Central Depot, has over 350 elegantly Butter
2Ga28 Unwashed
33
day, but after getting round White Head she rived at
in the afternoon, and left think an accommodation may yet be reach- furnished rooms. Elevator, steam, and all im- Cheese
1G Hides
5
Hueksport
d up >o badly forward that she had to return
1G Call Skins
ll
ed, notwithstanding the tie vote yesterday provements. European plan. Carriage bin; is Eggs
Wednesday morning at 10 o'clock for Boston.
Bound Hog
lOall Lamb
l.OOal.50
as baggage is taken to and from tlie depot
to Rockland.
saved,
on a proposition to repeal the time fixed
15 Hard Wood
$4.00a4.50
free. The restaurants supplied with the best. Pork Back'
The publication of the ltcpuhliean Journal
lGal8 Soft
miockinc, Ao idknl
$3.00a3.50
On Thursday afterby law lor the general resumption of spe- Guests can live better for less money at the Lard
was
commenced forty-seven years ago. and cie
8al0
Beef
Shorts per ct.
$1.50
Jan.
187
but
1,
if,
>n last, Mrs. fJliarles
at
tirst-elass
hotel.
Grand
Union
than
other
payment, namely,
any
Sides, a widow lady,
8
Lime
Veal
$1.25
though most of the original subscribers have requires the National banks to annually Stages and ears pass the Hotel constantly to all Dry Cod
5a7 Butter Salt.
28
to Joseph H. Kaler, and living in the
4 l-2o5 Plaster
Pollock
dropped oil', there are still some left. On set aside and retain an amount of gold parts of the citv, and to Philadelphia Depot.
$1.40al.50
d homestead near him, was
probably fatally Wednesday, ltufus Littlefield Esq., of Stockton,
1 vr
of
0
cent,
their
to
authorized
equal
per
burned by her clothes taking tire.
She was
in 1829, and lias taken it ever circulation, and also requiring the Secre“lone at the lime of the accident, and when who subscribed
Brighton Cattle Market*
The People Want Proof.
since, came in and paid for tlie year 187(1. Stead- tary of the Treasury annually to set aside
li-eovercd was insensible and unable to give
and retain an amount of gold equal to .'3
Wednesday. Feb, 10.
fast patrons like those are worth having.
no medicine prescribed by
is
There
physi‘U> account of the occurrence. The clothing
Arrivals of stock at market—Cattle 1578; Sheep
per cent, of the outstanding legal-tender cians, or sold by Druggists, that carries such and
’•vas nearly all burned from her
Swine
on
with
Arvida
Lambs
Ahorse
ran
3500; number of Western
away
Monday
person, and the
notes, as a step in advance of general re- evidence of its success and superior virtue as Cattle 1393;Ob(>0;
Eastern Cattle—; Milch Cows and
tle-h terribly scorched, ''lie will probably not Hayford, who jumped from the sleigh as tlie
Buschke's Germ an Syrup for severe Coughs,
The
Committee
on
105.
North
Cattle
sumption.
Banking Colds settled on the Breast, Consumption, or
live.
safest thing to do under tlie circumstances. and
Prices of Beef Cattle, per 100 lbs, live weight—
No. 70 MAIN STREET,
Currency have before them the origi- any disease of the Throat and Lungs. A proof Extra
(piality $0 12 l-2a0 37 l-2c; tirst (piality $5 75uV>
P. s. Mrs. Sides died on Wednesday morn- The team rushed on to the Sanford wharf, up- nal
which
a
requires reserve of that fact is that any person afflicted, can get 0O; second (piality $5 OUao 02 1-2; third quality $4a4 Ts offering one of the Best Selected Stocks of
Payne bill,
set Jewett’s milk team, broke the window.in
of five per cent.
a Sample Bottle for 10 cents and try its superior
75; poorest grades of coarse Oxen, Bulls, &c., §3 25
ing. after great suffering.
effect before buying the regular size at 75 cegts. a3 75.
THE WHISKEY EK.YUHS.
Conant's refreshment shop, and would liuve
Hi*' Dubuque, Iowa, Herald thus liandsomeBrighton Hides? l-2cperil); Brighton Tallow6 l-2c
It has lately been introduced in this country
dashed off the wharf but for the steamer lying
Heavy Country Hides 7 c per lb; light
A resolution will be introduced in the from Germany, and its wonderful cures are as- per lb.
■'
notices Ephraim Swett, Esq., formerly of
Hides 5 l-2a0c per lb; Country tallow 5 l-2a
Ever offered in this city, fit the Lowest Living
there. The si eigll and harness were damaged. House to-inorrow looking to the investi- tonishing everyone that use it. Three doses Country
0c per lb.
this city—
Prices. Walnut Goods, su h as
it.
Sold
It.
relieve
case.
11.
will
by
of the whiskey frauds, the inquiry
any
Try
Calfskins 15al4c per ib; Sheep and Lamb Skins
bust Tuesday was the birth-day of Mr. Swett, makThe steamer City of Kichmoud on her pas- gation
Gmos32
$1 25al 75 each.
not to touch upon cases now pending in Moody, Belfast.
“K him 72 years old. Mr Swett is not unknown to
Working Oxen—Not much call for them and but a Chamber & Parlor Suits, Parlor
sage from the east met with considerable ice Court,
readers of the Herald, he having been connected
it is believed that some interestfew pairs in market for sale. As soon as spring
* ‘th the same in the
Remember This.
capacity of traveling agent for obstructions. She was unable to enter Cas- ing developments would result from the
the trade lor Working Oxen will revive. Most
Tables Marble & Wood Top,
opens
’•he
space of eleven years, watching its vicissitudes
Now is the time of the vear for Pneumonia, of them are right from Maine.
;t:wi its fortunes. During that time he has traveled
tine, the field iee from the bay having drifted examination. It will be remembered that
Hat Trees, Whatnots,WritStore Cattle —Yearlings $llal5; two year olds
and
fatal
results
Fever,
Colds,
Coughs,
'aiiny thousand miles, and bundled many thousand
in and blocked tlie passage, and slie passed on in his deposition in the Babcock case, the Lung
$15a27; three year olds $25a45 per head. Prices of
of predisposition to Consumption and other
dollars of the Herald's money, and the proprietors
small Cattle depend much upon their value for beef.
to Searsport. where she remained all night.
It President stated that the order of last year Throat and
ing Desks, Looking Glasshave yet to discover u mistake in all his transacLung Disease. Buschke’s German
Milch Cows—Extra $55u95; ordinary $25a50 per
tions- He is conscientiously honest, an active can.
for the transfer ol Internal revenue Super- Syrup has been used in this neighborhood for head. Most of the Cows
was tlie captain's intention to come to Belfast,
offered iu market for sale
es, Extension Tables,
valuer, aud his integrity is beyond a doubt.
but was falsely informed as to the condition of visors was revoked mainly upon the ear- the past two or three years without a single are of a common gpade. Cood cows always comSide Boards, Ash and
fair prices.
failure
to cure. If you have not used this medmand
nest solicitation of certain prominent perPenobscot River Closed. Our friends our harbor.
icine yourself, go to your Druggists, K. .11.
Sheep and Lambs—From the West the supply was
Painted Setts.
Ht Rucksport and Winterport arc
sons, and that upon being asked to tell
Again unforMoody and ask him of its wonderful success not quite so large as that of one week ago—all owned
Attention is called to.the advertisement of A.
the names of those prominent individuals, among his customers. Two doses will relieve by butchers, and cost from f> l-2aSc per lb. landed at
tunate. The late severe weather has caused It. Mathews of new furniture. Mr. M.
From the North the supply was light and
always
Brighton.
he replied that he didn’t believe it was the worst ease. If you have no faith in any trade lair at
an ice
prices ranging from 4 l-2a7 1-2 per lb.
jam in the river below Rucksport, im- keeps a first class stock, and sells at bottom
Constantly on hand all kinds of
a Sample Bottle of Boschee’s
medicine,
Swine.—No Store Pigs in market. Fat Hogs—the
necessary that their names should be made German just buy
penetrable to steamers. The City of Richmond prices—Westbrook Seminary
for
cents
10
and
it.
for
the
week has been light and prices highSyrup
try
llegular supply
CHAIRS, BEDSTEADS, BUREAUS,
Clothing, car- known. Some members of Congress difsize Bottle 75 cents. Don’t neglect a cough to er, costing in this market from 9 3-4a9 3-4c per lb,
tried it on Friday, but gave up and went east.
peting Ac. by amlrews Bros.—Lectures on fer from Grant, and believe that in the save 75 cents.
&C., &C. A GOOD ASSORTMENT
live weight.
Gmos32
On Saturday morning the Katahdin endeavor- Maine
History, by Geo. J. Varney.—Valuable light of subsequent events it would be
SPRING BEDS, MATTRESed for three hours to force a
passage, at the end real estate for sale, the property of the late S. well to know who those prominent infl uBOSTON MARKET.
SES AND FEATHERS.
ot which time
Potions
and
Roix
Fills,
became
of
It.
Capt.
convinced S. Lewis. Inquire
Pungencies.
G. Lewis.—House for ential persons are.
[Boston Post correMonday. Feb. 28.
that the task was hopeless. With all the
hard sale or let on Belmont Ave. by Geo. G. Wells. spondence. Feb. ->7.
r»r iter—We
fine New York and Vermont
The fact that the medical profession recognize butter at ddado quote the best
work he was unable to reach
per lb;
long dairies range
Sandy Point, and —l’ocket book lost by W. H. Cooper, Morrill.—
TBYING TO IMPEACH GOV. KELLOGG.
and use Forest Tar as a standard remedy, is Irom 27a30c; fair to good lots at 25a28e; common and
the ice extended,
apparently heavy and firm, Springfield Eire and Murine insurance Go.
A New Orleans’ special has the follow- proof that it is not one of the humbugs now so bakers’ at 18a20c; line Western at 28a30c; lair to
as far as could he seen.
numerous.
C. H. Barker, M. D., of Wayne, good do at 22a20c; Western roll at 18a22c.
The boat was then Fred Atwood, Winterport, agent—Sell, lor sale
Always on hand and made to order. Moulding : The conservatives in the House are Me., writes as follows:
Cheese—We quote line factory at Id l-2al4c; good
“Am using your Tar
hacked out, and returned to her wharf in this •S. Otis A Co.
at 12al3c; farm and medium at llal2c per lb.
determined to pass a resolution impeach- in a case of
ings of the latest patterns, such as
Congestion following an attack of doEggs—The
market is firm to-day at 22a23c for
city.
Chanulek Mebkili.'s Case. The hearing ing Kellogg. The articles include a di- acute Pneumonia, with marked improvement, Northern and Eastern, and 20a21c
doz
for
Westper
Walnut, Rosewood and in Colors,
version of the State funds; tampering with and am hoping great things from it.” If your ern.
Winterport,
This town makes a
good on application for pardon in the case of .Merrill
is out of it write to The Forest Tar
Beans—The market is quiet at $1 25al 30 for
showing of its financial affairs for the past imprisoned in Belfast jail on conviction lor sel- the judiciary attempting to influence the druggists
Which I am prepared to trim in a manner
of Portland, Me., and they will tell you mediums, and $1 50a 1 00 for fine Western and North
in the Clinton case; leaving the city Co.,
era pea beans.
year, evidencing careful management. The figYellow eyes are quiet at $2 00 per
not to be excelled by any one, and at prices
where to find it.
ling liquor, took place before the Governor and jury
and creating unnecessary
bash.
ures are as follows—
warranted to suit. Remember the place, 70
Council on the 24tli. Col. Hersey appeared for unprotected,
lo promote a healthy action of the system
Poultry—The market is firm at 18a20cfor choice
alarm and disturbance by taking the poWestern Turkeys and IdalO for Chickens; Northern
LIABILITIES.
the petitioner, and urged a pardon mainly on
Main Street, Granite Black, Belfast, Me.
lice from their duty and bringing them in when it has become enfeebled by kidney, blad- Turkeys are
scarce and sell at 21a25c.
Due School Districts,
the ground that he had reformed and resolved
#1676.34
Vegetables—Peerless are selling at 35c; Ilose at
citizens’ clothes to the State house; and der and glandular diseases, mental and physical
Notes Outstanding,
4112.00
A. B.
to quit the business.
Col. Foglcr, County At42a48c, and Jackson Whites at 45a50c per bush.
in
the
the
constitution
in
an
exloins
and
debility, pains
back,
3rao s35
violating
Town Orders Drawn,
side, gravel, There is a moderate demand for small lots of Onions
calling
2035.71
resisted
the
of
the
in
behalf
torney,
tra
petition,
session
of
the
Senate
alone.
00a
1
On State Tax,
25 per bbl.
diabetes, dropsy, Height’s disease, womb com- at $1
182.21
"
A
market
rules
1*1*ees—The
but
at
Hon.
John
T.
steady
quiet
County
prosecution.
330.34
Rowe, representaplaints, incontinence, exhausted vitality, exccs- $2 ooad oo per bbl for Greenings, and $3 25a3 75 per
tive from the class, and Senator White, advocacesses of youth or mature age and intemper- bbl for Baldwins.
Congress.
Total Liabilities,
$8380.00
Hay and Straw. We quote fine hay at $15 00a
ted a pardon, stating that they believed in the
ance, partake of Hunt's Remedy. A few doses 17 00
The Senate, Thursday, tabled the motion
ton ; medium ranges from $17 0Cal8 00,and
ASSETS.
sincerity of the petitioner’s reform, and thought to reconsider the District of Columbia inter- of this never failing medicine ejects any of the coarseper
TERM begins Ti ksdav, March Hth,
at $20 00a21 00 per ton, the latter price for a
Tuxes due prior to 1875,
$1947.08
1876, ami continues fourteen weeks.
choice article. Straw Is selling at $24 00 per ton.
had been sufficiently punished. The case est bill. The bill in regard to court jurisdiche
above maladies from the system, and strengthof 1875,
3893.18
tion over Indian reservations was referred to
was complicated by another application for
State lionds,
4407.50
A GOOD SCHOOL Ha GOOD HOME!
the Indiau affairs committee. Appropriate re- ens the constitution generally.
Cash ou hand,
2253175
pardon, that of Michael Rattles of Frankfort, marks were made upon the life and services of
Nijne Novgorod Fair. The great market
Ladies k Gentlemen, for
k Girls.
For
AVAILABLE ASSETS.
convicted of stabbing Charles Avcrill in the eye the late Representative Starkweather. The of the eastern world has been held at this
In this city, Feb. SMth, by Rev. «J. A. Ross, Mr.
to the highest standTown farm, valued,
department
kept
up
a bill
Every
House
Missouri
from
the
its
passed
excluding
$2000.00
and destroying
sight. Rattles testified that
junction of the Volga and Olga Rivers, in Rus- 0.1*. Chase and Miss D. A. Hatch, both of Belfast. ard, under first-class teachers. The discipline of
of the act to promote the mining reStock, Produce, &c„ on farm
In Lincolnville, Feb. 23d, by .lolin A. Brackett,
sia, every summer for hundreds of years. Here
the School is mild but firm. Special encouragement
lie was drunk at the time, and had got liquor o^ provisions
Unavailable Assets
sources of the United States.
were
1900.00
the nations of Kurope and Asia meet with their Esq., Mr. Oliver M. Pendleton and Miss Mary E. to those students whose advantages for school have
Speeches
lather
made
Rattles’
Merrill.
the
of
the
in
late
made
Mr.
Starkweather of products for trade. Cossack, Chinese, Turk and Thompson, both of L.
eulogy
Amount ot Available Assets
complaint,
been limited. Every branch of useful and popular
In Monroe, Feb. 26th, by D. S. Flanders, Esq.,
education is represented in the school.
in excess of Liabilities,
on which Merrill was convicted.
Gov. Conner Connecticut.
Persian, meet the German and the Greek with
$4105.51
The Senate, Friday, passed a bill to authorize every variety of merchandise that mankind Mr. Lorenzo E. Elwell of Brooks, and Miss Martha
Amount ot Unavailable As$3.50 per Week.
Board, Fuel, Light,
made a sharp remark upon one of Col. Hersey’s
E.
of
Swanville.
Peavey
the
national debt. It provides employs, from sapphires to
the refunding of
sets in excess of Lialu lities,
Tuition,
$5.50 to $7.50 per Term
3900.00
grindstones, tea,
In Rockland, Feb. 12th, Eli Perry and Sarah E.
stated
latter
the
that
When
cent
41-2
Merrill
that
the
bonds
should
run
had
30 years opium, fur, food, tools and fabrics, and last but
points.
per
*yFor Catalogue, &c., address fi. M. BODGE,
Cole, both of Rockland.
Total Assets in excess of all
2w35
A. M., Principal, Stevens Plains, Me.
In Rockland, Feb. 17th, E. O. Heald nnd Mrs. F.
given information to the authorities concerning instead of 15, and increases the amount from not least, medicines. ,T. C. Ayer & Co.’s celeto $500,000,000. The military acad- brated remedies from America were
$300,000,000
A.
both
of
Rockland.
Liabilities,
Thorndike,
$8005.51
displayed
other rumscllers, which would lead to their
In Rockport, Feb. 10th, Win. N. Higgins und Miss
emy appropriation bill was taken up. In the in an elegant bazar where the Doctor himself
Town Farm cost, with new
conviction, the Governor desired to know how House the conterence committee report' ll back might sometimes be seen. They are known and Abbie I. Metcalf, both of Camden.
buildings and improveIn Rockland, Feb. 23d, Mr. Geo. E. Banfield of
interest
the
District
of
Columbia
bill.
The
corthe
those
other
taken
on
rumsellers
of
Asia
as
well
as the prairies
informerthought
long
steppes
ments, about
$3500.00
Boston, Mass., and Miss Julia H. Robbins of R.
to the connection of of the
AVest, and are an effectual antidote for
It is valued but
should be imprisoned 1 After a full considera- respondence in reference
East Charlotte, Feb. 15th, by Rev. H. L>.
2000.00
Hodge,
Minister Schenck with the Kmma mine and the diseases that prevail in the yaourts of the Rev. Win.
Assets Jan. I, 1876,
$1,390,965.24
A. Keese, pastor of the First Baptist
tion of the case, it was voted not to grant the Maehadoc claim was ordered
and re- North, as wTell as the liuls and cabins of the church of Ellsworth, to Miss Lizzie E.,
printed
FRED ATWOOD, Agent,
a
youngest
of
reduction
Showing
1500.00
committed.
pardon asked for.
western continent. [Lincoln (ill.) Times.
of
the
tf35
daughter
officiating clergyman.
Winterport, Me.

Jackson’s Catarrh Sniitt*

FOR

_

Saie

..

HOL'SK

■

OX

**

Glorious News!

■

A. B.

MATHEWS,

FURNITURE

■

—

PICTURE FRAMES

MATHEWS.

Westbrook Seminary.

SPRING
Yeung

Flannels, Fassinieres,
SELLING CHEAP

Undershirts and Drawers,

WATERPROOFS!
and in fact nearly our entire stock has been MARK
ED DOWN at Prices that must insure a ready sale. ;

I’oys

-«•

SELLING CHEAP

«-.

-«

B„ F. WELLS
We have just received a larger stock of Hamburgs
than has ev« r been seen in this City. Please look
at the Hamburg* we are selling at 12 l-2e per yd.

SALE.

Property

_MARRIED.

H. H. Johnson & Co.

7.‘> cts.
30

Course,

invention prevents the

new

For sale by

Dress Goods!

Monday evenings, March 3d,

Single Lecture,

Cheap-

tidy
slipping oft, and is easily adjusted
without injury to the furniture.

Al'THOR OF TIIK

give

Durable and

—AT

Varney,

VOUMj PEOPLE’S IIISTOUV OF MAINE,
Friday, Saturday

Useful, Oramnental,

This

—AT—

esting epochs of Maine History at Peirce’s Hall

Season

from

Del.

Will

Novelty of the

—AND—

BEI FAST.

ARRIVED.
Feb. 20. Selir. Lillian, Ryan, Boston.
SAILED.
Feb. 24. Sclir. Petrel, Frye, Newcastle, Del., via.
Camden.
Feb. 2a. Schrs. Fannie & Edith, Bartlett, Wilmington, Del; Volant, Smith, Vinalhaven.
J'eb. 20. Schr. A. W. Ellis, Ferguson, Searsport,
(to load ice for Georgetown, S. C.
Feb. 28th. Schrs. Joseph Farwell, Gregory, New
York; E. L. Wilson, Patterson, Rockland.
Feb. 2D. Schrs. Carrie Walker, Chadwick, Rockland, (to go on Railway for repairs), Empire, Ryan,
Boston; Liberty, Mathews, Rockland.
Mar. 1. Schr. Freeman, McKenzie, Wiimington,

Mr. Geo. J.

Tidy Button

CLOSING OUT SALE

SHIP NEWS.
PORT

—

THE CENTENNIAL

—OF—

years.
Unity, Feb. 18th, Ann, wife of Joseph Small,

|

THE

!

PRICES Latest

In
expectoration, for when the phlegm or matter
is ripe a slight cough will throw it off, the pa- aged
In

■

«*

EIED.

lay

Besthoff, and it remains for the courts

Ways and Means to-day commenced an his services—and the boy was at school
a
investigation into the affairs ol the Alaska all the while!
Gen. Miller, the
Seal Fur Company.
high reputation in that city.
soon remove there.
—The Legislature adjourned on Wedpresident ot the company, explained at
I.vxo’s Ivatiiairox prevents the Hair from
David \Y. Dyer has purchased the boarding
The Skill’ and Gaylord Minstrels gave a very length its history and its operations since nesday evening the 23d, alter a session
falling out or turning gray, renews its growth,
use md .-table formerly owned and occupied
llis
did
not
testimony
poor entertainment in this city on Tuesday its organization,
three working days. and gives strength and vigor. It is delightfully
Frank F. Eastm.m, on Spring stru t.
The
hear on the point of Congressional legis- embracing forty
perfumed, and makes a splendid dressing. It
even mg.
A show li:is to be ;t pretty stood one
v\
were
213 acts
v.

d wrra i n \

TREMENDOUS

(iiliy & CaM

k. L

sr«

TESSOHS

To

The trade would do well to examine our Stock and
we are rigidly in earnest about the reduction of our goods ami are willing to sacrifice
profit tor the accomplishment of reduction.

POTE & QUIMBY,

Geo.W.Burkett&Co.

Would give notice to VEST MAKERS that they
are now having plenty of work and can give ern
ployment to good sewers.

Price*, for

Hayl'ord Block, Church St,,
vicinity of MONROE

Our customers in the

i i H LI ’AST,

M AIN E.

Maple Syrup!

tain \ ESTS from

We

are

Tomatoes, Pumpkin, Squash
and Corn, home mado and

Crosse & Blackwell’s
Pickles,
English
Tomato Ketchup, Halford’s
Table
Sauce,
Western Eugar-Cured Hams

MARKET, which

Farmers and
Now IS Til E

Wood

Grangers!

Machine!
we

OLD

will sell

on

MACH IN ES

a

a

number of MACH IN ES that have

little, which

we

will sell at

a

having machine accounts with
quested to send for work.
Parties

bargain.
us are re-

GEO. A. QUIMBY & CO.
Belfast,

Jan.

10, ls7t>.

-; o :

3-

• xisting
under the
POTE & IJL'IMBY has this day been dissolved by mutual consent. All bills of the firm will
be settled and all accounts assumed by
GEO. A. QUIMBY k CO,
Belfast, Jan. 10, 1876.—"S

The

partnership

heretofore

name *>t

TO BUY A

TIM I

Cooking
Only

(Av.’H

>

exchange.

We also have

Sargent.

ob-

SOLE AGENTS of the

The BEST in the

been used
and

can

place.

Sewing

No. 8 Main streetBelfast, Feb. -.'J, W<».

that

Domestic
taken in

A little
for ins.
money.
All of the above, together with Flour, Corn, Meal,
Shorts, and everything usually kept in a tirst-clas*
Grocery, Provision and Produce Store, will be sold
very low for (’ASH by the undersigned at

H.

at

the MOST LIBERAL TERMS!

CREAM MUSTARD.
ahead of anything of the kind and

C.

SHOP

1 M P 11 O V E 1

Buckwheat Flour!
Fresh Ground Wheat and Oat Meal,
Cranberries, Canned teaches,

the

our

Stove.

what we are selling a large size No. s
rooking Stove l'or, all fitted up complete, only

see

$10.00.
Call

and

see

it.

<iS Main

Street,

WADLIIST & MERRILL.
Belfast, Feb. £», lSoi.

4w34

E. J. MORISON & CO.
(Successors to Carle & Morison,)
DKALKUS IN

Hardware, Iron, Steel, House,
Ship ami Carriage Trimmings, Agricultural Implements, Paints, Oils, Class, Sec. No. b'-l Main
tfiH
Street, Belfast, Me.

Piano for Sale
ALL

Curved
WITH

MODERN

or

GRANITE

Rent.

IMPROVEMENTS,

Legs and Carved Rosewood Case
Treble French Tip Dampers and overstrung
Bass, has been used about fifteen months, will be
sold very low. or rented, and rent allowed on pur
chase. Impure of E. W. COl'LD, at Woodcock’s
Bookstore.
Agraffe

Iron Ware!
FOR

A.

D.

Prospect,

Feb.

25, 1876.

ALBERT HARRIMAN.
3w35*

Freedom Notice.
HEREBY GIVE to my minor son, GEORGE W.
ELLIS, the remainder of his time during his mi
noritv; I shall claim none of his earning nor pay
any debts ot his contracting after this date.

I

Waldo, Feb. 17,1876.

WINTHROP ELLIS.
ttw34*

Small Pox Preventive!
ID Pi.

PPOMEPl.

Would respectfully announce that he has just re
ceived a fresh supply of reliable Vaccine matter ami
is now prepared to Vaccinate children or adults
without

1130

pain.

Valuable Real Estate for
Sale 1
HOMESTEAD of the late
situated
THEJohn llaraden
is
ottered for
Church
on

Street,

now

sale to close the estate.
The property consists of over 5,000
feet of Land, 109 feet on Church Street, and more
than 50 feet deep, with buildings thereon in good

condition.

Will be Sold Immediately if Wanted.
Also the property on Miller Street, now occupied
by Lemine Colley, consisting of 8 acres grass land
with House, Ell, Wood-house and a large Barn.
From 9 to 12 Tons Hay cut annually upon the premises. A good Orchard upon the premises. For
further particulars apply to the subscriber.

DAN'L HARADEN.

Belfast, Feb. i5, 1876.

Springfield Fire & Marine Insurance Co.

AT

FRENCH’S Stove Store.

Notice of Foreclosure.
A IT II EH F. AS, ELLET POLAND of Prospect,
County of Waldo, State of Maine, by his
mortgage deed dated May 20, 1865, and recorded in
tin- Waldo County Registry of Deeds, vol. 126, page
421, conveyed to me in mortgage the following described real estate situated in said Prospoet, to wit:
Being one-third part of the south half of the Wescot Brook Lot so called, or lot No. 23, Chadwick
survey, formerly owned by Edward C. Partridge,
containing eighteen acres more or less, all that part
of the above named lot formerly owned by Daniel
H. llariiman. One lot of land beginning at a marked tree in the north line of said Poland home lot,
thence running south seventy degrees east by said
lot to the town road one hundred and seventy-one
rods, thence by said road nine and one-third rods to
a stake and stone, thence north seventy degrees east
one hundred and seventy-one rods to a yellow birch
tree, thence south thirty-one degrees west to the
first mentioned bound, containing ten acres more
or less, conveyed by Asa llarriman to Ellet Poland,
Feb. 24, 1840.
A lot of land beginning at a stake in the west
line of the Wescot Brook Lot so called, thence south
eighty-nine degrees west by John Mudgett’s land
fifty-six rods to a yellow birch tree, thence south
twenty-eight degrees east iorty-seven rods and fifteen links to a yellow birch stuke, thence south
eighteen degrees west seventeen rods and five links
to a red cherry tree, thence south seventy degrees
east eleven rods and twenty links to a fir tree standing in the west line of land formerly owned by William French, thence north twenty-three degree* east
seventy rods to the first mentioned land, containing
eleven acres and eighty-four rods, conveyed from
Rufus L. Mudgett to Ellet Poland, March 18, 1840.
Now therefore the condition of said mortgage being
broken I claim a foreclosure of the same, aud give
this notice of my intentions.

SALE

tfW

Piano for Sale!
My Illustrated Floral Catalogue for 1876
Is now ready. Price 10Cents, les* than half the cost.
William E. Bcwditch, W5 warren St., Boston, Maaa.
4w3o

excellent piano, of good make

in tine order. Will be sold at
Anand
at the Journal Office.

Apply
Belfast, Feb. 22, 1876,

tfH

a

bargain

A

Lost

Hour.

We both went back to an eager life;
But in its pause to-day
Tin* dream of that golden hour returns,
And my jaded spirit frets and yearns
For one chance swept away.
The years creep on. and the heart grows tired,
Fvcn of hopes fulfilled.
And turns away from the world's strong wine
With fevered lips, that must ever pine
For that pure draught we spilled.
And yet. perchance, when our long day wanes
•« Age hath its joys late born),
W c "hall meet again on the green hill side.
And find, in the solemn eventide,
1 he hour we lost at morn.
Reverie.
ItY CELIA THAXTEIt.

The white reflection of the sloop’s great sail
■"deeps trembling on the tide.
In scarlet shirts her crew lean o'er the rail.
Lounging on either side.
bale blue and streaked with pearl the waters
lie.
And glitter in the heat:
And distance gathers purple bloom where sky
And glimmering eoa-t-linc meet.
from the cove*' curving rim of sail ly gray
The ebbing tide lias drained.
Where mournful in,the dusk of veslerdax
The curlew's voice complained.
Half l"t in hot mirage the sails afar
Lie dreaming, still and white:
No wa
breaks, no wind breathes, the peace to
••

mar.

How many thousand summers thus have shone
Across tin ocean waste,
l’ri"ing. in swift succession, one bv one.
L> the tierce winter chased!
The gray rocks blushing soft at dawn and eve,
The green leave- at their feel.
Tie* dreaming sales, the crying birds that grieve,
Lver themselves repeat.
And yet how dear and how forever fair
I' Nature'- friendly face.
And how forever new and sweet and rare
Each old familiar grace!
What matters it that she will sing and smile
When we an* dead and still?
Let u- be happy in her beautv whii
< Mir heart- have
power to thrill.
us r<

juice in every

moment

bright,

that i! is our- ;
Uask in her smiles with c\or fresh
And gather all her flowers;
irabd ul

delight,

Tor presently we part; what will avail
H«*r ro-y tires of dawn.
Her noontide pomps. Jo u>, who fade and fail,
<>ur hands from hers withdrawn?

Some

That Were Not
Hundred Years Ago.

Things

One

One hundred years ago wedding tours were
not fashionable.
One hundred years ago the gin hest known
was not the cotton-gin.
One hundred years ago there was no Pacific

railroad subsidies.
One hundred years ago fanners did not
til
their legs oil' with mowing machine".
One hundred \ cars ago mothers did not worry over disordered sewing machines.
• Hie
hundred \car> ago horses which could
trot a mile in *J:1! were somewhat scarce.
< hie hundred
years ago there was no fast mail
train between New York and Chicago.
< hie hundred \ ears
ago there were no disputes
about the impoliteness of street-ear drivers.
t hie hundred years
ago people did not enjoy
the inestimable pleasure ot growling about gas
bill".
One hundred years ago “crooked” whiskey
was not known,
our iorefathers took theirs

straight.

hundred y ear" ago university boat clubs
entered at pool-sales like lighting-cock" in

One
were
a

pit.
<

not

hie
an

READER,
and throat?

ter in your nose, head,
ticed what a depressing influence it

1’liere are over RUOl) distinct articles in this collection. and the curiosities represent the ages
from prior to the discovery of America by
Columbus to the present day.
A St. Louis

correspondent sketches the
characters in the Babcock trial
with a graphic pen. Babcock’s appearance in the court-room is not just what it
should be in bis own interest, il the opinion ot attorneys who have olten made
pleas before rural juries is of weight, lie
is too foppish,
llis brother is nearer the
ideal defendent
solid in appearance,
plainly clad, and quiet in air as in action.
The jury is composed <u hard-listed farmers, between whom and shiny broadcloth
there is no sympathy. Of course tliis is
all a minor matter. It is not to lie supposed that a man will be convicted or acquitted because ot his appearance, lint it
is something to prepossess a jury.
It
would be quite possible lor the jury to acquit a mail on evidence, even though lie
wore waxed moustaches and a shiny suit.
Few among the notables in the court-room
attract the attention accorded to Williams,
ex-Attorney General. His Burnside whiskers surround sparsely an almost sensual
lace, in which a pair ol lishy-gray eyes
twinkle unceasingly. He is full and sleek
and well led, and hears no trace ot the
anxieties which beset him. lie is one of
Babcock's pillars ol strength, and the consultations with him from all quarters are
frequent. Judge Porter is the most prepossessing of Babcock's counsel. Of the
style ol the man the country became well
informed during the Beecher trial.
His
! tee is closely shaven save a g: iz/!\ moustache.
It is believed that upon him and
Storrs, ol Chicago, will devolve nol only
the most dillicult portions of the work in
the examination of witnesses, but that
they also will be most prominent in the

hundred years ago every young man wa>
applicant for a position as clerk or book-

keeper.

to the

Senator

its further

protect the system against
progress towards the lungs and bronchial

tubes, all physicians

ClirMiancv ot Michigan wa< married
to Miss Lillie Lugel'l>ee|.
*Suatnl'
Ferry ulliciated as groomsman.
The bridei<
(J4
vears
old
a
groom
widower, and the
father of six children. The bride is ]!> years
old. lather small, very handsome, and a blonde.
Th»-y lirst met about six weeks since, at tin*
house when; tin v boarded. She was then employed in tie printing division ot tin* Treasure
Department, but resigned about ten dav< miicc.
after her engagement to the Senator. He lias
paired on the IMnehbaek question with senator
>Vright, and the happy eouple will make a
short wedding tour.
Mi;di amusement was
caused in the Senate b\ the anouiieeinent bv
who
was
in
the
chair,
when Mr. chrisl'erry.
tiancy's name w is called in the vote on the executive session, “31 v colleague is paired."
S-nator
Week

A (iuy Fawkes powder plot has recently been
discovered in the grammar department of a
school out in Wisconsin. Sonic of the large boys
became olfcnded because the teacher, after giving them fair warning, burned the dime novels
that they brought into school to read during
school hours. To be revenged for this wholesome and unpalatable discipline, the bovs fastened gunpowder between the leaves of their
novels, expecting that book. pow< lor and all
would go into the stove together. A friendly
warning from pupils who loved law and order
and respected their teacher, put the teacher on
her guard, and thus prevented a most terrible
calamity, for the boys had miscalculated upon
the proper amount of powder to use for the
purpose intended, viz., to frighten tlie teacher,
and bad prepared enough to throw the stove in
pieces about the room, and half a bushel of live
anthracite coals as well.

testify.

It is

a

terrible dis-

To be freed from the

ease, and cries out for relief.

undermines the system ; to know that the body does
not, through its veins and arteries, carry the poison
that i-' sure to destroy, is indeed a blessiug. To purchase

immunity

from such

a

fate should be the ob-

ject of all afflicted. But those who have tried many
remedies and physicians despair of relief or cure.
With such the long ar1 hey become incredulous.
ray of testimonials from our best citizens, physicians,
in favor of

druggists

ami

cure

is tin-

original

amt

true one.

Sanford's Radical Cure

Sanford's Radical Cure
short time the very worst forms of
Nervous Headache, Neuralgia, Tightness across the
a

or

an

accident

oc-

good than any amount of
money paid for medical attendance. When physicians are called they frequently use this Liniment,
and of course charge several prices tor it.
and will do

more

The Yellow Centaur Liniment
adapted

is

to

the tough skin, muscles and flesh of the
Its effects upon

of

severe cases

and

little less than marvellous.

Co., Druggists, cor. Elm and
Front Sts., Cincinnati, O., say:
“In

our

neighborhood a

number of teamsters

are

using the Centaur Liniment. They pronounce it
superior to anything they have ever used. We sell
as high as tour to live dozen bottles per month to
of horses and mules.”

of testimonials describing cures
of Sprains, Kicks, Galls, Poll-Evil, Big-Head, and
even Founders, which are little less than marvels.
We have volumes

No

of

owner

animal

an

afford to be without

can

free of

package

charge, and is

more

serviceable than

any other form of inhaler.

Sanford's Radical Cure

j

a

tingle application the hard, encrusted

matter from the nose, opens up the nasal passages,
sufferer to breathe freely and enjoy for

allows tinlie

j

first time tin-

pleasures

of

a

full breath.

G-.

S T E AM E U

Allays pain, inflammation and
most
ever

soreness

of the

mu-

It is tin*
u.inane of the nasal passages.
soothing, healing, and grateful preparation

ire.

applied to

these inflamed

surfaces.

Sanford's Radical Cure
internally, where, by its action on the
blood in eliminating from the system tin* acid pot soh
ulway- present in Catarrh, it affects the whole con
I

a’.-i- taken

st it

ut ion.

banford

s

Radical Cure

Him* becomes a powerful purifying agent in over
corning the poisonous action of the rotten matter
that has, during sleep, dropped into the throat and
mingled with the contents of the stomach, to be ah
sorbed into the system.

—

Best

Remedy for Hard

limes!

RAILROAD,

—

produce sickness.
Castoria will assimilate the A <?d, exp.-l worms,
For twenty years Dr
and correct all these things.
Pitcher
duce

experimented

IN NEBRASKA.

as

CALL and SEE

WILL LEAVE

Dec.

2,

O’CLOCK,
For Rockland, Camden, Belfast, Scarsport, BucksDeer
Castine.
Isle,
Sedgwick, So. W. Harbor,
j)ort,
Sit. Desert, Millbridge, .lonesport and Machiasport.
will
leave
Machiasport every Monday
Returning
morning at 5 o’cbtek, touching at the above named
Bin
landings, (except
kspoit.) arriving in Portland
same night.
Will take passengers and freight for Bangor, con
necting with the railroad at Bueksport.
( YRFS PAITKKSOX, Agent.
AT 10

Belfast and fastinc Line!
on

i

ii k

a o a ini:

nor t r.
s

#

Oiipt

On

\V. r.

on

and after

’clock 1*. M.
Mondays.and Thursda\
o’clock A. M.
and Saturday*,
Bo-ton
10
for
o’clock
boat.;
May
at d
at y

Wednesdays
lay’until

<

FURNISHING

L. LOUD.

E-Y-E--8"!

COLORED

HERVEY’S Jewelry Store.

I lie schooner MA Ki ll \ SAKCKNT,
about <>»j tons register, sails ami rigging
in good condition. She* is well adapted
to can
Corn, Coal and I.ime, and is a
good sailer. N pply to
.1. 11. j. AN K, Searsport.

11 r

We are prepared to do SHIP and HOUSE
PAINTING in all its branche-- both plain and
ornamental—at prices that will suit the times.
Our long experience in the business, and our past
labors with the citizens of Rellast, will, we think,
be a sufficient guaranty that v.oik entrusted to us
will be faithfully done. Consult us Indore going
elsewhere.
6hop over the Marble Wortcs, High
Street.

tf

Avers I hel

accompanies

such

Coughs. Colds, Whooping

as

Hotel.

••

i:

<

K-

From Belfast to Isleshoro & Fastine
.Brooksville

or

Keturii, Tor
-•»<>

FARE Foil THE UoFNl> TRIP

Isleshoro,Monday A- Thursday, £l.on
1
Trip from Brook.s\ille,

1 REICiHT TAKEN AT FAIR KATES!!’
Hooper it Shep-

Agt., Isleshoro;

Bank.

*exti
L

cured

Sanfoid

Steamship Company,

nnifK <VV. \ M!. 1 .* K \ r \ IIIUN. C«pt. KOIX, will
L nt.ike one trip | 'T week to Boston, leaving Bel
fast, itiesdays at g o'clock, IV M., and Boston Fridays ar 1 o’clock, I*. M.. arriving at Belfast Saturday morning. Freight tak* a as usual.
I>. I A N 1!, Agent.
Jan. 1st pro.

HOMER,
Late from

Office, 58 Main St., over store of
Sleeper & Son, BEI FAST, ME.

S

N. Ib—Cat Amur, Si kgical and (’iikonic Disfasks, with those peculiar to WOMAN and Cun.
minx, will receive his Sri:n \i. Attention.
El hi "• till it y used in all its forms—when this
valuable agent is indicated.
jfci-r'Hi- will Visit P cm n s at tln-ir houses, who
are unable to call at hi- rooms.
n i.
(M
Hoi ks- From in A. M. until 1 P. M.
From J P. M. until
1*. M., and from 7 P. M. until
9P.M.
t ffi::

forty years, by a
cures, that have
makes the

tion,

maintained it

^long

as

Avi.u’n Ciitnnv
tin public about

most

CoHsumjition,

won

for it

effectual

that

tie

can

|

It stil

f'niri/hs,

of

<

made b\ medical skill.

i«

ready

has

t: AI.

*

rot

dangerous discams of tln-ir terror', t<> a great
extent, and given a feeling of immunity fr« m tlu-ir
fatal etfects, that is w* 11 founded if the remedy !.
K.\ < rv family should have it in
taken in ma.'Oii.
their closet for the ready and prompt relief of it'
members. Sickness, sutlering, and even life is <avi d
by this timely protect ion. The prudent should not
neglect it, and the wise will not. Keep it by you
for tin- protection it affords by its timelv um in mdthese

BL ACKSMIT RING!
In all its branches at tin "id -* .mi if Trend
« arriages repaired at
\
Mi-ii-Held.
Slu ing promptly a
All work warranted to give .-atis
tended •"
faction.
J. G. DAMON.
^

Dr.

J.

C.

New Carriage Shop

/‘rnr/i< ill mo/
Sold

AYK ITT n-.l) \ r a Carriage Shop in tie
"Id 1 rendu- 1 x Mansfield stain!
rear -d tin
win re 1 am ready to ati nd to all kinds «>f< arriage
and Sh 5ir!i repairing. .V-w work made to order.

III

I’.'i

CO.,

&.

AYER

C

\s rot:

on., without

It is adapted to all ages, contains no alcohol, and
absolutely harmless to the most tender infant.

Lowe!!, Mass..

if'h

.tiw/t/lirol rjt. „lt.<:/s.

lry CASTORIA once, and you will

uc\ «r

be with-

Prepared
40

Laboratory ol .1. IL Rose Sc Co.,

at tin*

Maine Central Railroad.

.1 list published, a new edition of Hr.
uhcrneU'ii < elebrainl Hiwithout
tin nuli-a! c«/
*«»v
"f Sm tt.MA'i* ua.ini v or
i.iedh imln\-duntar\ >eminal Ia>s-es,
Seminal W-akur1 \11 * i. N« v, ,'l*ii?. * I amt l'hv-ical Incapacity, Im
'<
uN'l Ml’IliiN,
:d> t
Marnagi
pi in
c
t indulgenc••
iieha-md
I-.1MI.I 1--V md Ki !
sexual *-\tra\ again-*-, \.
e
a
drirm
U
mly i x cent
in tli- admirable Kssnv,
l ie- -i■ le! '-..'* ii aiith"
clear
demonstrates. tr du .* t hit ty y« ;uV successful
practice, that the al.i ming < "ii'i-quences of sell
abuse ma\
radical!) cun <1 without the dungi rmn
:.«■ application <d the
-..'i- .a. '.nt- rnal nn-dicim- *t
knit'
pointing .car a lin'd*-ot cure at din- simple,
and eilectual, by means ot which e\*-ry Milb-rer, m.
matter wliat his condition ma\ be, may cum himselt
cheaply. privately, ami rci:r■
-In.ulti b<- -m ;h*- hand.- ol *-\». r\
%tj I ! is la ciin
youth and every man in the land.
Senr unde-- >eal, in a plain envelope, to any ad
*ir«*sst/j.i.s/-/»*.'/(/, on r*-c«-ipt*>t x cents, or two po*t
age s'.-mips.
Address the Publishers.

SUI GENERIS.

DE2STTISTRVI

\ MERUIT^Y'FERAt/

QU l>~

PALMA(V,,

Fisk and

DR. Gf. P. LOMBARD.

-•

7:55p

Leave Belfast 3:30 p. m. connecting to 1 >» xter
and Bangor, and with night Pullman Train, for
Portland and Boston, arriving at f>;l;j a. m.

PAYSON TUCKER,
Portland, June eg, l."7a.

tfol

Supt.

spring
improved

MORRISON'S DENTAL ENGINE!

by which the process is rendered much less painful
and tedious than by the old methods. Teeth ins. rte-ei in Rubber or Celluloid Rase, as persons prefer,
lie has the country right lor the use of
Dr. Folsom's Improved Dental Plates.

Market!

Oyster

<

given

o

making

and

inserting
tflf.

AT

GALL

Belfast 1 rani ware Store

CURES

AND

.'streets. Has all tlo- latest
operating upon teetti. in

instruments Mr

Return purchasing vour goods. Tln-re von will
Jiu.l Ceneral II A RDW \ RK, PA I .VI s, OILS
and V A RN I SI IKS, NAILS, GLASS, and
FARMER'S TOOLS constantly (.n hand and
for sale at I.oWKST PRICKS. Don't forget
the place, ANCIKR’S, No. ! Plienix Row.
tfly
April 20 is;;..

iTIIDIi ILLS OF

HORSE-FLESH!

JANUARY

AND SURFS ON AFF

FOURTH

STATEMENT

mi

DOMESTIC ANIMALS. Bangor Insurance Co.,
rangor,
oi

MR.F. W. COLLINS
Would announce to the citizens of Belfast and vicinity that he has opened a new

FISH

AND OYSTER

EilGKEi

MARKET,

STREET

9a"Witness Hie names of (ientlcmen who testify
its extraordinary merits
A. I lay lord, Fstp, Fx Mayor,
Belfast, Me.
Israel Cox, (ien’l Ins. Agent,
Harrison llayford, Farmer,
1‘. M. Moody, Horse Trainer,
S. ,F Dean, Prop, of Fivery Stable, Rockland
Kben W.Seavey. Hotel Keeper, No Searsport,
Robert <i. Ames, Teamster,
<F \Y. Black, Deputy Sheri If,
J. M. Hale \. ( <»., Stage Props Fllsvvorth,
\Y. F. Cleaves, Prop of Fiv. Stable Stockton,
AND

(Next door to Gray & Patterson’s,)
Where he will keep

specialty.

a

.'{m,j:»*

A NICK LOT OF

Messina

Oranges!

ALSO NICK

Providence. River

Oysters!

IX)X’T Valid ET THE VI.ace:

W.

G.

CLARK,

CHURCH

STREET,

Second store south of Court House.

Bkir-AST, Mk

tfla

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on :In second Tuesday ot
February, A. I>. !>r<>.
A. MAXSFI FIJ), surviving partner of Win.
•
Mansfield late of Winterport, in said County
of Waldo, deceased, Ii;t\ ing presented his linal account lbr allowance.
(Ordered, That the said F. A. Manslield give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy ol
this order to be published t hree weeks successively in
the Republican .Journal, printed :it Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to he held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of March next, at ten of t he clock before
noon, and show cause, if any tney have, why the
same should not be allowed.
WM. M. PC ST, .Judge.
A true copy, Attest —B. !’ Fn:i.i>, Register.

I?!

At a Probate Court la id at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
February, A. D. Wt>,

BOOTS,

SHOES,

-V N ]>-

RUBBERS!
MR.

J.

W.

CLARK,

(Successor to X. G. Prescott & Co.)

No. 13, PHENIX ROW.
receiving daily NFW GOODS in all

Is

styles

best quality.

of the

A few

the Fall

pairs of the OLD STOCK left to be almost

Gfiven.

Something

BBY I> MotbiAX, Administratrix of the Instate of t.eorge C. Morgan lute of Burnham, in
said Coiintv ot Waldo, deceased, having presented
her first and final account of Administration on said
estate for allowance.
Ordered, That the said Administratrix give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, wit bin and for said ('minty, on the second Tuesday of March next, ami shew cause if any they
have, why tin same should not be allowed.
WM M. Rl > T, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Fii.fi>, Register.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on tlie second luesday ol
February, A. I>. 1 >."<>.
l 1 11 FR DAVIS, JR., and others, heirs of Fu_J titer Davis Jute of Freedom, in said County ot
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition that
J. 1>. I.am.sou of said Freedom, may be appointed

I'

Administrator on said deceased’s estate.
Ordered, That tlie said Futher give notice to all
interested by causing a copy of this order to
e published three weeks successively in t lie Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
and lor said County, on the second Tuesday ot
Marcii next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
show cause, if anv they have, w hy the prayer of
said petition should not be granted.
WM. M. RUST, Judge.
B. P. Fiffd, Register.
A true copy, Attest

Eersons

Away.

ITew

BOTH ORNAMENTAL & USEFUL.

At a Probate Court lu*ld at Belfast, within and for
tbe County of Wablo, on the second Tuesday oi
February, A. ]>.,
L. PAKK III
late of

l’arkhurst
ABBlE

G RANI T E

CALL

AND

SEE

IT

-AT-

WADLIN& MERRILL’S
68

MAIN

STREET.

FRENCH’S Stove Store.

And

n

FOR BOYS AND GIRLS.

Pack of 52

Only 50 Cents

Assorted Address

Year,

a
Curds given to

every subscriber. Send in your name. All papers
discontinued at the time paid for. Agents Wanted.
Send

B.

petition

that
ln-r from the real estate
a

her dower may be assigned
of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said Abide L. give notice to all
interested by causing a copy of this order to
e published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
and for said County, on tie* second l'uesday ol
March next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
^how cause, if any
have, why the prayer of
said petition should not be granted.
WM. M. RUST. Judge.
A true copy.
Attest— B. P. Fn:u>, Register.

Cersons

they

At a Probate Court held at
the County of Waldo, on
February, A. D. 1870.

Belfast,within and for
tilt second Tuesday of

ance.

Happy Hours.
A

said

a.

FOR SAEE AT

PA PER

County of

in

CLEMENTS, Administratrix of
the estate of Aluion W. Clements late of WalRACHEL

Iron Ware!
D.

Ssimuel

Unity

do, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented her lirst account of Administration for allow-

GRANITE

A.

KST, widow of

Waldo, deceased, having presented

Iron Ware!

stamp for specimen copy. Address,
3in2M
HAPPY HOURS, Auburn, Me.

$339,!!5 13
LI A BI I.ITT F.S.
of

and

Settlement,
Miscellaneous Items,
$:1n,7*i> f.O
< >. B. PLl MMKR.
M. II. ANGKLL,
course

President.
S.

K.

S«*cretarv,
C. II. UA Y LOR.
Ass't Secretary.

IICMPHRLY,
Treasurer.

I RKD

Pro’p.

PaOBATE NOTICES.

SALOON!

ASSETS,
Losses in

AT\VOOI>, Agent, Winterport, Me.
:uv:i4

RICHA.RD H. MOODY.
Central A trout,
Druggist and Apothecary

THE

TEMPERANCE

-----

S'.cn.noo
ycK.Vyo

Ordered, That the said Administratrix give notice
to all persons interested by causing a
copy of
this order to be published three weeks successively
in the Republican Journal printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of March next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the
should not be allowed.
WM. M. RUST, Judge.
A true copy, Attest:—B. I*. Fikli>. Register.

same

nnHE subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
X concerned that she has been
appointed and
taken upon herself the trust of Administratrix of
the estate of

duly

ALBERT J. McKEEN, late of Belfast,
intheCounty of Waldo, deceased, bygivingbond as the
law directs; she therefore requests all persons who
are

UNEQUALED
capacity

indebted to said deceased’s estate to make im-

mediate payment, aud those who have any demands
thereon, to exhibit llu* same for settlement to lier.
ANNIE L. M< KEEN,
i

■

THREE HIGHEST MEDALS I
■'«'

n

hi

nary excellence

Europe.
all wile re
nrOT

ULo

I

as to command a wide side there.
warded bi>_'! ■-t premiums at i-

trial Exf
)*it of hundred
any o:wt urpiii

s

haw

by Km':.
heiiusph-T
1

'celar-d

in America
there ha

TEST I.MO XI\L
than One TIhmikuiiiI

••

u

Grorge*

and

ICIstj4<*ro and other

< a*e*

i!"S;.;v
Sn|>«*rl)
ilewiitu*.

MopM.
■

t

m u

PIANO-HARP CABINET ORGAN
EASY payments:
rented until

retd

or

pa\s ter

i.t

YORK

l*'or Sale in Uella-I

W.

0.

the

W

attached b) the olllcer on the original
on the lirst day of May, A. D. Is75, being more
than four months prior to the application of said
MeOilvery to be declared a bankrupt, and will be
s ild at public auction, to the highest bidder, on Saturday, the tvvonty-lifth day of March, A. D. 1*70, at
elev en o’clock, A. M., at the otliee of Joseph Williamson, in said Belfast, all the right in equity which
said McCiilvery had on said lirst day of May, of redeeming the following described real estate situated
in Belfast aforesaid, to wit; a certain lot of land in
Belfast aforesaid, with the buildings thereon, and
bounded as follow s, viz on the South l>v land of the
heirs of the late Rufus B. Allyn. West by land
formerly conveyed to W. II. Simpson, Northwestwardly by the street leading from High Street
to the McCiilvery Shipyard, so called, and Kastwardly by Tide-Water of Belfast Bay, with the
shore llats in front of said Street anil Lot. The
above described property!) eing subject to a mortgage recorded in the Waldo County Registry of
Deeds, Vol. HO, Page 3J4, "iven by the said Henry
McCiilvery to James P. White, et. al., of said Belfast,
to secure the payment of certain promissory notes
for seven thousand six hundred and ninetv-uine dollars and ninety-three cents, dated Nov. IS A. D.
1
with interest payable unnuallv.
SAMI KL NORTON, Sheriff.
Dated this 10th day of February ls7ii

writ,

St reel, L'S.-r M1 i S'2

Taken on execution against Daand will be sold at public auction
on Saturday, the twenty-tilth
to the
day of March, A. D. 1870, at ten o’clock, A. M., at.
the office of Joseph Williamson, in Belfast, in said
County, all the right in equity which said Wilkins
has of redeeming the following described real estate,
situate in Knox, in said County, to wit, lot numbered thirteen, on Hatch’s ltidge, so called, containing
one hundred acres, excepting thirty-live acres from
the south east end of said lot. Said real estate being subject to two mortgages given to Ward Mason,
the first dated Dec. 21, 1803, and recorded in the
Waldo Registry, vol. 123, page 400, and the second
dated March JO, 1870, and recorded in said Registry,
vol. 151, page 153.
SAMI KL NORTOR, Sheriff.
Dated this 15th day of February, 1870.

an e'ct< iisi\r |.ru..o' upward* ot
lies in s rcurc I ‘atents in t In l nited
coni

Pi Cun, l ranee, and other I'm
Speciticatii.il*, A --igu
ign count rie-. < a\
nients.aml all papers for Patent* ivcuteiion reason
mail* tod*
able terms, with despatch. Pc-earrle
termine tin- validity and utility of Patents of 1 n\« i:
tioii*, and legal and other advice rendered in ali
matters touchingtIn- -atnc.
Copies of tin claim* ot
any patent furnished In remitting on*- dollar, asiguments recorded in W ashington.
Slut'
o.<-trssrS sn/mrn
Ac I'/niWf/ ill tin I
fun Hit !• a f>r ohtuiniiui Put-nnts or a.-" rtu ini in/ 11
inn
nt
ions.
ntuliilit>/
of
pun
All necessity of a journ. y to Washington to pro
cur*- a Patent, ami the usual great delay there, are
here saved inventors.
>

“I have no hesitation in assuring inventors tlmt
a man m >m ctnnpctrnt unH trn<'
mirth i/ and more capable f putting their applica
t ions in a lurin to secure for them an early and fa\ <>r
able consid. ration at tie Patent office.
K DM l N 1» III'UK 1.. hit •• ( tnu's’r of Patents."
"Mr. P. II. l'.M>y ha ma I.- for me over I'll I P 1A
successful ii
applications for Patents, having be*
almost v\ ry ca-»\ Such unmi-rakable proof of grejo
talent and ability on hi-part leads nictorecommend
At l. inventors to applv to lorn to proeure flour pa
tents, as they may he -nr*' t having the most faithful attentii n b«‘s;11\\ cd Mpi.n : lour case*, and at vet >
rea-onalde chary-s.
JollN 1 Ar.bAIM
Poston. Jan 1 I'M'.
lyr-7.
■

by

TUTTLE,

Agent.
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! PORTLAND SAFE DEPOSIT CO.

►-j

w
e-

by

Chart* red

©
©

an

act

©

f=4
•h

and the Ki

P*
FOR

THE

CURE

1

97

*
s r M. of S \i
in
111 in.I \u Pi 'M.i

egislalure

Main

ot

it- 1 11;i. Pk*<m
V \ i,i>!

and

Exchange Street,
PORTLAND.

OF
I»M1

RHEUMATISM & NEURALGIA
This remedy is the result of the res,-arch of one of
the Proprietors who had hem a great miTerer tor
wars and who had tried all the ad\ ertiscd remedies
and ••'kill of many physicians without obtaining reIit r. A radical run- was obtain* d and numerous >im
ilar cures otVoeted among his friends and acquaintances without an exception, induced him to put it
before the public. T hat it will cure the most >ev*-r»
cases of Rheumatism we have abundant testimony
to show, which mav be found in our circular'. All >t
which proof i- bona fide and from lliosc who have
he, 11 lu ll,•tiled hv it> Use.
l or sale by all Druggists, price one dollar per
bottle. Liberal discount to the trade.
PI l-.Rt R UK' H II I RS.
Manufacturers and Pn pri* t .r-,
f, ill Vi
Ilangor, Maim.

NOTICE.

IM.-

\M» SI IA Kl.HOl.M.HS

John Mil--. \,
II. .1 !.i!.h\,
K. h. Swan
Jac.d. Mcl.ellan,
William l..(iould, Phillip II. Prow a,
William o. Davis, W illiam Hammond,
YV. II. Anderson, I rank V.y<
!.. 1 *. M Sweat,
A. W. t 'oomhs,
Abner Coburn, Skow began,
All-mu P. Morrill,
Josepli Dane, kenuebunk.

!

,,

-"to.:,

peadtiehi,

L. D. M. SWEAT, Pr.-id.-nt,
A. WE COOMBS. Secretary.

L-:

I-or circular- or information address
A. W. < OOM Ps. Secretary,

n

Portland

j

To the

A. HOWES & CO.. Agents,
Belfast, Maine.

S

tin*

Safe Keeping of Valuables

©

&

d

I'm: nil-:

kJ
M

of

Searsport.

I. taken the A geiicy of the Pi i.rvsr M.\i
W <»:: K s, t'lark & I-emald. Propri* Mrs. Perwi-hing to pure .a-* Marbl. W ork of any de
s»
nt i:
ription <an do
a-che:i) a-they can buy
where
m ; his >t at*any
A. I tJl'lMRY.
ttll
Searsport.Sept, lft, 1>;

Ill

A

People

\

ui.i

son*

-o

and I'.xaet Justice to VII."

r.RITAS it is pretended that some are per
'\17rllmilted
to violate the Maim* Law with impu
\\

nity, while in other cases it is rigidly enforced.
Therefore, R**solved by Mount VValdo Lodge >1
(mod Templars, that the sum ot li ft * ■« n dollar 'hall
he paid to any on*-w ho shall furnish such e\idetice
iohitor ot said
as shall secure t In* »*onvict ion of any
law in the town of \Vinterport or 1- ranklot t, r* gard
of
color
or
condition.
less
sex,
Ami it is further resolved that the sum a twt titylive dollars shall lie paid for the second, and bo
each and every subsequent com i< tion *T the'ami
Pi i: OimKit.
person.
Wintcrport, !•', 1 >. 1.T, 1 s7*>.
_—.

DISSOLUTION.
IWTOTICK IS HEREBY Ol\ I N, that the < '<> part
ncrship heretofore «wi<!ing hi t w mi \\el
Huy ford and M. It. Cooper, under tin* tirm name and
ot
M. R. Cooper & t o., ha- this day been disstyle
solved by mutual consent.
AXEL HAYKOKI),
M. K. CO< U’KIi.

Special

Notice.

All persons indebted to the late tirm of M. K.
Cooper it < o., are requested to settle their accounts
I lie business of the lute
at once, at the old stand.
tirm will be continued bv the undersigned.
AXEL II A Y EOb’Ib
Belfast, Eeb. 10, lsrc..
TwTu*

Musical Notice.
ARBI K E. KELLS, will receive a
pupils for instruction upon the I’iano and
inet Organ. Special care taken w ith beginners.
terms impiire at NT Main Street.
.Nov. 36, 1S75—tftJl

MISS.

Lewiston Business

few

<nb,
Kof

College.

TOR
INA DMITS
STUDENTS
A struction in Book-keeping, renmanship, Mu

thematics, Jamguages

Will most positively cure any case of rheumatism
rheumatic gout, no matter how long standing, on
the face of the earth.
Ih-ing an imvaid application
it does t in* work «|iiiekly, thoroughly ami permanent
the
Writ*
ly, leaving
system strong and healthy.
to anv promiueni person in Washington City, and
the
above
that
will
learn
is
statement
trm .n
you

or
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Sheriff’s Sale.
vid

by St..Boston

they■<-annot employ

f

SS.

Wilkins,
WALDO,
highest bidder,

llcsigns.

or

1 KSTIMONI YI.S.
“1 regard Mr. 1 'I.ly a- in- •• 1 li*- most capable tin*!
successful practitioner- with whom 1 have had of
( 1IAUI.KS ilAMi.N,
!icialintercour*e.
I'om's'r of Patents."

"tear

Pro Bono Publico.

“Kqual

MeOilvery,

|

1

quisit.e combination of these instrument-.
payments;

opposite

K it
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eat ireeb
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Notice of Foreclosure.

ALDO, SS. Taken on execution in favor of
Henry L. Lord, against the property ol-Henry

TKII
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For liivfiiliorc. Trail.1 31 arks
No. 7U State St.,

mm
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Sheriffs Sale.
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Me
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II. EDDY

s

well

Do
t
on having a Mason & Hamlin
a, ■'
u rn.v
If
take,my other I'■ tl
o
for tins
missions fr selling in f- ri<■/• organs, an
reason often try very hard to nett -.o»m Hang else.

Staples

\1
li Kill'.AS, Newell Woods by hi- mortgage deed
VV dated October Id, A. D. 1S>1, recorded in
Waldo Registry of Deeds, vol. 75, page JOO, conveyed to (Jcorge Woods the following parcels of land
situate in Fnity, in the County of Waldo, to wit,
one parcel bounded north by David \
and .Joseph
Dyer’s land; easterly b) Stephen Mclveuitey’s and
Joseph Woods, Jr’s land; soutlorlv bv Joseph
Woods, Jr’s land; westerly bv Joseph Wood’s land
ami tie- town road leading from Ishubod Spencer’s
to Josiah Harding’.-; also other parcels of'land bemg the south of tin- north half of tifteen mile lot M.
J, and bounded as follows, beginning at a stake and
stones on the east line of lot M.
about seventy foils
south of the north east corner ot said l< t, thence
north seventy-two degrees west, one hundred and
six rods to the stake and stones in the east line of
Abiel Knights land; also vvliat land I here is on the
west side of Bog Stream, so called, on the north
west corner of north half of tifteen mile lot M. J, » xcepting what cedar land there is in the south west
corner ot' north half of til teen mile lot M. -\ to secure the performance of said Newell’s bond bearing
even date with said mortgage, and particularly referred to therein, and the said (ieorge Woods assigned to us the said bond and mortgage, Nov« mb» r
•JO, A. D. Is75, (said assignment of said mortgage being recorded in Waldo Registry ol Deeds, vol. 17-1,
page KM, and the condition of said mortgage being
broken we claim to foreclose the same.
A MOS W KBB,
AMDS W KBB, JR.,
J. <’. HARDIN*..
I nitv, I'eb. 1J, 1*70.
AwXI

»i»

I'ATINT-

I'|]1!:I(.N

AND

SOLICITOR

Organs ever award'd any n.-d d
Europe, or v.hd h pr. -r-nt stieh e\tr:u 11

American

jy | y

CO.,

1*? Roncrv, '•*« York:
Post « Mlice Box. 4;>»«►
>-l:

R

VIENNA, 1873; PARIS, 1867.
U li L

\

AMI i: I< AN

DIPLOMA OF HONOR

wife of

roe, < 'ounty of Waldo, State aforesaid, hy their mort
gage deed dated March *.*, A. 1>. 1>71, recorded in
Waldo Registry of Deed", vol. It'.;., page If., conveyed to me, Thomas N. Kgery of sai 1 Rangor, the following described real estaie in the town of Brooks,
in the County of Waldo, and Slate of Maine, vi'
The “Boynton Stand” so called, consisting of two
parcels, and the same premises conveyed by (ieorge
/. Means to Nathan Hills as recorded in tin* Registry of Deeds, in the < 'ounty of Waldo, vol. 111, page
tog, and a part of the real estate* as convey ed by -aid
Nathan Hills to me by his deed ot April lv, 1*71,
reeorele-d in saiel Registry, vol. l.V>, page »•'.», to all
which de-e-els and the records thereof reference is
he-rehy made for a inure particular description of the
pre-misi'S com eye d to me by said mortgage dee d.
And whereas tin* condition of saiel mortgage* has
bee n ami now remains broken, l.y reason thereof I
hereby claim a foreclosure* of the* same, and give
this notice for the- purpose of cllt-cting such toreclosure.
THOMAS N KGKRY.
•Tw'H
l!y Wii.m'N & We.nj.Ai:!., his Ut’ys.

1

Awarded

by any others.

CATALOGUES

K.

CHAS. J. O. KLINE &

-UNAPPROACHED

and excellence

GARLAND,
John Carlund ol Bangor, ('ounty ot'Peiu.l.scot,
WIIKRKAS.
U.
of Mmiand State of Maine, and
H ANNAH

>

CAB NET ORGANS.

IT. I
HAM LIN' ORGAN O
TOX ; *25 Union Square. NEW
Adams St., CHICAGO.

Notice of Foreclosure.

SEAltSPORT, ME.

JUST RECEIVED!
—AT

mi

Autliori/.etl Capital,
Paid Up Capital,

OTMKItS.

EMERY SAWYER,

Prepared By

complete stock of
Smoked, Dry, Salt and Fresh Fish.
a

tf^-Nice Oysters and Clams

MANY

MASON & HAMLIN

A I IA/ A VC
All? A I O

1, 1876.

ANNUAL
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to

*•

in

OINTMENT
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s

eluding

Particular attention
artiticial teeth.

ARABIAN

yiyp

\R '3.

Successor to Dr. C. MOORE.
May still In- town*! at the old stand oi
l*i. Moore, Cono r of < hutch and

SCRATCHES

1ST E

TRUMDY

W.

How Lost, How Restored!

Manliflod:

»

Commencing Oct. 25, 1875,
Trains leave* Belta-d at 8:00 a. m. connecting direct to Bangor, Pextv-, Skowhegan, Farmington,
Lewiston, Iianville Junction and (Land flunk
Kailway, and via Fastern and Boston & Maine Kailm
roads, arriving in Boston at

:;mos^

Dey Street, New York.

H

by all Druggists and Dealers in Medicine.

■

is

out it.

wei

VI!.

den attack-.
1*1:».i*\i:i h

removed

invite their oiu iru-mts and patrons 10 tu.i
upon them at this popular old stand, where tln-v
he
t'ouml at all tim**~ ready to attend to the
may
wants of those requiring work in their line.
<
'arriage and >h igh I*aint ing and Trimming is out
specialty. We will paint and 'rim new carriage-' <<r
varnish old ones and repair trimmings at reasonable
rates on short notice, gunrrnnt* *-ing satisfaction in
l a
WALES & BXRNELL.

confidence in its vir

a

other medicine.

e

would

l<>

cares

the Cilt.i:i:v I'm

Imbed

their business, car
L ria>re i-aintintf and trimming, to
the 'h'iji' over l>annm’s, in rear
r>
t
the American House, and

so

long continued series of marvelous

equalled by any

never

tues,

Biciknell
Ila\

reputa-

a

or

!i has been known
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wide

so
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Wales

virtue-

rdinary

t'

Perhaps

but

one

ions, must have

nat

many
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HAVE

and Surgeon,
Boston.

only

among not

REMOVED to their new Ranking lioom
in Custom llou-e Square, are prepared to re
ceive deposit-, placing the same on interest on the
first days of June, July. August and September, and
December, January, February and March. Interest
being computed on same, the first Mondays of June
and December.
Deposits received daily, 'except on Sundae-- and
Legal Holidays,) from 9 to 1'J A. .M.,aml g to 4 P M.
Saturdays Dank closes at l". neon.
A> A F A PNCE, Pi
John li. DI-IMUY. Ideas.
t.
tf
Delfast, June sth 1ST4.

Physician

Carriage Making. Painting, and
Blacksmithing.
REMOVAL!

con

mankind and
become household words,

R. F. TmiKit.

DR. JOHN

the

won

<•

tidence of

e

Win. Wasson, Agt., Brooksvilb-;
herd, Agts., Fasti lie. Benj. Kyder,
Bella*!.
Howard Fonant. Agt
Belfast. Dec. IF is?.’..

tt'TJ

Office Church St., under the .Journal Office.

compositions,

The few
which hav

Coaches to convey passengers to and from the cars
and boats.
Sample Rooms free to guests.
Livery and Hoarding Stable connected with the
House.
Rellast, Sept. O, 1S75.—tfl *

Savings

V. MILLER.
Belfast. Me., Box 1$T>.

CONSUMPTION.

TUCKER BROTHERS, Proprietors

Belfast

I

Asthma, and

Bronchitis.

Cough.

Main Street, Belfast, Me.

Leave Brooksville for Belfast,
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday & Friday at N:la A. M.
do A M
at s
Fastinc
ucli way.
Touching at rslesboro Kyhr’s F»>\

•

For Diseases of the Throat and Lungs,

JOHN H. POOR.
MAT i WELSH.

J. D. Tit'ki.k.

Pectoral

l v

*

K E I’ l’ KXIX'i

From (’astine &
For the Round

ion of any and they are afterwards sorry
for it ; and ldr the protection of those who are about
to purcha-e :• machine, should not be governed by
whai agents for. other machines tell you that tin ir
I he Idea that t his or that mamachine is the best.
chine is the best is nothing to do with the true mer
itof a sewing machine,
fherefor** examine tinnew- productions of the Wheeler & Wilson Manufacturing Company and then you will be convinced
which is tin-best sewing machine. The work runs
either way on these machines. They use any kind
of thread and sews from the tinest muslin to heavy
leather; it Fells, Hem-, Braids,Cords, l ucks, Binds,
and makes beautiful II-in Stitching and ruffing.
Machines set up on trial on application at thisoffice
Mach.lies sold on easy monthly installments, old
machines taken in part payment for new one*. I
keep on hand needles and attachnents for all kindol
machine*.
I keep a superior quantity of needles, which 1 sell
ntf*l)cts. per dozen. Orders for needles tilled by
the order. All
mail when the ca*h
good* warranted to be the best quality, or motie>
returned.
Call -•!< or address

or construet

Sale !

UFor

PAINTERS!

Delfast, March 18, 1*75.

l'AliN^WoKTU,

until further notice as follows,
Wednesday, 1 >uc. l‘»!h :

-F A

well of water,

1 he house is thoroughly built, and in excelattic.
lent condition throughout, ami adapted for two
Will be sold on reasonable terms. Infamilies
W. II. Sl.Ml’SON.
quire of
Uellast, July •.'<», 187... -tf4

POOR & WELSH

r i. a m k u

Leave Belfast, Sanford Wharf,
FOR CASTINE AND BROOKSVILLE,
On

on In ion Street, oeby 1. .). Farrow. It is

good cellar,

quarter acre of land. The house is
i\b<>, two stories, Kll one and a half
stories ; three large rooms below and
kitchen; four rooms ami kitchen above, besi<h $

L ‘Particular attention givi n to Sowing Machine
Repairing, ohot (Juns Repaired anil Pored to shoot
No. 46 MAIN STREET.
1st, isrii-tf

f

run

They are superseding all others in the market, and
revolutionizing the whole sewing machine trade.
Competent judges of the various maehiues agree that
the new Wheeler & Wilson hewing Machines are
Remember they
superior to all others no\V in use.
take the Lock stitch and u>e no shuttle, thus obviate
and
does away the
a
the use of
clattering shuttle,
breaking oi thread and needles so much experienced
in the use of shuttle machines.
And here 1 wish to state that a great many per
sons bin a sewing tnaching without the knowledge
are

I'M IK house

1 eupied

close.
Jan.

'PIONEER, American
Will

Sewing Machine

flMoTIIY MAYO.
tf32

Monroe, Feb. 3, 1870.

K Y

Thursday Eve., commencing

which he gave the name of CAS'D>lil A.
CASTORIA is as pleasant to take as honey, regulates the stomach and bowels, and does not gripe.

WOOLEN GOODS !
First-Class Tailoring Establishment

a.>

unpleasant taste or recoil.
The imputation of his experiment extended. Physicians and nurses rapidly adopted his remedy, to

NEW YORK TIMES,

XX.

effective

private practice to proami stomach regulator

it>

appar-

Mind

in i’D

effective Cathartu

an

which would be

Cure

Sanford's

KINDS OF

linilrond Wliarl'. Portland
k v E

WHEELER & WILSON

Mouse for Sale,

READ,

DEALER IX ALL

CAPTAIN U. KILBY,

HAVE YOU SEEN THE NEW

and mothers have

Cure

Sanford's

T.

quarter >tory house

a

with one story Kll, wood-shed
and small barn, with one and threequarters acres of good land, a good
well of water, with a small orchard
::0
to 40 bushel.-* apples yearly, all of
which bears
which was formerly the late l>r. Files residence at
Monroe Village, Waldo County, Me. For sale by

Belfast, lie,

of Hichmona, MACHINIST!

City

and

Sanford's Radical Cure
con-

Cross, sickly babies ami children may enjoy health,
rest, if they will use CASTORIA.
Worms, feverishness, teething, wind colic, sour
stomach and undigested food make children cross,

and

one

A

new, with

St., Nkw York.

CASTORIA.

at Law!

Attorney

-o-

tfti’All business entrusted to him will receive
rompt attention.

Sanford's Radical Cure
Cleanses the nasal passages in a single application
with the admirable Inhaler, which accompanies each

Doyle.

WALLACE,

IIARIDEX BLOCK,

J. B. Rose & Co.,

Laboratory of
•hi Dky

W E E K !

1* E LI

E. K.

formerly occupied by

GEO. E.

-o-

T nil’

MAIN

THE

Penobscot. Mt. Desert & Machias
O N E

at Law!
Attorney
14
STREET, BELFAST.
Office

Sewing Machines

House for Sale.

JOHNSON,

E.

a

Centaur Liniment, which any day may
prove worth twenty times its cost.
Sold everywhere, but prepared only at the

I'emple.:, Binging Noises in the Head, and Wake-

FOR

Poll-Evil,

Messrs. J. McClure &.

fulness.

|icto Abbcrtiscmcnls.

—

dollar,

burns, &c.
even fifty cents, invested in Centaur

bottle of

hundred years ago false teeth were not
considered preferable to the original grinders.
One hundred years ago time and tale waited
Radical
for nobody, and now nobodv waits lor time or
I a local and constitutional remedy. It strengthens
tide.
the system by internal use, while endeavoring to
Om* hundred years ago kerosene lamps did
not explode and assist women to shuttle oil' their
throw off the disease, and soothes and heals the inmortal coil.
humed nasal surfaces by direct application.
One hundred years ago men did not commit
Radical
suicide by going up in balloons and coming
down without them.
I- a great and reliable medicine, and when every
One hundred years ago there was no steam on
other remedy is tried and found wanting, this, by
the canal—even the driver on the tow-path did
its immediate beueficial effect, passes at once into
not "team up in those days.
< hie hundred
favor, which it retains forever afterwards.
years ago there were no Turkish
liareii" at Salt Lake, and no Ann Elizas suing
I'.aeii package contains a Treatise on Catarrh and
for the nineteenth part of a divorce.
Dr. Sanford’.- Improved Inhaling l ube, l’rice$1.U(|.
One hundred years ago England was not very
For sale by Druggists everywhere.
"WKElvS &
far behind '.lie United Slates in all that goes to
I*< )T1 I K. Boston, (ieneral Agents.
make a nation powerful and progressive.
An old musket was recently dredged up by a
One hundred years ago a young lady did not
lose caste by getting her ham’s wet in dish- wrecking steamer on Long island Sound, beIi.»}-Cse SANFORD’S JAMAICA (jIXUKK, after
tween Fisher's Island and Stonington, Connect4w3J
water «>r rubbing the skin oil'her knuckles on a
exposure to cold, wet weather.
icut.
It’s
are
those
of
the
so-called
mountings
wash-board.
‘•Queen’s Arm," of tie* early part of the centuone hundred years ago the physician who
could not draw e\ery form of disease from the ry. The barrel is completely eroded, but t!black-walnut stock is almost as sound as ever,
system by tapping a vein in the arm, was not I dn the brass
hut-plate are the figures (Jo—probmuch of a doctor.
One hundred years ago tin* producer carried
ably indicating the number of the regiment in Cl O a
Agents wanted, Outfit and
day at homo.
his surplus produce to market on his horse, the which tlie soldier bearing it served. Jt is supterms free.
TUCK & CO., Augusta, Maine.
products being placed in one end ol the hag and posed that the gun was lost over board at the
battle of stonington, in 1S14.
the jug in I he other end.
C^nnn *or u CJIS<* °f cough, Cold or Asthma
VdUUu that ADAMSON’S It. C. BALSAM will
One hundred years ago our fathers did not
“Young Indies have lilt* privilege of saving PHI n f not cure. >i)ld by Oruggists at 3f> cts.
light their pipes with matches, but carried lire
Circular free. Address l>i:. K. \V. KINSin their pockets in the shape ol a piece of punk, any thing they please during leap year." she
said, eying him out of the corner of her eyes MAN, Augusta, Maine.
a piece ot steel and a Hint.
< bit* hundred years
with a sweet look. His heart ga Vi a great bound
ago a public oilicer or
A FARM OF YOUR OWN
other citizens could not steal enough to make and. while lie wondered it she was going to ask
is thkthe
the act respectable and insure the actor a promquestion which ho had so long desired and
feared to do, lie answered "Yes." "And the
inent position in the “lirst circles.”
One hundred years ago the condition of the
young men must not refuse," said she.
"No,
weather on the 1st dav of January was not tele- iio ! How could they V sighed he. “'Well.'
then."
said
“will
d
all
she,
over the continent on tin* evening of
you—" lie fell on his
graph*
knees, and said, “anv thing, anv thing van a-k.
Iieccmber :il. Things have changed.
* bn* hundred
years ago people did not worry darling." “Wait till I get through. Will you
about rapid transits and cheap transportations take a walk, and not hang around our house so
but threw their bags ot grain across the backs much?” And lie walked.
of their hor-es ami uncomplainingly “went to
A young man in Olathe. Kansas, who is
mill.”
parOne hundred years ago every man cut li is
AUK ON* TUI; LINK OF THK
ticular about bis washing, the other dav \\ rote
a note to bis washerwoman and one to bis
oat according to his doth—every man was esgirl,
PACIFIC
timated at his real \alm—shoddy was not and by a strange fatality put Hie wrong address UNION
known
and true Oil each envelope, and sent them oil'. The
nobody had struck “ile”
merit and honest Nvorth were the only grounds
washerwoman was well pleased al an invitation
for promotion.
to take a ride the next day, but, when the
young SECi RE A HOME NOW. Full information
sent
< hie hundred
years ago, to tell the truth, peo- lady read, “It you muss up mv shirt bosoms
to all
of the world.
Address O.
ple generally died from natural causes, while and rub the buttons otf my collar any more, as fitAVI*. parts
Land
1*.
R. R.,
in our day they step out through steamboat ex- you did the last time, 1 will go somewhere Omaha. !%•*!». Commissioner l
plosions, railroad smash-ups, hurricanes, circu- else," she cried all ihe evening, and declares
lar saws, and in a thousand other ways discov- that she will never speak to him again.
A<;i:m\s for the best selling
\V \ V rP I1 I 4 Stationery
ered since the birth of the oldest inhabitant.
Packages in the
\V ;\ lN
|'i I /
world, it conatins 15 sheets
The editor of the Lewiston I!’.t. 1 Sentinel has
lately received a legacy of #20,non from an old paper, 15 Envelopes, gohlen Pen, Pen-holder, Pencil,
citizen of Mitliin county, as some acknowledg- Patent Yard Measure, and a piece ol Jewelry. Single
Beef for John Bull.
package, wit ii pair of elgant Gold Stone Sleeve Hut
ment of the benefit derived from the
reading of
for $l.oo. Watches given
cts..
paid,
that newspaper. An act worthy of emulation. ions, post
1 From the London Dailj Standard, .Ian. 2o.]
away to all Agents. Circulars free.
How
different
the
of
that
"dear
feelings
Li
It
IDE
&
An invention has now been tested to at. exCO., ?r»5 liroadwny, New York.
departed" in bis new home, from those of the poor
tent which leaves no doubt that fresh meat can
who
fellows
were taken out in debt to the
prinbe, as it has been, imported from L'amtdaaud
wn WKm I>FR WEEK GUARANTEED to
M
a Agents, Male and Female,in their
the United States, and be sold and eaten here ! ter. Header, you may not be able to leave a
to your editor, but do, do
M M own locality, Terms and Outfit
#20,000
legacy
to
without the consumer knowing liehas not been
try
out square with him.
Mr* M free. Address I‘. o. VICKERY &
[K.xclialige.
enjoying a out from a prime “Scot.'' Refriger- 1 get
C(
Augusta, Maine.
ation, though the meat is not actually frozen.
In Hartford one night recently while a voting
best describes the process, which bus the merit
of extreme simplicity and of leaving the meat lady was on her way home, a public carriage QE
f ft $9(1 l)Pr day at home. Samples worth $1
V J IU
tree. Stinson & Co., Portland, Me.
absolutely unaltered both in llavor and appear- suddenly pulled up beside her, a person
a woman got out, seized the
girl and was
ance.
The cattle intended for shipment are ently
re
into
her
the
mhng.psychomancy,fascinaback
forcing
when
some gentlemen
killed a day or two before the vessel starts,
tion, Soul Charming, Mesmerism, and Margreat care being taken to extract ail the blood. passed liv, and the abductors hastily made off. riage Guide,
how either sex may fascinate
After the carcass is cut lip the quarters are The young lady is convinced that the person and gain theshowing
love and aiTection of any person they
who
seized
her
was
a man attired in woman’s
sewn up in canvas and conveyed to a compartchoose instantly. 400 pages. Iiy mail 50 cts. Hunt
it Co., i:w S. rtt! St., Piiiladelphia.
ment in the hold of the only line of vessels— clothing. There is not the slightest clue to the
Union's steamers—as yet fitted up for the pur- perpetrators of the crime.
pose. Here tin* quarters of meat arc slung so
Ten years ago Messrs. Geo. P. Rowell & Co., estabA wife, who had been lecturing her husband
us to swing clear and allow a free
passage of
lished their advertising agency in New York City.
air all around them. Tanks round the com- for coming home intoxicated, became incensed
Five years ago they absorbed the business conducted
partment arc tilled with ice sufficient to keep at bis inditfereuce, and exclaimed; “Oil, Unit
the temperature of the air down to thirty-seven l could wring tears of anguish from your by Mr. John Hooper, who was the first to go into
degrees during the passage, and a constant mo- eyes!" To which the hardened wretch hic- this kind of enterprise. Now they have the satisfaction and circulation is maintained by the action coughed: “Tai-’taint no use, old woman, to tion of controlling the most extensive and complete
of a large fan worked by steam. The effect of bo-bore for water here.”
advertising connection which has ever been secured,
and one which would be hardly possible in any other
keeping meat in this dry, cold atmosphere for
but this. They have succeeded in working
country
ten or twelve days is so to harden and solidify
The meanest man in the world resides at
down a complex business into so thoroughly a systhe surface that at the end of the passage it is
present in Northern Ohio. He went to Cincin- tematic method that no
change in the newspaper
nati to attend bis brother’s funeral, and then
more marketable in appearance than when first
system of America can escape notice, while the
killed. Some forty tons sent as a first experi- coolly sent in a bill to the executors for #47.50. widest information upon all topics Interesting to
ment were forwarded by special train direct
itemized as traveling expenses, hotel bills, and advertisers is qlaced readily at the disposal of the
from Liverpool to the central meat market at #2.50 per day for “time” consumed in attend- public.
Smithfield,and found a ready sale at top prices. ance.
June„.ws
As matter of experiment, sheep and pigs have
Josh Billings writes that “Philosophers all
been sent in a similar way, with a result emiagree that the milk is put into the kokerniit,
nently satisfactory to those who are looking and the hole is
neatly plugged up; but who the
forward to tin* development of a large trade.
feller is who duz it the philosophers are honest
All the meat has reached market in splendid
for a wonder, to admit they can’t tell
enough,
and
free from the
condition—cool, dry, firm,
us.”
slightest taint; and it has been hard to conAs good an assortment of
vince experienced butchers and salesmen who
A Hartford girl, treating a too frequent gensaw it for the first time what they were intleman caller rather coolly, drew from him the
specting. The inventors of this very promis- remark: --J fear
you are hot dealing squarely
ing process are Messrs. Eastman & Martin, of with me.” ‘-That's
because you are ’round so of all grades, usually found in a
New York, Mr. J. A. Lippincott, also of New
was the quiet
often,”
reply.
York, having successfully applied the principle
so far as it has
gone, Mr. J. I). Link, of LiverHalf
Also Trimmings to correspond, which are
pool and the Central Meat Market, being the over tliethe people who are making this uproar
being
expulsion of the Bible from the public manufactured to order by first-class workmen at as
agent here. The capacity of the compartments schools couldn’t
low
on
prices as the times will afford.
their
own
tell,
so fitted in the Union steamer is about 200 tons.
responsibiliM P attended to in all its branches by myThe consignments now being sent every week ty, whether tile book of Genesis was written by- P
[I TTI,,,u
uw
*<-*lf. 1 have also a fine assortment of
St. Paul or llamlel.
amount to
tons, and the supply is now in
fifty
process of rapid development to the*maximum
GOODS
Detroit policemen don't seem to be verv good
which the present arrangements will allow of
200 tons weekly. The trial has now been suffi- marksmen. "I want you either to hit me or of all kinds. PAPER COLLARS, in all sizes, and
all the other better grade of Collars.
27
ciently extended to demonstrate the scientific stop making such a blamed racket,” said a thief
value of the process. Indeed, it is easy to con- in that city, at whom a policeman was shooting.
ceive that in a compartment maintained at so
low a temperature, with air keep perfectly dry
Fred Douglass told a reporter in Indianapoand pure, decomposition might be almost inde- lis, Ind., a few days ago, that he thought that
finitely arrested, and that meat might hang for if the republican convention should be held
BE CAREFUL OF YOUR
weeks, not only without injury, but with posi- within two months Senator Morion would be
tive benefit accruing from keeping, in rendering the republican candidate for President.
the fiber tender and easily masticated. The
cattle which so far have been tried to test the
A small fire in a tenement house in New
experiment whether American beef suits Eng- York, Saturday, caused a panic. 12 persons
lish palates are bred in the Western State of
SPECTACLES AND EYE GLASSES
jumped from windows and were seriously inof Superior Quality to protect and
Iowa, the carcasses averaging 100 stone. Of jured, one fatally.
strengthen
weak
the commercial value of the trade the consigneyes.
A1 wavs on hand a full line of the best Glasses
ers ought to be the best judges, and
The Danbury News savs: “Klihu Burritt can adapted to all ages and conditions of the
they exeye. Conpress themselves perfectly satisfied with the re- drive a strange dog out'of his yard in
thirty- cave, Convex and Perri-focal at
sult so far.
three languages.”
One

from

Liniment will be within reach when
curs,

UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE.

an

soreness

One

ARRANGEMENT!

WINTER

are

owners

Instantly relieves and permanently cures every foim
ot Catarrh, from a simple head cold to the ulcerative
stage, together with all its sympathetic diseases.

Believes in

the

are

method of its preparation when studied with the disease satisfies the
mind of any reasonable person that its method cd
new

indisputable fact that the Centaur Liniperforming cures never before < fleeted by
any preparation in existence,—like Chronic Rheumatism of thirty years’ standing, straightening fingers
and joints which had been stiff for six years, taking
It is

ments

Spavin, Swecuv, Wind-Gall, Big-Head

convince them that it possesses great merit'

while tin-

“Antioch, III., Dec. 1, 1871.
My wife has, for a long time, been a terrible sufferer from Rheumatism. She lias tried many physiThe only thing which
eians and many remedies.
has given her relief is Centaur Liniment. 1 am re
*
*
*
her.
has
cured
this
juiced to say
W. H. RING, Postmaster.”

animal creation.

Sanford's Radical Cure
Must

Bemoves by

il>l

can

dangar of suffocation while lying down; to breathe
freely, sleep soundly and undisturbed; to knowtha*
no poisonous, putrid matter defiles the breath and

jury.

Cliristiaucy's Wedding

no-

How difficult to

tarrali.

leading

appeal

Have you

exercises on the
mind, blunting its faculties, besides enervating the
body as well? How difficult to rid the head of this
foul matter all can testify who are afflicted with Ca-

—

Summer is at its height.

G.

«

Liniments l

A languid calm and a Hull content,
Silence instead ot speech;
The wind sighed low, and the lark sang high.
Blit the gold, n hour of our lives went by.
And drifted out of reach.

<

Relies.

Centaur

The sheep-bells tinkled across the slopes.
Sweet as an eltiu chime:
Butterflies flitted athwart the down.
Bees went murmuring. bu*y and brown.
Over the fragrant thyme.

Let

A school of whales recently entered?the
in pursuit ot herThe Ogdensburg .Journal says General It. W. Dowry Yoe of Shetland
Judson of this city lias for years been gathering rings.
They were numerous and large,
relies of the battle-fields arid heroes of the Rev- and caused great commotion among the
olution, and lie noxv has a collection which of
fishermen, a number of whom set out in
itself forms a museum that would require a
one or more. But
book to de.eribe. These have all been properly boats to try and capture
labelled and are spread out and bung lip ill a the whales showed light and drove the
large room in the rear of llis office. Among the fishermen back to the shore, capsizing
relies is a cane cut from the battlefield of Con- one boat, the crew of which was saved
cord; a piece cut front the window sill of the with
difficulty.
room where Captain ])e La l’laee, commander
of Fort Ticonderoga, slept on the night it was ]
A Chinaman at Truckee, California, becaptured by Kihaii Allen; a musket ball picked
So nearly perfect are the recipes of these wonderup on the iattlctield of Hunker llill; a cane cut ing detected recently in an attempt to
ful pain-soothing and healing Centaur Liniments,
from Hess an Hill, battle of Hcnnington; a board
a pieee of rubber hose, was kicked
steal
that we can confidently say they will ali.kviatl
from the room where Colonels Haum and Fister,
id' tile British Army, engaged at Heimingtmi, around the entire block by the irate own- any pain arising from flesh, bone or muscle dedied from their wounds : a cane from the battle- er, and after he had thoroughly exhausted rangements. We do'not pretend that
they will
field of Saratoga; a sword scabbard carried himself and worn out the seat ot the Ce- mend
abroken leg or exterminate boils, but even in
through the Revolution; a cocked bat. worn lestial's
pantaloons,.John calmly propound- such cases they will reduce the inflammation and
two years in General Steuben's army; the dis: “You no likee lendum ?”
stop the pain. Nor can we guarantee the proper recharge papers of Benjamin Taylor, who served ed the following
six years in the Second Connecticut Regiment,
sults where the body is poisoned by whiskey. Temis as necessary to a proper physical, as men
signed bv George Washington, June 7, lTSfi; a
estate is valued at six perance
Cushman’s
Charlotte
of
Nathan
who
when
Reman,
portrait
guided,
tal condition.
hut sixteen years old, Kthan Allen to Tieonde- hundred thousand dollars.
The WHITE CENTAUlt LINIMENT is particuroga; a piece of the tombstone of Kthan Allen ;
to all cases oi Rheumatism, Lumbago,
a relief from the battlefield of llubbarton, Yt..
A St. bonis special says the Babcock case larly adapted
Neuralgia, Erysipelas, Itch, Sprains, Chilblains,
fought July 7, 1777; relies of the French and will not go to the jury before Wednesday.
Indian wars of 1710; a piece of the charter oak;
Cuts, Bruises, Stings, Poisons, Scalds, Sciatica,
a round from a chair from Carpenter’s Hall,
“Curved Corniuice,” is tbe new name for Weak Back, Pains in the side, Wounds, Weeping
where the Declaration of Independence was
crooked whiskey.
Sinews, Barns, Frosted Feet, Palsy, Ear-ache,Toothdraughted; a cane cut from the battlefield ot
ache, Head-ache, Ulcers, Old Sores, Broken Breasts,
Trenton; a piece of Independence Hall belfry ;
Sore Nipples, Sore Throat, Croup, Diptheria, etc.
a piece of John Hancock's desk; reliees from the
The most of these complaints the Centaur Liniment
battlefields of 1 SIR and of tile Rebellion; riiells,
will cure; all of them it will benefit. It will extract
swords, guns, cannon balls, grapeshot, pictures,
canteens, haversacks, clothing; the medical
the poison from bites and will cure burns and scalds
chest kept at Washington's headquarters, .MorHave you risen from your bed after a short sleep to
without a scar. The following is but a sample of a
ristown, N. J., a candlestick owned by General
flml yourself nearly suffocated with Catarrhal matthousand similar testimonials:
Schuyler, and used at Morristown. N. J.. etc.
Centennial

A golden hour on a summer morn,
When half the world was still,
The dew was fresh in the new mown hay.
And the bridal veil of the fair young day
Ilung o'er the purple hill.

and all the collateral studies

pertaining to a complete Business Education. $85
pays Board, Tuition, and Stationery 13 weeks. Lite
membership, $T6. Studmts enter any time. Ad
dress for catalogue giving terms without board.
Lewiston Business College, Lewiston, Me. TmT3

I'v rv

partieular.

CONDI N<liD
N 1 l»»\

CEKTIKICA'I KS.
M.

Ill »TKI.,

Washington, D. (\,
Messrs llelpheiistine & Bentley:
I M-ry cltei fully state that
Cents

Dec.

1 >74

1 used Dur
:ing- Klieumatic Kmnedv v\ ith decided benetit.
A. II
STEPHENS.
Member of Congress, ol tin.
Ptil.SIIU
n \t. M \ n s 11 * n
Washington, D. C., April *211, 1S75.
Messrs Hi Iplu nstine & Bentley:
l'<
the past seven > ears mv vv ifehas been
Cents
a great sutferer from rheumatism, her doctors tail
ing to give her relief, she used three bottles Durang's
Kheumatic Keinedy, and a permanent cure was the
result.
WM. II. CROOK,
“Executive Clerk to President Orant."
Washington, D. ('., March ltd, 1n7;‘i.
In the space of twelve hours my rheumatism was
taken
three doses of Durang’s Kheu
gone, having
nmtic Keinedy. My brother, ,1. B. Cessna, of Bedwas
cured by a similar amount.
ford, Pa.,
dollX CESSNA,
Member of Congress of Pa.
Price, one dollar a bottle, or six bottles for live
dollars. Ask your druggist for Durang’s Kheumatic
Keinedy, manufactured by
II ELPII ENST'INK & BENTLEY,
Druggists and Chemists,
Washington, I). C.
For Sale by DKCC,CISTS EVERYWIIEKE.
Sold by WHOLESALE DKL’COLSTS in Boston,
ilmosld
Mass.

